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VIII.

I. Introduction.
While the interest in the problems of persona.litr study
is not new, there is a cleoidedly new tendenoy tpde.y to turn to
'

these problems.
erature.

,

,

.

fhis is noticeable 1n all psyohologioal lit-

Spearman (204) has e'\Ten gon~ so far as to address an

open letter to psychologists to u:n.ite in an effort to concentrate on personality problems.

He points out that there are

many •psychologies• today, a condition that has produced a crisis.

Out of the wreckage eeems to be coming a tendency to place

more emphasis on a study of personality problems.
Because of the long history of failure in personality work,
modern thinkers are justifiably soeptioel of any new movements
and attempts to reduae the complexities of life to more soientifio terms.

t

!I!his neoessiJ:ites something more than a'theory or

experimental study of the personality, it neoessitates a demonstration of why personality work has failed in the past.

Only

after this is clearly understood can we prooeed with future
study.
The present study is an attempt to establish personality
work on a more soientifie basis.

It will attempt to go through

the history of personality work and to weed out the unessential
studies. and will attempt to throw light on what is the most
fertile direction in the study of human behavior.
Within recent years there has been more and more worK done
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in a field called 'oha.raoterology•.

This is not a new word,

actually dating baok to Eabnsen in 1867, but its modern form
has changed considerably.

Books on oharaoterology and peri-

odioale devoted either to oharaoterology or personality work
have appeared in great profusion during the last few years.
The word 'oha.raoterology• is used more frequently in Germany

than in other countries, although the same movement is apparent throughout Europe and America.

MoDougall (148) and others

·have pointed out some of the different uses of the word 1 oharaoter• and the arguments for and against its use.

It is not

the purpose of the present study to go into·theoretioal considerations of oharaoterology aa a separate field, since the
desire ie to approach the study of human behavior regardless
of respeotive fields.

Charaoterology is more closely associated with the •understanding' branch of psyohology than with the quantitative
schools.

It is viewed in the present work as a change of em-

phasis in methodology.

This view has been expressed quite

olearly by Seifert (199) in the following quotation:
In oha.raoterology we a.re not dealing with the appearance
of a soienoe completely independent of the methods and aims of
psychology. It ie rather a question of an impulse - and a
highly important one - for the restoration of and new orientation in the fundamental attitude within the total field that
stands in the service of invest~gation of the 'inner man'.
The essence of man is to be understood 1n a new wsy. be known
better and more deeply than in the schools of psychology.
Thia is the driving force which stands behind the name 1 oharaoterology'.
In reviewing the literature on personality work, one thing
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stands out above all others:

ther~ has always been a tenden-

cy to olaes individuals, to oonsider them typical of some group,
to call them types.

This seems to be one of the first oonse-

quenoes of a study of personality.

Whenever the investigator

oomee faoe to face with human beings, not only with pathological oases, but also with normal individuals, he first notices
individual differences, then he automatically begins to classify these differenoes for his own convenience.

This claseifi-

oation of individual differences and similarities has always
taken the form of types.

The persistence of suoh ola.saifioa-

tions, together with the use of classifications in soienoe in
general, seems to point strongly to the fact.that the study of
personality must use types as a methodologioal tool, just as
the other saienoes have done.
Whether there is general agreement about the use of types,
the present work assumes that some classification of material
1sJnot only necessary, but would make further study in the field
impossible were there no olaasifioation.

The problem then is

a problem of types, not of special personality probrems. This

problem is fundamental to the entire field, and the present
writer considers this the key to the entire failure or success
in the field of personality work.

It baa also been noticed that diohotomiea of types have
been set up.

These have bean so persistent in history that

they are referred to in this work quite often as the 'eternal
dichotomy' of personality types.
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The first problem then is the problem of types.

We must

consider what the type is, how it is related phenomenally to
life, what the philosophical implications of types are. what

the various opinions about types have been.
lem ooncerns the determination of types.
to discov,er types.

The second prob-

Methods must be used

And lastly. the praoticali ty of types in

science mu.at be demonstrated.
The present work is an attempt to meet all these problems.
The literature is treated as exhaustively as spaae and time
would permit.

Experimental work leading up to the establish-

ment of the technique used in this work for determining types
is treated in detail.

There is. of course, some repetition

of material, but it was decided to err by inoluding too much
than too little.

The practical uses of types, especially in

psychiatry, are discussed, and the definition of a new classifioation of types is given.
It is hoped that this work will clear up ma.ny of th8 difficulties connected with types and an understanding of modern
personality work.

It is an extremely difficult field, and no

one attempt oan be entirely auooessful.

As is the case with

all research, more problems a.re unoovered than solved, but
this is the Juatifioation of snob an attempt.
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II.

The Problem of Types
l.

The

The Problem.

problem of types has been a persistent one throughout

the history of man, and the present revival of types with the
growing literature now found throughout the world is only another
indication of the importance of this problem to man.

Regardless

of what position one takes to the problem. the fact remains that
the human mind, in order even to begin to approaoh the complexities of behavior, must arrange the multitude of data in orderly divisions, not only for the oonvenienoe of the investigator
himself, but also for others who are studying the same things.
The endless oontroversiea about whether olasses and types exist are pseudo-problems, usually arising from an incomplete
knowledge of the literature.

Scienoe must use claseifioationa,

and any system of thought that tries to proceed without olassifioations is doomed to the aaoumu.lation of unusable data.

We

can assume almost without argument that any study of hwnan behavior must proceed from some olassifioation.

The problem is

not whether suoh a classification is necessary, that is aelfevident, but what classification is acceptable.
Pipes in a house are divided into gas pipes, hot and cold

water pipes. electrical oonductora, and so on.

Now some one

may come along and argue that there are not 'hot' water pipes
as opposed to 'oold' water pipes, since the 'hot• water pipes
often .oonduot'oold' water.

They may even go so far ns to ar-

gue that there is no euch thing as a dichotomy of 'hot' and
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•cold'•

Sinoe there is a gradual range from hot to cold through

a middle group of lukewarm. it 1a unsoientific to speak of 'hot'
and •cold' at all+ and to relegate the designation 'hot water
pipe' to an u.nsoientifio and inaoourate mode of thought.

Now

if the attempt were made to put these oondiderations into praotioe, the hot and cold labels would be ta.ken off. and soon no

one would know whether ga.s, hot, or cold water. or something
else might emanate from the 'scientifically' correct pipes.
There is no doubt that there would be an immediate retut]n to
the inaoourate diohotomy of hot and cold water pipes, and to
the equally unscientific distinction between gaa and water pipes.
Let us oonsider another example.

a university.

Some 4000 stua.ents attend

They are classified into freshman, sophomore,

junior, and senior classes.

We might enter into a controversy

whether there is such a thing as a. 'freshman'.

We might set

up elaborate psychologioal experiments to determine quantitatively tha amount of 'freahmanism' in each individual (witness
some of the attempts to reduae extraversion-introversion to
quantitative measures), and wo should find, as all who hove
used this methodology have found, that there is no correlation
,vith anything.

maniam1 exists.

We then deny boldly that auoh a thing as 'fresh-

But what would the administration do without

the olasaifiaation? Would they be oontent to be soientifioa.lly
oorroot?

The o.nav1er for praotioal reasons ia qu.i te obvious.

These examples touch on some of the most fundamental problems faoing the typologist and oharaoterologiat.
vior in all its oomplexity prevents study •

Ruman beha-

.Arbitrary olasses

,,
and divisions are set up.

Then learned men come and proolaim

that these olassifications do not exist.
they do not exist.

It is self-evident that

But it is alao self-evident that onoe suoh

a olassification is set up, it would be futile to conduct suoh
arguments.

If it is pre.otical to have 'hot' and •oold' water,

even though there would be general disagreement in th~ middle
group between hot and cold as to whether it wao hot

Ol"

oold,

even though there was a. high degi•ee of ina.oouraoy in the de-

termination o:f' the two, we can state the."t it is worth classify..
ing in order to make the controversy and study possible.

A

study of water might reach a point where the terms •hot' and
'cold' would hinder rather than aid knowledge, yet they mu.at
be used for praotioal purposes.
decide

on

Just as an administration must

some 'unknown' whether he is a freshman or belongs

to some other class, personality workers must olasaify their
data on the basis of types.

Good and bad, high and low, ha.rel and soft, and so on through
the multiplicity of dichotomies are all relative, all unscientifio in the senae that there is disagreement among people as to

what distinguishes them. yet life would be ohaotio without them.

Oan modern soienoe disregard them and attempt to got along without the a.id of fiotiona without beooming chaotio? From its past
history a negative answer is all that can be given.

The very

faot.that no absolute wiits of measurement have been found is
enough to foroe aoienoe to use practionl means of classifying
end studying ita material, even though fiotions have to be used
ae a support.

The past has proved the efficacy of this method,
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and the future of oharaoterolog~ will be dependent on it.

Just

as the periodio law would be dropped if some other system were
devised that would advance knowledge ~ore, just as chemists recognize the fictitious nature of this law, the oharsaterologist
will use the 'type' to advance more rapidly in tho treat1nent
of hwnan behavior.

A olassifioation of some kind is alway&

neoessary for progress in soienoe, and until some acienco can
pronress without suoh a claasification, it will continua to
be necessary.

If suoh a olassifioet1o~ aids oharacterology; if

consistent reau.1ts can be obtained. if the comparison of data
is faoilitated, the use of typea will have more than justified
itself~
This view is not in violation of the field theory or of
any psyohologioal theory for that matter. since it is stressing
a general postulate of scientific methodology.

Only when auoh

a olassifioation is viewed as real will there be an opening
for serious oritioism.

Types are the labels of certain per-

sonality structures by which we can arrange and study people
in a pre.oticnl wayo

The theorios back of this study will not

.be influenced in any way.

Lewin has considered this problem

and views such thin~a as 'oonstruots'.

We can also say with

Lowin that types are oonstruots, even within a dynamic field.
An idea that ha.a made the study of types in Amerioa very

diffioult is that shared by many psyohologists today.

~is

idea is that the reaotions of a type must necessarily be the
same in all members of that type.

If it ia stated that acer-

tain type haa a slow reaction time in a certain situation, it
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is assumed that all members of this type mu.st show approximately the same tit1e.
the personality.

Thie idea rests on a stat:i.o view of

!J!here is no such fixed structure in the per-

sona.li1;y, there 10 oonate.nt change within the to"i;a.l strtioture,
e.nd. whil.e eome perts may not che.nge as ro.pidly es o.thers. the

total pattern must be considered in each caso.

For instance,

one type is sa.id to be idealistic. to place little value on
money and material things.

This type tende to conosntrate

ita energy on one thing and to carry this to an extreme.

Bttt

ooaaaionally this type will turn to the acquisition of money,
and will oarry this to an extreme_ by amassi11g huge sUL1s.

This

is in violation of the general tendency of the type to place

little valuo on money, yet it is in complete agreement with
another trait of the type to carry things to an. iextreme • to
make a philosophy out of anything that is done.

A purely ob-

jective oona!deration of the behavior of suoh a money-maker
might lead one to olas~,ify him as the opposi·te type.

But a

closer examination of the total persone.lity pattern will show
that th1S individual is not identioa.l with the money-loving

of the other.

!l!b.ere ie a narrowed field of activity. there

is a philoaophioal baokgl'ound which a~stematizea the moneymaking for this type.

In short. we find that the individual

ia behaving phenomenally as one type. but is still structurally the other.
A distinction between types based solely on the phenomenal behe.vior o:f' an individual at any one moment will be ino.aournte.

Only when the struotu.re is examined a.part from this
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phenomenal a.otivity, when the investigator is not blinded by
appearanoea. oan there be consistenoy in studying the person-

ality.

Some of the arguments against types have been based

on just this mieoonoeption.

It is pointed out that an indi-

vidual may be extraverted at one time, introverted at an.other
time, therefore there can be no tnes, since ea.oh situation
produces its own type of reaction.

If this wera true, there

wouJ.d 'be no difference between people in their reaotions to
the same situation.

It would be impossible to explain why one

individual goes into a state of mania, the other into a state
of catatonia.when there is blooksge of some kind in their lives.
There must ba something in the structure of these two individuals that determine which way the individual goes.

A very excellent example of suoh a situation is to be
found in psychiatry.

Phenomenally two patients will be brought

into the hoopital showing a high degree of excitement.

If the

psychiatrist should simply diagnose the condition in both oases
as manic-depressive psychosis manic phase, he would.soon be
disoha.rged :for 1gnoranoe of certain differences whio_h he overlooked.

He will notice that the body build of the two people

is different. the one tends towards a fuller body build, the
other showe more elongation.

Then there a.re oerta.in differ-

enoea ln the exoitement, the one shows a. flight of ideas. the
other is inoohe1·ent; further, the one shows a certain playfulness, the other shows greater tension and especially grimaces.
by

We see that the trainod observer would not be fooled

the phenomenal appearance of simple exoitement, but would
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look for differences in the fornia.l aapeots of this behavior.
t.md would thue arrive at two diffe1"ent diagnoses.

Perhaps a direct quotation from White (238) will bring.
this out.

(pp.167-168)

The ma.nio stage may be confused with the exoitement of
a.ementie. praecox. The presenc¢ of signs of introversion in
this latter diaease. however, will usu.all~ake the dia.gnosia,
thou.gh there e.re cases that are ex.t,-.emely difficult to dif...
:f'erentia.te and oonaiderable time must be all.owed to elapse
bofore a diagnosis oan be made.
The excited and atuporoua states of catatonia may be
oonfounded (with ma.nio-dep1•essive psyohosis). fhe exoitemant of catatonia does not show typia~l flight - the degree
of inooherenoe is of-ten out of all proportion to the grade
of excitement. The stupor of catatonia is o£ten associated
with hegativism and muscular tension, while the faoe is either expressionless or perhaps grimaoing. In depressive stupor the :facial expreasion often s}1ows the great mental suffering of profound depression.
The whole question of the differentiation of some cases
of manio-depress1ve psychosis from dementia praeoox involves
the greatest nioety of observation. interpretation, and judgment.
~o view the purely phenomenal behavior of an individual
at any one time is unsoientifio and inaoourate.

With training

in deteoting struotural differences suoh gross inaocuraoies

oan be a.voided.
McDougall has criticized the use of types on tho basis of
the above misoonoeption, and his entire treatment ia extremely
inconsistent~

He makes the ea.me diatinotiona that the typol-

ogists make, - in faot, they are very excell0nt, but when he
oomos to consider the problem of types, he seems .to lose the

ohief point that the modern typologiata are making.

Let ue

oonoidor the following quotation from a recent book (147 pp.
188-191):
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The modern attempts to set up a certain limited number of
types of personality, two or four or sixteen, or what not)".Are
modeled on the ancient outworn doctrine of temperaments and
inevitably involve similar confusions. We shall make no solid
progxeas in this sphere of obscure problems of the af£ective
life-before we learn to disariminate in the way here proposed.
Under ea.ah of the four headings. disposition, temper, temperament, and oharacter, we have to 1·ecognizo a multiplicity o:f'
factors; and, in the concrete total personalities that mase
up the hwnan race, many factors of these four distinguishable
gz·oupe are combined in an infinitely various manner. Bow, then,
can we hope to define a small numbor of distinct types or categories into one or another of whioh eirery person may be neatly fitted? The search.for such types has no reasonable basis.
but :flies rather in tho :fe.oe of obvious probabilities; the literary skill and soientifia prestige of a Jung, a .Kl:"etsohmer,
or a Spranger, do but give colour end standing to a hopeless
quest along mistaken lines.
Is this not what haa been claimod by practically every

modern typologist?

Do they not all, from Stern down to the

present, admit that there are variables within the total persona+ity, that the temperaments as used in the past are not
now adequate. that to try to pigeonhole people is ailly?

then is McDougall criticizing?

What

It is quite evident that he

is going baok to older typology, and what the more modern treatment of this question has to offer is not criticized.
Vie

can e.gree heartily with McDougall in his oritioiams.

but this is not v1hnt we are ma:tntaining.

tho type as though it were existent.

He is ori tioizing

What is the difference

betwoen our conoe1:>tion of a type and his a ttompt to grou.p be-

havior under four headings:
and character?

disposition, temper, temperament,

Is he not doing emotly tho same thing that

we are?
We are both facing exaotly the same problems in the eame
way.

The difference is that for us the type is a formal class-
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i.fioatory concept, not existent in nature, yet baaed on empirical data.
The question to be answered now is how variables oan be
treated within a type.

Every situation, every change in the.

environment, changes the reaotions of an individual.

How is

it possible to include suoh wide differences within the limits
of a type?

How 0 for instance. ie it possible to include an

intelligent and an ignorant man in the same type, how is it
possible to inolude the wide differences in professions, life
activities, differences in education, opportunities, accidents,
and so on?

The cry has gone up that to include Nietzsche,

Napoleon, and Roosevelt. with probably a oriminal or two thrown
in, in one type is to violate the sanotity of science.

Thia

is an evaluative criticism, and must neoessarily be unsoientifio.

Moral goodness• indivictual prowess, and so on are eval-

u.o. tive oonoepta, and must be treated as such by any soientifio

method.
Uow let us oonaider this question more oloaelyo

The var-

ious forms of insanity were in a chaotic state until Kraepelin
discovered that suoh widely different syndromea as manio

ex-

citement and depression, while phenomenally different, are
atruo-turally the same.

The grouping o:f' the mania-depressive

psyohoaea into one group was one of the milestones of personality work.

Can the oritioa objeot that to inoluda such wide

differenoea in behavior under one olasa is unsoientlfio?
tainly not.

Cer-

Subsequent study has verified more and more this

division of the psychoses.

The manics and depressives show
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very similar structural oomponents.

Both a.re objective, both

give similar reaction.a to the Roroohaoh 'test, both show dy-

namio patterns oloasly allied. to a single type, both show similarities in body build. both tend to reoovor1 and in ma~v
other ways they show more similarity to one another than to
any other group of psychoses.

While they are phenomenally

different and phenomenally similar to other psychoses (dementia praeoox}, structurally thay ero quite different.

We can now summarize these points.

We see that the types

as just presented is a class or group of individuals showf~g
similarity in a structural sense; while showing di:f:f'erences in
a phenomenal sense.

Two individu.als may differ widely in re-

speot to their individual lives, yet show similarities in respect to tl1e underlying biological structuraliza.tion.

'.I.there

are certain patterns tha.t OM be set u:p which will include a.
multiplioi·ty of life ao1;ivities.

The patterns are the at1me,

the lives are different ..
r·t ia self... evitlent thut if these groups were not based on
o.o·tual life ai tuatlons, there could be no groups.

The groups

are pra.otioal means for comparing a.nd studying human behavior,
just aa the olasa1fioationa of zoology and botany. but the
ola.ssifioationu do not ex1.st in nature.

The concept of the

manunal is based on empirical de.ta. but ia a construct, not
a :form of nature.

The difference betv,eon a mouse and a. whale

is so extreme thij.t one might even be tempted to deny that they-

could both be included under tho same olass of mammals.

Yet
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biologists do not hesitato to do this, simply beoau.se they find
it more praotioal when attero,Pting to ux1derstand the l>ehe:vior

both o:f the mouse and the whale.

Just o.s no chemist believes

in the sbsolutanesa of' the periodic law. it still serves its
purpose as a means of grouping the ohaotio data obtained from
experimental work.

~1e characterologist mnst view typos in

this light, and the criticisms of T~IcDou.ge.11 and others will

disappear automstioally.
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2.

Individual Typologies and Methods.

From this introduction it is aeen that certain very fundamental distillations are ma.de.

Since types have oooupied the

minds of men for so long, it will be necessary to oonaider the
various sohools of thought and to attempt to bring them into
general agreement.
When we look over the 'psychologies• of the present day,
we find a great profusion of ideas.

Running through many of

them, especially those dealing with personality, we find that
there is an inoreased emphasis on whQles and relations.

They

are all opposed to the atomistic movements of the nineteenth
century.

We find names such as Spranger, Krueger, Jaensoh,

Katz, Konler, Lewin, Koffka, Wheeler, Stern, Wertheimer, and

They

others who are all olassifiod as Stru.ktur psychologists.

all stress wholes and relations, they all attempt to ge1away

from the atomistic treatment of either psychology or behavior.
They differ, often radically, in their.views and methodologies,
yet they oan be viewed as representing one movement.

The an-

tecedents of this movement go back to one man. to Dilthey.
The network of aohools from Wu.ndt and Brentano down to the present makes a one-line descent impossible.

We might speak of

them aa deviations or detours, as Roback (lSO)(p.346) sp~aks
of the 'behavioristic detour•.

The Gestaltqualit!ten sohool

called attention to certain aspects of form, not in the philosophical sense, but purely in the field of perception.

~is

actually represents a detour, since the use of 'form• by the

l"/

leading psychologists today goes far beyond theperoeptual field.
Thus it ia to Dilthey that we must go in our history of
present movements.

:&'rom Dilthey we find a direot line of psy-

chologists down to the present, and since these men are also
those ,vllo are oonoerned with personality work, they mu.at be
vonsidered with some care.

We find Spranger (205) representing

the most direet line from Dilthey.

Krueger (133) broadened

the stru.ktur oonoept. and stressed development.
lowed most closely by E. Jaensoh (.84-94).

Thia was fol-

Finally, the more

radical wing 1s represented by the Gestalt psyohologiats who
differ often quite radically from the original cultural science
movement.

Their emphasis on wholes and relations often stands

in strange contrast to their emphasis on natural scientifi~
methodology •. Since.Dilthey proceeded from the conflict'between cultural soienoe and natural science. this return· on the

pa.rt of tho Geetalt psychologists to natural acientifio methods

oan be viewed with some doubt.
a.

Dilthey.

Now let ua turn to Dilthey (32-33) and the cultural science
movement which took i~a origin almost at the same time that
Wundt began experimental psychology.

Dilthey expressed impa-

tience at the attempt of the natural soienoes to explain behavior, even to study it for that matter.

The quantitative -ideal

did not seem to give the desired results, the analytical and
atomistic tendenoies of soiontiats at that time prevented rather than aided progress •. Dilthey recognized that these men
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were missing some very important things in the study of human
behavior.

They were invariably studying parts of the individual,

often with complete disrega;rd for the whole individual. and
then attempting to explain behavior by a proaeas o:f' adding these
things together.

The entire anti-analytical movement thus be-

gins with Dilthey.

The first important concept set up by Dilthey was the oonoept of 'understanding'.

We can never understand an event un-

leaa we know the relations.

These relations give meaning to

events. (of. Wheeler's Concept of Insight)

Atomietio and an-

alytical approaohoa with emphasis on elements destroy the meaning, the relations.

Further, we cannot understand behavior

when we abstract parts of the individual, nor can we understand
behavior when we abstract the individual from his environment.
tho cultural.whole.

The study of history represents the pro-

duota of the mind, of individual behavior. and without a know-·
ledge of the past history of life. we lose the perspectives
and relations without which understanding is impossible.

This

of course leads to placing value on certain life activities beoauae of their meaning.

Meaning, understanding, and value are

the fundamental concepts of this first implication of the Cultural Science movement.
The natural eoienoes hasten to say that these things. especially value, place too muoh emphasis on subjective factors.

They are thus inclined to view the entire movement as unscien-

tific.

Even though it may be unaoientifio in their eyes, they

are forced to admit that sooiologysts, psychiatrists, clinical
workers, and other people dealing with personality problems
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must go to these 'unsoientifio' men when they want to understand behavior. rather than to tho 'soientifio' natural soientiata.
This controversy can be viewed from either side, but one very
glaring faot remains, the wide production of works dealing with
personality are for the most part, coming from representatives
of this cultural science movement.

Even the more natural soienti-

fio members of the Struktur sohool are not givihg much in the
field of personality. without taking sides in the controversy,
we oan see that from the state of affairs at the present. it
would seem that the cultural scientists are maintaining their
point·
. t namely, that the natural scientific approach, even when
coated over with the Struktur oonoept,cannot adequately oope
with life problems.
We can quote a passage from Roback (180. p.322):
The principal feature of the Struktur school, whether it
ap:proaohee the study of peroeption, after the fashion of the
Gestalt group, or dwells on the problem of personality, the
ElfioEl do r6sista.nce of the movement consist.a. tn the emphasis
it lays on the oomplex as a totality. The parts or elements
receive their proper attention and.evaluation only in the light
of the whole. For our present purpose, I think. we need not
consider the important difference between the Gestalt theory
and the allied Struktur doctrines, which, according to Koffka
consists in the separation of mind and body in the latter.
while his own school regards personality as a natural phenomenon, not a mental or spiritual fact.

The seoond fundamental concept of this cultural soientifio
school is the struktur oonoept.

This Stru.ktur concerns the

mental structure and the relationships of the personality.
Krueger ( 133) extended. this oonoept to include the entire psyohio structure.

(Klages' (109) distinction between mind and

psyche must be kept in mind here.)
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The relationship l>etween the total world aspect and the
value direoti,ons of an individ.ual ·:personality type mnke up
the situation which is atudiod in Dilthey'e theory.
a.re type.s of views of life ( Anschauungen) •

Thus~ there

They a.re perhaps not

psychological types, but designato typical differences in the
views of people e.s objective mental structures.

But there must

be some correspondence butween these types of value direction
in respect to the environment and the psychological differences

in the personalities of the individuals in question.
Dilthey sets up three types on this basis of values.
1.

The man who is bound to the earth, who takes pleasure in

earthly goods, the man of active drives.

The meaningful ex-

pression of this in philosophy is naturalism, sensua.listic
epistemology, materialiotio metaphysios, end hedonism in eth'

ics.

2.

The heroic man.

His predominant value direetions

belongs to the sphere of will, not to the sensual. or the theo ...

retioa.l direotiona.

Ho is indeterministio, has an autonomous

will ethics. and is a. metaphyaioa.l theist.
tive man.

a.

The contempla-

Feeling determines his value direction.

He feels

himself as one with the universe which animates hio feelings.
nature and spirit - in the heroic man an unconquerable antithesis - fuse in this type to o. })sychio harmony.

Hie picture

~f the world is the immanence of God in the world, patheism~
his we.y of vie,·dng thin 0 s is aesthetic int\li tion.

,A direct statement of Dilthey•s view (33) of types is
given as follows (p. 270):

On the be.sis of all these uniformities rises the partio-
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ular. Every particular la different from every other. Leibniz
in the garden of Charlottenbm•g challenged the ladies of the
court of the philosophical queen to seek tv,o leaves that were
the same. Thus he demonstrated his prinoipium identitatie indiscernibilium. 1111d equality denotes t where the expression is
used of real and gradually varying things. only the approximation to a complete disappearance of every differenoe. The prinoiple haa its highest application to human life unities. Now
it is essential for the individuation of the real that certain
:fundamental forms, which we shall first designate as types,
constantly occur again and again in the play of variations. In
such a type there are several attributes. parts or functions,
regu::i,a.rly oonneoted together. These features whose union makes
up the typo stand in such a mutual relationship to one another
tho.t the presence. o:f the one _feature allows a.n inference as to
the prosenca o:f the other• - the ve.:riation in the one to a. variation in the other. This typical union of attributes 1n the universal increases in an ascending series of life forms and reaches
in the organic and then in the psychic life its high point.
Thia principle of the type oan be viewed as the second principle that oontrols individuation. 1'his law made it possible
for the great Cuvier to reoonstru.ct :from the petrified remains
of an animal botly the original body.
J)ilthay then goes on to say that the clireotion of these
increasing life values is development.
'.Vhile Dilthey was more interested. in the philosophical

side of1 the question, these differences in view served as a
part basis for the entire modern development of psyohology.
His types are not used now, yet they have fonnd added expression in Spranger'e types.

From the first, as was just point--

ed out, the important history of personality work and oharaoterology oomes from an attack on the natural soiences and
their methodology.

b.

Spranger.

Like D:l.lthoy Spranger (205) sets up two kinds of psycho-

logy:

the atomistic natural scientific psychology. and the
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cultural science psyohology.

Sinoe elements only have'meaning

when in a structure, the cultural scientific movement comes
first.

Spranger's main goal is f'to learn to see payohio phe~

nomena etru.oturally oorreot.ri

There are two ways to do this:

one can proceed from the product of the mind, the structure
erected by the mind, or from the sot of the individual.

Spran-

ger considers the first metl1od rather unoertain, since the form

in life cannot be directly correlated with the structure.

The

mental not is the only channel then that gives the best results.
He recognizes a mind-object structure as well as a social
mental act, but he places more emphasis on the individual.

The

psychic a.at is for Sprn.nger what the element is for tl1e natural

sciontist.

It isle as it were, the relatively sil11].)lest struc-

ture beyond which one finds only meaningless elements.

Only

when the total psyohio event is known in all its parts and processes does it have value.

It is only in the act that these

meanin(:S come out.

Spranger considers "alln in "every" act.
is:

Ria statement

''In jedem sinngebenden Geaamtakt sind alle Grundformen

sinngebender Akte zugleioh enthalten, in jedem gaistigen Akt
wnltet die totalitat des Geietos."

(In every meaningful total

act are contained simultaneously all fundamental forms o:f'
meaningful a.ots, in every mental a.ct prevails the totality of
the mind.)
The totulity of the mind ie plaoed in a larger whole.
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This ia not the milieu .of the natural scientist. nor the milieu
which v. Uexkuell has oharo.cterized in his "Bauatoine zu einer
b1ologisohen Weltansohauung, 1913}.

Spranger•s milieu is that

environment in which meaning may take various directions.
direotions of meaning are the types.

The

Thus the type is not the

sum of mentnl attributes o:f a large number of individuals, but

are differentiations of reality.
sooioty.

Such a.re science. art, and

One value may be dominant, e.g. the value of science.

This would be the theoretical type. (see Kluver, 112)
Spranger thus sets np 6 life forms.

{Spranger•s book hes

unfortunately bcentrnnsla.tcd into English by the title "Types
of Meno"

This cloes not ha.ve the philosophical significa.nae o:f

the rcul title ''Lebensforr:ien" ( Li:f e Forms. or Fo1·ms of Li:fe).
Tho six types are:
l.

Tho theo:cetioal mnn,,

2.

The ooonomio man.

3.

The aesthetio man ..

4.

The

sooinl man.

5.

The

man of power.

6.

The

religious man.

Spranger has boon criticized for hie view of types.

E.

Troeltaoh (Der Ristorismus und seine Problomc. Tubingen. 1922)
has ob jeoted that Sprimger •s types a.re as rigid as the Kantian

categories.

Kl~ver (111-114} points out that Spranger's types

aro not aotual life types. but ideal types. schemata.

Spranger•s

'pure' types are not psyohologioal-empirical, they are not even
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llistorioal types, but indioee
reality·.
tists.

oonceptua.l constructions of

:t:01·

Other ori tioisms havo been given by the natural scien-

Selz, whom we shall now oonsider, takes 11p some o:f these

ob ject1omJ.

o.

Selz.

Selz (200J points out that as a first objection to the
cultural sciences their method has been called an art by members of the natural sciences.

They are a.pt to think that the

::ethods used cannot 1>e taught and handed on a.a they can be in

the natural aoienoes.

Selz states that this is incorrect,

since in every field of soienoe actual progress-has been made
partly by exact methods and mostly by inspiration and the socalled •inexact• psyohologioal meth~_ds.
,.

fined e.s a

1

'..i."heae are often de-

hun:9h'. a 'brilliant idea', an •aooident• and so

on.
The· seoond objeotion is that suah a method laoks the possibility of scientifio oontrol.

Selz pointa out that histori-

cal fo.ots oe.nnot be verified, but logical consisteuoy is just
aa valuable hore ae in many of the other soienoes.
We he.ve seen that Dilthey arrives at hie types by _historioal induction.

Spranger sets up ideal types,

We now aome to

Selz who sets up three kinds of types:
1.

stru.ktur typea.

These are based on the Struktur concept
and are exemplified in Spranger's ideal
types.
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2.

Empirical types.

!l'heae have been set up by psyohiatrist~

on the basis of olinioal pioturee of disease.
They are also exemplified by Ostwald's division•of scientists into classical and romantic.
3.

Correlation types. Examples of these types are male and female, professional types, raoial types.

One

attribute is taken, suoh as sex, temperament,
etc., to which a group of other attributes
are correlated.
bute.

This is the central attri-

Thus, when the central attribute is

given. the seoondary attributes show certain
degrees of probability.

Heymans ,. ( 68 - 72)

work is an example of this kind of type.
Briede ( 18) , Pannenborg ( 165 - 167) , and Otto

Lipmann have used this ~~nd of ~ype.
d.

Weber and Jaspers.

In this oonnection Weber's ideal type (220) may be considered.
types.

XJ.iiver (113) compares Weber•e ideal type with Spranger•s
Both Spranger and Weber

dividuals.
1.

do

not deal with empirical in-

Let ue consider Kluver 1 s differences:

Spranger•s type oonoept implies a reference to value, where-

as Weber's type is designed to point the way in a formulation
of hypotheses, thus being a methodological instrument.
2.

Spranger's types a.re supposed to be the. final outcome after

"faithful observation" of reality.
dation 1n observation.

Weli>er•s have not this foun ..

Weber (220) lays great weight

on
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understanding.

We oan

only understf;l.nd when there a.re subjectively understandable
goals or purposes.

He points out (p. 256) that a category

like "striving for gain" belongs to no psychology.

!l!his is

beoauae the same striving oan be directed in other direotiona.
He opposed the natural soientifio method with the statement (p. 256):

"The processes of heredity. e.g., are not un-

derstandable in a aubjeotively meant sense. and they are less
so the more exaot the natural soientifio investigations of their
oonditions become."
With Jaspers (X. Jaspers, Allgemeine Psyohopathologie.
Berlin, Springer, 1913) and Weber there is no question of a
new discovery, it is a methodologioal procedure.

One has for

example oonstruoted the ideal type of mania; (gaiety plus inooherenoe plus preaeuro of emotion).

such a method does not

reoul·t in unrelated enumerations ad infinitum.,. but discovers

relationships whioh a.re ordered and meaningful.

Genetic un-

derstanding is pla.oed in opposition to the static understanding.

To arrive at a static understanding is the task of phenom-

enology.

(See Kluver. 113).

This all rests on the so-called "verstehende Psyohologie,"
the study of relations.

,,

It is pointed out that we ha.ve a oon-

struotion of types whloh are sometimes illustrated by particular oases, but are not proved by them.
Jaspers denies the inductive. approe.oh to types.

We are

2'1

not dealing with averages but "specific" structures which may
be very infrequent.

The individual oaee as such is not im-

portant; the "type"viewed from the standpoint of the individual
is always "false".

Ansohau.ung is the basis of understanding.
e.

William Stern.

Perhaps no man has delved as deeply into the problems of
personality as. William stern.

Unfortunately Stern has not

been

ablo to produce either a typology or a system that stands equal

to some of the prevailing ones.

Jungi Rorschach. 3a~neoh.

Xrotsohmer. Viola, Pende. Draper, and many ·others have worked with the type oonoept, often with far leas insight into the
actual problems than Stern possessed. yet they have succeeded
in forging ahead while Stern haa remained behind.

This does

not dispense with the great value of what Stern has elaborated
in his system of personalism and differential psyohology.
Sinae we must refer in the methodological section to Stern's
views. ·a survey of them oan be given here in some detail.

Stern

points out that the person is an undivided whole, and any theory
that proaeecls fi•om parts will do violence to it.

By studying

only a part of the individual. the total relationship is lost.
and we only have one side of the personality (210, p. 17).
Stern ·poin·ta out thnt this is a very painful limitation of all
philosophical treatment of the personality (p. 17).
only two ways to avoid this difficulty:

!L'here are

the singling out of

oonaepta must be viewed as methodologioally necessary and is
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purely artifioial; then a point of view must be selected that
is most centrally pla.oed, which makes possible the union of

ell concepts in the total picture.
Stern distinguishes formal, oontEmtia.l~ and structural
properties.

He views the individual as a whole. whioh very

naturally brings him into the realm of philosophy.

The ques-

tion whether we oan view the individual as a. bearer of certain
properties now ariseE:1,

Let us give a quotation from xronfeld

(131) oonoerning this point p.35:
We oan nov, swr11:.arit:;e here wha..t has been at.dd by at.a.ting
that every theory of the relation of the character to the
properties is dependent on the rela. tion of the whol·e to i
parts. When William Stern used the oonoept of entalechy fo the
totality of the personal oharaoter, this designation is jus
one of the philosophical expressions which the theory of ,charaotor has received. In it as in every suah theory ls expressed that the whole, i.e. the oharuoter, is more than the
swn of its parts, namely of the properties. The properties
constitute the oharaoter; every single one has its speoial
"Olnae within its structure - e,nd the character is to an extent
only tho form of the unity of the struoture and coexistence of
these properties. Ona can also express this relation theoretically different: one can use the concept of~.!!:!!. and
maintain that the relation between the oharaoter -.and each of
the properties related to it is a law, or that charaoter itself ia nothing but the oontents of a law which aould be read
off from its related properties • • • Or one oan consider the
factor of the relationship of the properties to the unitary
form of the charo.ote:r1 morphologically, so to speak, and apply
the oonoept of structure.

tsl;

Stern also distinguishes between phenomena, acts, and dispositions.

The phenomena make up the raw materials for the act.

He points out that the individual is more than an aggregate
of physical and psyohio phenomena.

"Thus, these hypothetical

elements do not have ameahanioal but a 'personal' character:
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the multiplicity and splitting of the phenomena present in the
individual find their explanation and summary in attributes
which proceed from the individual or rest in him aa far as he
is a. whole (of. vn1eeler's law of deri'lfed properties},.

The e.ot

is not merely a ohain of phenomona, but a faotor which gives
to these events in the moment the unity of directions. subor-

dinates them to a common goal.

The unity does not depend on

·the partioipating phenomena {cf. Wheeler• s lnw o:f oonfiguration),

but on the olosed attitude towards the goal; and this goal is
related to the individual as a whole, to his eelf-preservation
or development.

There is no division between a psychic and a

physical aide of goal-aotivity. 0
We see here that Stern was approaching some of the fundamental problems facing modern personality workers.

The empha-

sis on the whole, the recognition of form and contents, the
more ·dynamic inte1·pretation of atruoture, and many other :fac-

tors w~re expressed by him.
Stern sets up three categories of the person:
unity, teleology, individuality.

multiple

Our perception often pre-

sents us with things as though they were unitarily limited
realities, which they are not in reality (clouds, sand pile,
etc.).

The difforonce ia ascertained when these things are

studied and found to oonsiet of parts put together, along

with the meoha.nioal laws controlling them,

Only when this

1·ad.uotion is not possible• where the cause of an event is a
result of the structure as a whole, can we call this structure
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a real unity, a person.

n.-•. there

Stern {210) expresses ·this p. 18:

where oauaality appears in the form of immanent

teleology is the struoturo, which is at the same time the source
and goal of the teleological action, a person."
Stern considers the striving for a goal as the point of
departure for a study of the person.
other points do not imply a whole.
oept of the oausa finalls.

This is because the
He thus brings in the oon-

Sigwart (203) has denied that

science can study final causes in the Aristotelian sense. and
limits aoienoe to the study of formal causes.

We must examine

Stern's views to see whether he is considering the Aristotelian
view.
He points outt; that things oan have a purpose, but tliis

purpose ia not within the thing, but without.
heterotelia.

This is called

The person, on the other hand, is purpose, i.e.

the purpose is immanent.

This is called autotelia..,

Now there

aro two goals in the person, self-preservation and the unfoldment of tho self.

The person strives to ma.intuln himself in

his totality, and this is the .9.Q.!1d1 tio

istonoe.

_gu!1 B2!'! of his ex-

But just to maintain the existence is not enough,

this would result in unohangeabloness.
ond goal, the unfoldment of.the self.

This leads to the seoThis means that there

must lle an inner a.otivi ty and ohan~e•
Stern now distinguishes between a real and an ideal person.,
The real person is how he actually appears.

The ideal person
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is the one who oorresponds to the unfoldment of the self if
thia were pure and completed in an unmixed condition.

Although

this final completion is not reaohed, it is a positive force
in the individual's life.

When the ideal part of the individual is emphasized, Stern
uses the term •personality'.

The persohality shines through

the real per a.on as he appears in life.

The person is a com...

promise; the personality as an ideal is never completed (210,
p.21,.

Stern emphasized that this separation of the ideal and
real person is purely aonoeptual._ It has tended to lead one
towards a special class for the ideal person. it became 'soul',
'.oha.raoter• and so on.

There is an evaluative concept, and

the mixing of evaluative concept~ with theoretical oonsidera~
tione naturally leads to a break between actuality and theory.
Stern does not wish to discuss-the value question, and emphasizes that such a separation of the person is not possible.
einoe it is a whole, an a.utotelia.

He especially turns against

using the concept of the Ldeal with tha~of the psyabio. since the·

self-unfoldment isjust as psyshophysioally neutral as the person.
Stern also warns against using the ideal person in a psychological sense, it hae a purely teleological meaning.
Just as Spinoza divided 'esae' into exiatentia and essentia, St.ern divides the person into the preservation of existence. and preseveration of the essenoe of the individual.

In

the first there are no qualitative differences, the individual
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either livea or he does not live.

In the seoond there are all

degrees of differences.
One of the chief oharaoteristics of the preservation of the
essence of the individual is perseverance.

Stern points out

that Hering attributed 'memory' to organic substance as a property.

This •memory' or perseverance ia psychophysically neu-

tral.

The individual has both psychic and physical •constants',

skull and face form. lines of the hand, hair color. body posture, manner of walking, and many others which he shows throughout many years in a oonstant manner.

This constancy is not

passive, but is constantly reproduced in spite of inner metabolism, inner and outer changes, and so on.

In the mental sphere

there are also constants which we call talent, temperament. and
character.
Stern emphasizes that this persistence of the constants
is independent of the contents.of what 1s maintained. Persiatance is the function, the contents may vary with the different conditions. including heredity, environmental conditions,
and other conditions.
We will not go into the elaborate discussion of other problems facing the personality worker as presented by Stern.

We

see from the foregoing discussion that Stern is making a distinction very similar to the Aristotelian teleology.
sonality ia the entelechy of the body.

The per-

We are inclined to view

this phase of the problem as unapproaohable, as Sigwart has
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pointed out, but it must be emphasized in any theoretioal discussion.

We must now go to Stern's views of types.

Stern gives the following definition of a type (209. p.168)
A psyohologioal type is a dominant disposition of a psychic or psychophysical neutral nature, which a group of people
possess in a oompa.rative way without this group being divided
univooally, from the other groups.
Thia .definition contains the following points: (l) the
type is common to a group of people; (2) tho dispositional

factor; ( 3) flowing tranei tions between the types; ( 4) not limiting the division to one part of the individual is life.

Stern claims that the type is not a "Olass.
class a biological olassifioatory principle.

He means by

He states that

there ure differences between the classes in biology, whereas
the differences between the types are flowing transitions from

one to the ·other.
Of extreme importunce :for .this study is Stern's treatment
of the type problem in relation to quantitative determinations.
He states (209, P.174) that there is a danger of changing the
typo into a olaas. ,and then attempting to find quantitative
measures of the olass.

Be points out that logic ha.a concern-

ed itself with olaaslfioation, the differentia speoifioa, the

claases and aubolasses. whereas the problem of types as a continuum haa scarcely received any attention.

Stern points out

thut Sigwart has brought this out more than any one.

Stern oritioizea Kant who· set up hie theory of temperaments
and considered thom so rigid that transition forms between them
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were impossible.

Whenever types have been set up transition

forms have always been found.

These transition forms have a-

gain been relegated to a class and have been called mixed types.
sterns summarizes this problem with the statement that it is
impossible to classify the psychic variables into rigJ,i ·groups,
therefore a typology oan never be sharpened to a class division
(209, p. 175).

Stern (209, p. 181) set up type-schemes
formod.

There are three:

Gy which types are

montypioal, antitypioal, and poly-

typioal.
Monotypioal types m:·e olassified contradictorily, i.e.
according to the presence or absence of type-attributes.
ther the individual has some attribute or he lacks it.

EiSta-

tistical treatment of this oan be given.
The antitypical classification is not contradictory but
contrary.

From an indifferent point two contrary forms of an

attribute.stretch out in two directions; and the·goals of these
directions beoome type centers.

At times the indifferent re-

gion is the field of a mixed type.

Thus, the way an individual

judges, comprehends, eto. leads to the setting up of an objective o.nd subjective type.

Between these two tendencies is a

mixed or harmonious type.

Kraapelin (119) used this form in

his study of work, grouping people into morning and evening workera.
The polytypical variation occurs when a group of qu.ali-
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tatively different type forms are set up on one attribute which

cannot be included in a one-dimensional eoheme.

!J!hie typology

is either entirely unsystematio. or it oan be reduced to a
orossing of several simpler schemata.
theory of temperaments,

An

example of this is the

This classification recognizes the

fact that typea of temperament are complex and consist of a
mixture of simpler types.

One oan vary the simple types anti-

typically, thus forming various oombina.tions.
Several of these olaasifioatiobe have been used by prominent psychologists.

Their importance has not been very great

in a practical way, but they have constantly drawn attention

to the differences between individuals.

Following are some

of the most important of these olassi:fioations, of oourse remembering the classification of Hippocrates.
Kant (Anthropologie in pragmatischer Hineioht. 1798} crossed two pairs of opposites;

feeling-aativity, and exoitement-

relaxation.
Helwig {B. Helwig, Die vier Temperamente bei Erwa.ohsenen,
Paderborn, 1888) set up two pairs of opposites: strong receptivity-weak receptivity, and strong reaction-weak reaction.
Wundt (242) based hie olaesifioation on strong-weak, and
quick-slow.
When we review the names of men who have set up suoh clasaifioations, auoh as Dorsch, Horbart, Bahnsen, Oarua, Hoffding,
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Ebbinghaua, Heymans, Xulpe, Kreibig• Klages, Ach, Meu.ma.nn,
Ribery, and many others besides those already mentioned. we
find many of the most important psyohologists.
These olassifioationa have an historical basis, dating
baok to Hippocrates.

Psychologists have naturally been drawn

to them, but they have not led to much practical use.

!l!b.e

chief drawback seems to be in the diffionlty of establishing
ori teria for the types,. not in the fallaciousness of the antitypes used.

There is also the added diffioulty that the anti-

types, while actually existing, do not stand in the proper rela.t,!.onship to the whole. i •.e •. they are not formal designations,.

but rather oontential designations.

We shall consider this

point later.

f.

Lewin.

Lewin (136) has not been directly interested in characterology, but he has approached many of the same problems facing
the oharaoterologist, and has developed many aspects of the new
field theory.

In his discussion of laws he makes the following

statement (p.388):

"~he ascent from experience in a single

case to the general law corresponds to the ascent from the 'example' to the 'type,' to a type that is invariable in respect
to the historical-geographical time-space indices."

Lewin makes

the distinction between the different members of a quantity
and the quantity itself.

He points out that the type has nothing to do with the
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froquenoy with whioh this type is realized in the historical
course of the world.

Gold, for instance, has oertain proper-

ties and it is immaterial whether it is distributed in great
quantities over the world at all times, or whether it is quite
re.re.

Thus the frequenoy of a certain type is immaterial.

He

emphasizes that the type is not identical with the totality of
the members of the type.

The 'type' gold is not identioa.l.

with the 'totality' of the gold in the world (p. 389).

Over~

looking this fact is the main reason wlry one so frequently oon•
aiders a type and a quantity of members as the same.

"also

the empirical 'type' must not be identified with the universality of its representatives in the hiatorioo-geographie
world" ( p. 389).
Thie concept of the type shows a oertain similarity to
the 'essence' as given in phenomenological logic (se~ nusserl(79}
and Gibson (55).

The type is characterized by being so and so

(Sosein), not by its existence.

~erefore, it would be fool-

ish to attempt to use different representatives of the type for
the proof of the correotness of the description of the type in
question; beoa.uae auoh a type is defined by being so and so,
not that 1t exiata ( pp. 390-391).

The statement:•. Another rep-

resentative of the same type has the same properties, is therefore a tautology,
Let us quote the following statement (p. 391):
It is somewhat different when one asks the question whether type A always shows the property b or whether oases occur ·
1n which type A does not possess the special property b. In
this oase one does not meo.n with the term 'type A' in reality
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a 'univooally definite type (final species), but a more general class of types which all have certain attributes A in oommon. arid one asks whether there a.re within thia·genaral olasa
types that possess the attributes A but not the attributes b.
{The term 'there a.re' is a. type conoept of' 'syatematio' relationship. i.e. it oonoerns the presence of a type or the relations of types to one·another and not the existence of single oonorete individuals. The question cannot be answered by
seeking as large a number aa possible of the members of the
same type. but only by seeking 1·epresentatives of different
special types, whereby a. single representative of every special
type su.ffioes for answering this question.}

Very important is Lewin's idea of a conditional-genetic
type.

He points out that for the scientific determination of

a oonditional-genetio type one example i n ~ situation cannot be used.

One must prooeed through a-variety of situations,

and then define a certain oonditional-genetio type only as a
type T when under the conditions A it appears as a phenotype
a,• under the conditions B shows phenotypioally the behavior b,

eta.

Th.us one does not proceed in the scientific description

of such a oonditional-genetio type to conceive of the type as
a quantity and then to investigate as many members of this
quantity
members.

as possible in order to infer from it to the other
"Rather it eui'fioes to investigate e. single example

.Q! the oonditional-gonetio ~ i n ~ Q!

situations in

question, only a greater range of variation of situations must
be used" (p. 393}.
Lewin now turns to the distinction between phenotypes and
conditional-genetic types.

He gi~ea two prinoiplos in this

connection tp. 398):
l.

Events that are phenotypioally closeiy allied oan be very

different in respect to their oonditional-genetic type, and
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conversely in respect to their conditional-g~netio type the
same or closely related events oan belong to entirely different phenotypes.
2.

A phenotypically relatively unitary event whose phenomenal

description can be made by the correlation with a single wiitury type ca.n oonaiat oonditional-genetically of a series of
completely different processes whose gronping merely gives the
11iusion of a unity; and conversely the oourse of a series of
events quite different from one another may ~ome from one uni•
tary process oontrolled by a single law.
Lewin now turns to the consideration of the oonditionalgenetio type (p. 406):

nThe description of a conditional-gene-

tio event type takes place by means of a statement of •its
law.'

Indeed, we represent the thesis that a law is nothing

other than a description of a certain conditional-genetic event typo."
Lew1n'a idea of type a.ppl"oaohes very closely the ~idea of
class in biology.

The type or ala.as gives certain properties

of e. large number of members, but merely studying the members
will not prove tho class. since this exists by definition.

Sto.tistioel treatment of members haa nothing to do with such
a. type.

ln his disoussion of the phenotypes and oonditional-genetio types (genotyposJ he is approaching the same problem as
discussed by charaoterologists and espeoially by Stern.

Re

recognizoa that in studying behavior, .either as a physical
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or hwnan event, one must constantly keep two aspects of the e-

vent separate in order to avoid oonfusion.

In his example he

inclioates that a single example of a type ta.ken through various
sltuations will show different phenomenal (phenotypioal} behavior.

This implies the presence of some more stable structure

to aocount for the variation in behavior and leads to a distinction that has not yet been made; namely. between the formal a.ml oontential aspects of behavior.

As Lewin views a law, we see that he is thinking of a
unitary type of event.

'l~e law in its operation may show 0th.;.

er .· deviations ( phenotypioe.1 manifestations) which might mislead one into thinking that what one sees phenomenally is the
manifestation of the law.

An

example might be taken from

Wheeler's law of least aotion(229).

The phenomenal behavior

of an individual may aeem quite devious to the observer, in
fact, one might draw the oonolusion that the behavior refutes
the la.w.

~ut when this phenomenal as11ect is disregarded, and

a closer analysis is made of the underlying struoture, both
of the environment and of the behavior, it aould be demonstrated that tho law is still being manifested (genotypioally but
not I)henotypicnlly) •
As was ea.id before, Lewin has not contributed much to
the field of oharaoterology, but he has started a school that
shows some promise of contributing a great deal.

Problems of

memory, learning, and reality have been studied from this dynamic point of view by students of Lewin {Brown (20), Oviaiankina (164), Zeiga.rnik (243). and others).

Oloser to oharaoter-

ologioal problems is the work by other students on psychie saturation and satisfaction. anger, and Freudian mechanism.a (Dembo,
31) , Hoppe ( '74) ., Freund ( 60) , Mahler ( 150) ,

.!! ~. ) • There ·1a

no doubt that they are approaching fundamental problems for
personality, and the future will show whether they uan give
the basis for a soienoe of personality. or whether it will have
to oome from some other sou.roe.
g.

Freud

Let us now turn to another important movement in the field
of oharaoterology.

This movement arises from Cha.root's study

of hysteria and 1s represented by Freud.

Freud (47-49) has

classified hie material, and his anal. oral. and genital types
often show similarity to the prevailing olassifioations •. Freud
represents, however, a typolo~y based on the libido in psychosexual genesis.

Weoan state at the outset that this limita...

tion of the personality to the sexual sphere. however important
it is in practioal life, often exoludes some highly important
aapeota of the other spheres of the personality.

For this rea-

son we must consider Freud's oontributions somewhat hampered by
undue lim,itation on the one hand; and by too great a generalization
of the sexual sphere on the other.

Thia ie reflected in the wide

rejeotion of psychoanalysis by scientists, psyohologists, pay~
chiatrists, social workers, and others.

Attempts have been made

to bridge over the diffioulties. but certain very definite things
have hindered this which we must consider here in the light of
types.
From the positive side, Freud recognizes development, and
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he eupoaially recognizes types based on psychosexual genesis,
all of which plaoea himin complete accord with tlla entire
.§_truktur movement.

We see tho.t Freud has viewed man on a biological basis.
Reprosaion, tho un.oonso;i.oua, the dynamics and eoonomy of the

drives· and their ramifications throughout the entire psyohio
life of the individual are of extreme importance.

Psyohoanal-

ysis attempts to analyze the genetio elements of the personality and from theae to aid and understand the individual.

In

the light of the cultural soienoe movement, this method is
highly inadequate.

The individual emerges as a whole. oQnsist-

ing of the atruoture of the individual plus the struoture of

.

the environment.

The analysis then will tend to lose the unity

of the whole, as all analytical methods do.

The Freudians by

studying the past history of the individual in the light of

hls psyohosexuo.l genesis uncover oomplexes that have a.risen
oarl:i.er, and by making these oonsaious they a.re eliminated by
the individua.l.

Soienoe asks why do some people have certain

complexes, other.snot, vrhy do just these people have complexes
and others not'? · This brings us ba.ok to the original problem
of the inner structure of the individual as opposed to the
environment.

Why is it that a dog at one period in an indi-

vidual's life plays suoh a tremendous role of·influenoing an
individual's life, even causing him to r1m from the altar as
he is about to ma1·ry a. girl he loves?

This behavior may be

tre.cod baok to the simultaneous oocurrenoe of a sex' experience

and a dog whioh is repressed into the unoonsoious but which
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lator appears as a strong influence in th$ individual's life.

While it may be true that this eimultaneous ocourrenoa of two
things acoounta for the later aotion, aomc other individual
seems to be entirely untouched by these ooourrenoes and auoh a
violent roaotion does not appear.

To say that everyone bas such

reaotions always leads to overganeralizatton.
The present writer does not wish to criticize psyohoaanlysia, ospeoio.lly since it ha.a contributed so muoh to the study
of the perapnalty.

The present discussion has only concerned

certain methodological points.

I:f the psyoh.oanalysts will be

tolerant enough to allow modern characterologists to. investigate their oaoea on the basis of the Struktur oonoept. some
of the aciontific diffioultiea will be cleared up.

If a etruo-

tura.l type is f owid to tend towards complexes, as this aeeme

to be the oase. other types tend to resolve their complexes
immediately·. the biologists and oharacte:rologists oan bring

these fa.eta into the total body of aoienoe,

But when indivi-

duals are treated at random, some with suoceso, some vrithout,
thero is no eaientifio check on what has happened. there is
no way of studying on a comparative basis the various oaaoa.
The paychonnalysta must therefore olaasify their material using the reoent changes as a basis. or they will be open to
oonatnnt orit1oism becauee of their lack of comparative ma-

terial.

Work suoh as done by Mahler (160), Dembo (31), Brown

(19), and others is an attempt to study the dynamics of Freudian mooha11isma.

This work ia perhaps the moet fertile of all
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recent attempts to reduoe these meohaniama to aoientifio terms.
h.

Jung

Jung (103) realized some of the defects of the Freudian
systems and he gave psychology one of the most i~portant olassifioations that has been developed.

!ts value has been so

great that every personality worker should be thoroughly familiar with Jung's interpretations.

An extremely concise

statement of his view is contained in the opening words of
his book. (p. 9):
In my praotioal medical work with nervous patients I have
long been struck by the fact that among the many individual
differences in human psychology there exist also tyPical
distinctions:
types especially became clear to me which I
have termed the Introversion and the E:xtraversion TYPes.
,.
When we reflect upon human history, we see how-the destinies of one individual are conditioned more by the objects
of his interest, while in another they are conditioned more by
his own inner self, by hie subjeot. Since. therefore,.we all
swerve father more towards one side than the other, we are
naturally disposed to understand everything in the sense of
our own type •
Jung points out that both introversion and extraversion
are present in everyone, each individual ttending to swing one
way or the other.

Sinoe the individual attempts to compensate

for this swing by emphasizing the opposite tendency, many

difficulties arise when the individual attempts to judge
hiw own type.
Uung emphasizes (pp. 10-11) that his types were not a de-

duotio !:. priori, but a deductive presentation of empirically
gained understanding.
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Since both forms of this meohanism are present in each
individual, a.nd ainoe each may assume the dominanoe, a pure
type is never possible.

A pure type would mean that one or

the other o:f the maohaniams would cease, an impos1:1ibil1ty since
both are intimately conneoted,in the totality of the personality.

Nor does the dominance of the one signify that the

other may not be prominant in certain situations.
He further poihts out that within each type there may be
extremely wide differences.

!I!b.is also makes possible a fur-

ther differentiation of individuals.
under the two main gronps (p. 14).

Jung considers subtypes
He sets up four functions:

thin.'ldng. feeling, sensation. and intuition_.

"Everyone o:f'

those types oan moreover be introverted or extraverted ao-

oording to hia relation to the object in the way described
above'' (p. 14).
Wo see that Jung is presenting some very important points
tha·t have a.ppeered la·ter in the development of typology.

He

recognizes the preaenoe of oerte1n :£unctions in every individual, but the direotion, the fundamental activity of these funotions is different,

By groupi11g

people together aocording to

the subject-object relationship. the type is establir.hed.
does

This

not break 1ndivicluals up into different beings, but dis-

trillutes them in aooordanoe ,vi th the dominance of variables

:present in the entLt.'e species,
Jung has given one of the moat masterly literary presen-
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tationa of his types that exists in psychological literature.
There is hardly any one who has had constant contact with large
numbers of people who does not recognize these distinctions.
~his is further supported by the long lists of dichotomies whihh
on.c finds in almost every psychologist who has concerned hima:11!1:f with

people.

Added to this has been the rapid development

of the same dichotomy in psychiatry (manio-depresaive psychosis
and schizophrenia).

This has not been confined to psychiatry

and psychology. but we find poets and philosophers setting up

the same dichotomies.

Schiller expounded on the differences

between the naive and sentimental poets, a distinction that
quickly brings up the extra.version-introversion concept.

N

Nietzsche set up the Apollynian and Dionysian types. which
again correspond to the general diahotomy.

Even William James

pointed out with great olarity the differences between :the rational and ~mpirical scientists, calling the first the tenderminded, the latter tough-minded.
The two aspects represented by Jung are the general-attitude types and the function-types.
are differentiated

by

The general-attitude types

their attitude towards the object.

The

1ntrover1!s attitude is an abstracting one, he must face the
problem of how the libido oa.n be withdrawn from the object.
The extre.vert takes

a positive

attitude towards the objeot,

and his subjective attitude is continually being orientated
by

it.
Jung oonsidera the relation between subject and object,
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when viewed biologically. a relation of adaptation.

There are

two different ways of adaptation in nature; the one is by inareased fertility, aooompanied by a relatively small degree·of
defensive power and individual conservation; the other is by
means of self-proteotion, oouplea with a relatively insignificant fertility.

The extravert represents the first, the intro-

vert the latter.
In aonsidering the question of the origin of his types.
Jung points out that two children, in spite of the greatest
possible similarity of external conditions. will asamne differ·ent types.

Since the environment is not adequate to ex-

plain this difference. it must be sought in the individual's

own disposition.

He oonoludes this disouasion with the fol-

lowing statement (p. 416J:

nAs regards the partioular disposition, I knovr not what
to aay. except that there are clearly individuals who have
either a greater readiness and capacity for one way, or for
whom it is more congenial to nda})t to that way rather than h
the other. In the la.at analysis it me.y well be that physiological oauaea, inaccessible to our knowledge. play a part in
this. That this may be the oa.se seems to ma not improbable,
in view of one's experience thnt a reversal of type ofton·
proves exoeedingly harmful to the·pbysiological well-being of
the organism, often provoking an aoute state of exhaustion.
Hinkle (73) in America also set up types baaed on the
aubjeot-objeot relation at the same time or even before Jung's
types were given in their final form.
While Jung's types have found wide oonfirmation of the
basis of empirionl data, an accurate determination of these
types has not been forthcoming.

It has already been pointed
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out by many workers that the social attitude is not adequate
to determine introversion-extraversion, since it is only one
variable and may not be in direct oorrelation with the total
personality.

Thia means that the individual may take the

objeotive or extravertive view of life in most things. but due
to some oiroumstance he may be introverted in respeot to the
social side.

One other factor has made the determination rath-

er difficult.

Since the individual is asked questions concern-

ing the factors· of introversion-extravereion, the compensatory
influence may so hinder an accurate statement from the individual that the results will be valueless.

When clear-out

oases are obtained, it might be supposed that they are bordering o~ the pathological.

These difficulties may have disoour-

aged some personality workers, but there a.re other methods and
ways of getting at the fundamental dichotomies of personality
types.
1.

Adler

Adler represents another of the deviations from the Freudian psychoa.nalytioal movement.
important of the rebels-.

He and Jung are the two mos.t

Adler ( l. p. 1) points.out that

psyohologiata have peouliarly limited their fields, not only
in what they are investigating, but also in their methods.
states( p.l):

He

"They act as if experience and knowledge of

mankind were, with oo·nsoioua intent, to be e:xolu.ded from our
investigations and all value and importance denied to artistic
and creative vision as well as to intuition itself."

These
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psyohologists then study psyohio and physiologiaal phenomena
and in the end as Adler states (p. l): "By this procedure they
naturally rediscover the interdependence and conneotion in individual expressions, implied from the very beginning in their
schematic attitude toward the psyche,"
An im~ortant point of methodology is inoluded in the fol-

lowing quotation (p. l):

Either the foregoing method is employed or an attempt is
made by means of small, if possible measurable individual
phenomena of a physiological nature, to construct psychical
states and thought by means of an equation. ~1e fact that all
subjective thinking and subjective immersion on the part of the
investigator are excluded - although in reality they dominate
the very nature of these oonneotions - is from this view-point
regarded as an advantage.
Adler points out that this separation of the investigator
from the matter studied belongs to a type of natural scientific
investigation that is now antiquated.

Re shows that this meth-

od has been "replaced everywhere now by views that attempt to
grasp living phenomena dnd their variations as conneoted wholes,
biologically, philosophically, and psychologically" (p. 2)
Further ( P• 2):

,Q!"·· the individual.
an attempt is made to obtain a picture of this unified personality regarded ae a variant of individual life-manifestations
and forms of expression. '.rho individual traits are then compared with one another, brought into a common plane, and fin_ ally fused together to form a composite portrait that 1s, in
turn, individualized.
By starting with the e.asumption of the unity

Adler then points out that the goal is the most important
thing.in understanding the individual's life.

lie says that

we cannot think, feel, will, or aot without the perception of
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some goal.

Life activities oan only be fully grasped when the

goal baa been set up.

!!!hie view is quite dynamic,

superiority is the objective of the human psyche.

The goal of
But this

goal is not to be found in reality, It belongs to the fictions
such as desoribed by Vaihinger.

It may not even be oonsoioua

to the individual. but it controls his entire life.
The early life of the child shows throughout its entire

development a feeling of inferiority in relation to its parents
and the surrounding world.

This is due to the immaturity of

its organs, and the superiority of those surrounding him.

This

feeling of inferiority is the oause of its restlessness. its
desire to do something.

From the dynamic view the child seeks

oompensation for this inferiority in some way.
Thus life is influenced by a fictitious goal. the goal of
superiority.

Thia is expressed by a feeling of inferiority

whioh brings about the various compensatory mechanisms.

Life

then is ma.de up of these meohanisms and can be explained and
guided by them.
Adler coined the word •1ndividu.al psychology' for hie
system.

He

differs from the oharaoterological movement by

the laok of types,
Adler's system.

Let us consider some of the oritioiems of

It must be remembered that Adler ha.a pointed

out many important points for both psychology end oharaoter•
ology.

His dynamic view of ~he goal and compensation. his

emphasis on the whole. and many other points are in line with
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many

of the reaent devolopments in psychology.
Robaok (180, p. 296) has oriticized-Adler on the grounds

that aotua.l life situations do not point to suoh a compensation.
While Beethoven's hearing defeot may have led to compensation
in musio. Robaok points out that men like Sohubert, Halevy,

Rimsky-Korsakoff, Bizet, Raff, Offenbach, Bruohi Rheinberger,
Paine, and we oan add Toscanini. were near-sighted, and that
aooording to Adler's theory they should have compensated for
their visual defects and have become oculists or-painters.

It

might also be added that other composers who later became deaf
did not reaoh the heights of Beethoven.

In short, there is

something besides the organ inferiority to explain Beethoven's
greatness.
Other oritioiams have concerned hie emphasis on the neurotic
type (see Kronfeld (131), p. 437).

Adler has been giving an

excellent description of the neurotic type, but we cannot generalize from the one type to other types.

Thia is the tendenoy

of medioal and clinical men who generalize from the abnormal individuals with whom they come in oontaot to all individuals.
Let us oonaider Adler now in the light of the present
study.

We see that some very important distinctions are laok-

.ing in his work.

Jung has just pointed out that the functions

of feeling, thinking, and so on are different in different individuals, not epeoifioally. but in the manner of their relationship to the objeot.

While it may be- true that we cannot
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think, feel, will or act without a. perception of some goal, the
attitude we take towards thia goal. as Jung has pointed out, ls
different with different dispositions.

Adler. therefore, does

not go deeply enough into the problem of individual differences,
end thus to the problem of grouping these differences into types.
He

makes the first step, but then stops short.
Freud, Jung, and Adler are all dynamic in their theories;

because they are seeking certain drives within the individual
which will explain the highly complex behavior found in everyday life.

With Freud the libido is sexual, with Jung it is

merely peyohia energy which is used for biologioe.l adaptation,
with Adler it is a goal activity for superiority arising from
organ insufficiency.

While it might be admitted without ar-

gument that all these views are oorreot, they do not go far
enough, they do not aaoount scientifically for the differences
found in people.

This is, of. course, the fundamental oriti-

oiem by the oharaoterologists of the psychoanalytical movement.
We see, further, that they do not furnish a comparative basis.
Since they tend to overlook the faot that not all people are
alike. at least·1n their theory, they shut off from science the
possibility of making more elaborate studies on certain types of

human behavior.

J. Rorschach
One of the moat fruitful attempts to bring Jung's emp1r1oa.l .deductive types in line with more aooura.te determinations
and measurements is represented by Rorsohaoh.

Rorschach (186)
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baa the honor of having devised one of.the most remarkable tests
in the history of psyohometrios.

It haa had none of the diffi-

oultiea of the intelligence teats. whioh were confined to ages,
standardized groups, and whioh had so little predictive value.
The Rorsohsoh test has had wide use in all countries, at all
ages, and in the hands of an experienced worker it is one of
tho most valuable tests in the entire field of personality work.
Rorschach (p.87) points out that Jung•a original libido
was a somewhat b11oadened Freudian concept.

Later it was ex-

tended to include all manifestations of the will in the Sohopenhaurian sense.

This change also produced a change in the oonoepte

of introveraion-extrsversion.

Up

to that time they haa been

considered pathologioal conditions.

Jung now considered that

there are two types of people, the extrsverts and the introverts,
who are perfectly normal.

The fundamental function of the ex-

travert is feeling. that of the introvert is thinking.

A path-

ologioal condition arises only when this fundamental function
of eaoh type gets in conflict with the unoonsoious secondary
function (in the extrovert this is thinking, in the introvert
this is feeling pp. 87-88). Rorsabaoh summarizes hie stand on
this problem in a passage that has caused some confusion to
personality workers~

Following is a direct translation of the

passage (p. 88):
''In order to avoid all misunderstandings, I emphasize that
l·use tho oonoept introversion in the following disoussion in
a senao which has only the name in common with Jung's introversion oonoept. The olinioal pioture of the .lcinaestheti'c type,
as is shown on the basis of the form interpretation test. is
not the pioturo of the introverted individual aa Jung describes
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him, but rather the picture of the introverted individual that
corresponds to the ideas of the usual language usage.
In the light of Rorsohaoh's preceding discussion. we see
that he is referring to the id~a of an individual who is turned
inward or outward, rather than ot the changing idea that has
come from psychoanalysis.

Rorsohaoh gives a further refine-

ment of the. introveraion-extraversion oonoept by distinguishing the state and process of these two functions,
The active process is called the introversive and extra.tensive tendenoiea, whioh are normal.

The passive, or abnor-

mal, tendencies are called introversion and extraversion.

This

distinction between the state and process is interesting.

The

mania patient represents a pathological oondition by being
helplessly extraverted, the schizophrenic by being introverted.

Normal individuals tend one way or the other. being aapable of
shifting as the neoeasity arises.

Only when this shift becomes

difficult is there a pathological condition arising :from a lack
of adaptation,
Rorsohaoh brings out some very important distinctions in
his work whia1fust be considered here.

It is so important that

the entire passage can be quoted (pl 94):
The experience type of a person is not his general psyohogre.m. It only. indicates how the individual experiences. not
how he lives, for what he strives. An individual with very
strong introvereive components and with lass strong extratensive components can in his behavior be pronouncedly extratenaive. Another person with the extra.tensive experienoe type
oa.n appear outwardly lntro·versive, which, nevertheless. does
not ooour as often. These disorepanoies between the experience
type and life oan only be explained by the fact that the actual
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energy. the. amount of energy effective at the time, thew 111,
tho ·libido, or whatever one oalls it, ia only directed towards
one part of the possibilities of experience. ll
onr:v
drive that makes out of the dispositional "components" active
tondencI'e's. Underfavorable oonditionB, as later examples will
show, it oan be found what part of the experiencing apparatus
in a given case ia predominantly activated. The experience ap.
paratus with which man experiences is a much wider structure
than the apparatus with which he 11v0s. For experiencing man
possesses a series· of registers of which he uses only a few
for the aotions of life, so few as to border on to stereotypy.

a

The experience.apparatus indicates how broad the a.ppara.tus
is with which the subject could live. It cannot in itself ...
with the exception of espeoially favorable oases• indicate
what parts of the apparatus e.otivates the subject to active life.

This is a further recognition of the double aspect of behavior.

Whenever the p1·oblem is approached by accurate means.

the difference between the phenomenal reactions end the underlying structure becomes more prominant.
I(.

Haymans •

Now let ua consider Haymans (72).

Stern set up differen-

tial psyohology, Adler indivio.ual psyahology • nnd Heyme,ns has

written on special psychology.

These men have realized that

certain problems in psychology occupy a field to themselves.
Haymans (p. l) defines general psychology as treating of
the general a.nd what is in agreement.

Speoial psychology treats

of special things, differenoea in oon.soious phenomena..

General

psyohology seeks laws whioh can be demonstrated in every individual; it ascertains, for example, the relation of two stimuli
to one another, laws of association, and so on.

In the formu-

lation of these generul laws. individual differences find no
plaoe; just as little as in the law of gravitation do tho apeoifio weights of the substances find consideration.

5G
Haymans emphasizes that there are not qualitative.differenoes. but almost always quantitative differenoeso

The criminal

has some morality, the idiot has some intelligenoe, but they
differ greatly in the amount.

Haymans considers the ideal for

speoial psychology to oonaiet in setting up a character formula

so that only values would have to be substituted.
Although the ideal is hardly to be reaohed. Heyman.a sets
up types oonsiating, as we shall see later. of formal aspects
of the personality.

He ia not oon'1erned with the traits, but

with those factors that are present in all individuals, but
whioh vary from individual to individual, and which even vary
1n the same individual~

He :follows Ribot (lV8) and considers

activity and emotionality as two factors present in all individuals in differing degrees. yet influencing the lives of
these individuals in proportion totheir presence or relative
absenoe.

The other feotor ~sed is the primary and secondary

f:rmotiona established by Gross (59).
Heymans in conjunction with Wiersma (68-72) carried pn an
investigation that is now well known.
were typed in Holland.

Some 3000 individuals

Correlations were eet up, and certain

poattive results were obtained.

Thie represents a very inter-

esting use of the queationaire method.
k.

Je.eneoh

Jaensoh•a work (84-94) is of tremendous importance for per-
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sonali ty v1orkers, p:et 1 t is unfortunately little lmo,m in America.

He is.oonaidered the discoverer of eidetic imagery, and beyond
that little ia known.

His wide research work, his philosophical

discussions, his extensive influence in almost all countries
testify to his importance,
He is attempting to found a philosophical anthropology on
the basis of natural aoientifio and experimental experienoee.

He views the personality as a unitaa multiplex in the settse
of William Stern, and sets up a typology which includes µoth
the experimental and understanding branches of psychology.
Jaensch, like all workers before him. found two types:
the integrate and disintegrate.
ganismic prinoiples.

His typology is baaed on or-

The organism is at first an undifferen-

tiated homogeneous mass of protoplasm.

There then takes place

a process of differentiation and specialization.

Biology has

studied this prooesa in the embryonic development and in the
lower organisms (Coghill. Child, Ariens Ka.ppers, :l!raoy, and
others).· , Jaensoh begins with the small child.

He found e'Vi-

dences of an integration of the peroeptual processes.

By in-

tegration is meant the undifferentiated fwiotioning of an organism whioh lnter ahowa a specialization of organs. ·. !l:'hus •
eidetic imagery is one form of the original union between the
various eenses, it represents a primitive state.

Some indiv1d•

uala never ap'eoinlize aa far as others, e.nd these show a closer

intogration of o.11 theil' functions.

They think, feel. exper-

ience things as a whole. rather ·than in highly specialized and
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differe.ntiated ways.

The artist. aoool"ding to Jaensoh, repre-

sents this warm flow of general integration.
Jaensoh hos developed his typology on tba basis of a scale
e

of increasing disinygration (we prefer to say increasing specialization)

of the psyohophysioal organism.

came under .the influonce of his brother
to the mod1oal profession.

w.

E. Jaenaoh first

:ia.ensoh who belonged

The. first types thus took on a dia-

tinotly clinical oonnotation,

The tetanoid and Be.eedowoid types

were familiar o11nicnl types in the medical profession.

The

uso of calcium and a.leo the capillary microscopy were developed
by

w.

E. Jaensch attempted .to make his typology

Jaonsoh (95).

more psyohologiaal than medioal, and the frequent changes in
his designations of the types has oreated extreme confusion 1n
workers who have not followed his work closely and in its en-

tirety.
Let us run through the descriptions of the typos.

The

I 1 type shows a constant and strong integration or the psyol10physioo.l organism.

He is soma·what feminine and soft.

He :le

very receptive towards the world and participates in all ocourrenoee around him.

When scientists are of this type they

show an inner relation to their objeots of study, an open
empathy into nature, and they are espeoially receptive for
artistio and literary works.

Their emotions pasa quiokly.

Their moods ohunge frequently and are not bound to outer influences.

They have an excellent mermory. even for the small
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things.

~ey are aooiable, natural. concrete, and easily sat-

isfied.

The I 2 type is more concerned with his own world.

His

memory is not as good. and then only for those things that are
related to his ovm ego.

He ia more serious, ,more critical,

leas natural, with a tendenoy towards introspection.
more abstraot than the other type.

Re is

He constantly shows a ten-

denoy towards integration, but only 2·eaohes it in high points
in his life.

The disintegrate type lacks inner coherence with tho world,
ho le.oks empathy and artistic e:xperienoe; the world i's viewed
objectively from oertain standpoints.
expressionless, often forced.

His motor reactions are

He is a man of duty and purpose.

He even is sociable for a rational and practical purpose.
We reoognize in these descriptions the eternal diohotomy

of people.

Jung's introvert-extravert, James' tough-minded

and tender~minded. Bleulor's syntonio and schizoid, and so on.
Jaensoh. of oourse, makes a finer distinction between the extremes on the basis of his experiments.

By viewing people

on a continuum, the types could be greatly increased if desired.

·By

first setting up a dichotomy, it is possible to

orientate the entire field.

For Jaenaoh the type repi•esents

merely a degree of integration which can be ascertained by
suitable experiments.
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m.
There 1s a

Reider

very distinct tendency in Germany to speak of

levels of structure (Schiohtenstruktur).

This recognizes that

there is an original undifferentiated organization of the protoplasm which, due to environmental and social factors. devel-

ops in "Various directions.,

The original functions are spioia.1-.

1zed in different directions. often opposite directions, and
can only be understood when studied in the light of thier or-

iginal association.
tiation.

Types·pepresent this direotional differen-

Jaenaoh has elaborated this idea and men like Zietz

and Werner (244) even explain apparent movement on the basis
of these levels, or. as they call it, on the basis of psychophysical adequation.

(See Werner, 226).

Wellek (224) has at-

tempted to show the same thing by pointing out changes in language throughout history, showing an increasing specialization

from an original unity.
An

attempt to establish a typology on the basis of levels

of struotiire waa made by Heider (63).
tempt.
ture.

Let us consider lle at-

He begins with a discussion of the four levels of strucConsciousness is not simple. but manifold. it is a eye-

tem in whioh are zone or oiroles or levels.

There a.re differ-

ent kinda of consoiouaness, object oonsoiousness. condition
oonsciousnesa, feeling oonsciousneae.

The question is asked:

"What clearly distinguishable structural levels can be ascertained in. the increasihg articulation or differentiation of
the psyohe out of the original unity of consciousness to the
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complete etruotura.l level union?n
He gives the four levels as follows:
l.

Here and now.

ibis ls a shallow oonsoiousness, undiffer-

entiated, complete automatism between stimulus an~ psychic reaction.

w.

Wirth.

It laoka "psychic transcendence."

~is is ta.ken from

This is the ooneoiousness of animals and ohili ren.

Heider {13) points out that this has been studied by Kohler
(Naohweie einfaoher strukturfunktionen beim Sohimpa.nsen und
beim Hau.shulm.

Abhdl. d.

x.

Pr • .Akad. d. Wiss. Jhg. 1918,

Nr.

2.), Koffka (Die Grundlagen der psyohisohen Entwiokelung, 1921),

H. Driesoh, F. Krueger, and others).
Thia level is a totality and 1s not replaced by the other

levels, but is drawn through them, so to speak (p. 414).

It

is characterized by the lack of blockages.

Level 2.

Time and space.

Level 3.

The original unity:::/ is split into the ego-pole, the

oonsoious 'individual.'

Levol 4.

Psychic tranaoendenoe.

Subject-object relationship.

Awareness of the individual totality.

Heider points out that Spranger proceeded from the single
psyohio aot, and in this way obtains the dominants.

Reider

wishes to go.farther than Sprunger.

Heider now takes up the study of the apeoifio functions
of the four levels (p. 440).

tion of the first level.

Feeling is the fundamental func-

He oomparee hie use of feeling (Empfin-

den) with A. Messer's use of sensation (Emfindung).

He oalle
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this the psycho-vital plane.

It is the. funotion of oonta.ot.

Thia is an objective. :passive function.
The next funotion of the first level is called 'psychic

grasping." Both Bergson and Xof:fka. have alluded to this
psyohio grasping (psychic movement).

M. Po.la.gyi has pointed

out that animals sitting still carry out in their minds the
complete act of pouncing on an animal.
The next funotion is

memory or reproductiono

It gives

the continuity of action.
The lest function is drive.
All those functions are specialized and differentiated

during the individual's life. and a study of their dominanoe
and variation will lead to types.

He considers the other three

levels with their f~da.mental functions.

19:1.ia follows closely

the general view held in Germany by the majority of the psyvhologists.
the

The various manifestations of these levels give

.

type.·

n.

Kretschmer

Let us now review hurriedly some of the other systems using types.

Kretschmer (125)' has attraoted a great deal of at-

tention during the la.st ten years.

His measurements of patients

and the establishment of body types with their subsequent oorrelation,with the psychoses ha.a produced a mountain of literature ·during the last few years. Th.is extreme attention which
Irretsobmer has drawn to himself is not entirely deserved, einoe
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the Italians have been working diligently along the same lines
for muoh longer.

Hie oh1ef importanoe is due to the oorrelat1on

of body types and peyohosea.

Sinoe this brings out the eternal

dichotomy, again. hie work is of especial interest to oharacter-

ologiats.

Kretschmer shared.the contempt for statisti.oal treat-

ment of personality problems, and hie results are on the borderline of not being statistically a coeptable ( 126) •

It is only

an added confirmation of the stand that statistical treatment
has not produced the important contributions to the field of
personality during the la.at ten years •
.Kretschmer sets up his body types on the basis of the
averages fotmd from the entire group of his patients.

The in-

dividual oase oan obscure th~ type. whereas the best oases represent the type.

This is an exp~1oit recognition of ·the var-

iables in the personality.

Kretsohmer•s_ types are.not ideal

types, but more or lesa empirical.
history at,the eternal dichotomy.

He also looks back through
As a psychiatrist hie work

has not advanced the theory of types.
His pe~aonality types. have been arrived at by empirical
data, obtained both from the olinio and fro11,1 a study ot normal
individuals.

Kretschmer sets up a continuum between his cy-

olothymio (oiroular moods) types and the cycloid (borderline
to abnormality} and the oiroular psychosis (mania-depressive
psychoses).

In the same way hia sohizothymio type varies

through the schizoid to the echizophrenio.

It is an easy mat-

ter to see that these types correspond to the prevailing dichotomies without reservation.
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Kretschmer has made one of the most important distinctions
in this oonneotion that has been made in personality work.

He

has pointed out that there are two proportions of the personal-

ity:
tion.

the diathetio proportion and the psyohaesthetio proporThe diathetio proportion oonoerna the oyolothymio type,

and ranges from exaltation to depression.

~is means that emo-

tional reactions of the primary type fall along a scale which extends from depression to exaltation.

They seem to represent

a. mixture of depression a.nd exaltation, sometimes the one pre-

dominating, sometimes the other.
of the individual.

This gives the emotional tone

Some individuals are heavy. retarded, tend

to look on the dark side of life, have thoughts of suicide,
yet they often show humor and vm.rmth. but their usu.a.l tone is
one of depression.

This corresponds closely to the personality

make-up of manic and depressive patients, and in normal life to
the variations in the oyolo~hymio type.

The personality work-

er recognizes· that these variables may change, may show mix,·

ture, yet he doeanot look at the phenomenal aspects of the behavior, but views the variable in the light of a greater whole,
namely the type.

~e oyolothymic types that extend down to-

wards the more depressed pole are more inclined to like. to be
alone, to dislike large aooial gatherings, and might even respond with introverted social answers to a personality questionaire.

Just in this one faat rests the reason for the re-

peated failures of questionaires based on the social attitude
alone.

I~ was always assumed by these personality workers
)

that the extravert shows no ~egrees of social like or dislike,
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a completely static view.

The modern oharaoterologist views.

the social attitude as one variable in the total personality,
and it rno.y tend one way.or the other, depending on the environment, the individual experience, and on other factors.

While

the majority of the oyolothymic types will be fully sociable.
so that we can say that they are e:xtraverted in general, not
all members of the oyolothymio type will be e:xtraverted to the
same degree.

In fact, some may be more introverted than some

of the sohizothymic types, who may, for some reason or other,
show an increased activity of the social variable.

Since the

types are not different in kind, i.e. there is a biological
continuwn, the sooial attitude may be considered a variable
in'both types, which tends to be positive in the oyolothymic
type, and negative in the eohizothymio type.

But this does.

not mean that,one and the same individual may not vary from
time to time in his social attitude, that the introvert may
be extraverted, 'the extravert introverted.

Hence, the social

attitude ,is a too unstable variable to be used in determining
types.

While the majority of people classified as oyolothymio

types may actually be extraverted, this only has statistical

value, not predictive value in tho individual case.

Now let ua turn to the psyohaesthetio proportion.

Thia

proportion consists of a scale ranging from irritability. to
dullness.

Xretsohmer mo.kea the statement:

"The key to the

eahizoid temperaments ie given to him who ha.a clearly apprehended the faot, not that most of the aohizoida are either
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supersensitive or cool, but that they are supersensitive and
oool at the same time, i.e. in entirely different degrees of
mixture" (p. 132).

Thus it is possible to find extreme sen-

sibility in the schizothymio type which may be ooupl~d with
extreme intelligence, while·at the other pole we may find dullness and extreme stupidity.

Here again there is an extreme

differenoe between two members of the same group, but they
show more similarity to ea.oh other than to members of the oth-

er types.
That there is a swing between exaltation a.nd depression
in the manic-depressives, and a awing between irritability
and dullness in the aohizopbrenios anyone can verify by spending some time in·a hospital for the insane.

After this-ha.a

been clearly apprehended• as Kretschmer states, the personality worker will soon reoognize these Bwings in the normal
1pdiv1due.ls with whom he be.a to deal.

These differenoee are

~ot dif~erencea in kind, but iqdegree and struotu.re.

!I!here

are glandular differences which determine not only the body
build, but, also 'these fundamental affective reactions.
Kretsohmer. like Lewin, Stern, Roraohaoh and the others,
1aa recognized the dual aspect of behavior, and his two pro-

?Ortiona explain the apparent inoonsistenoy between
md

its social behavior.

)Ut in many ways, but

a type

This distinction has been brought

it is always there in some form.
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III.,

Methodology.

l. Introduction
One of the m~st violent disagreements of the present day
in psychology aonoerns the problem of methodology.

With the

ou.J.tural eo1entists pointing out that natural soienoe oe.n do
nothing with the subtle differenoes 1n human behavior by means

of moaeurement and que.ntitative studies. and also stressing
the need of ,mderstanding the intuition as a method. with the
natural soientiets o~ the other hand orying that these men
with thoir subjective methods a.re unsoientifio, o~e sees the

great need of clarifying the .situation.
.,

Soienoe :le knowledge,

not some system, not some arbitrary standard set up by a few
men.,

These men in declaring that the otbere a.re unaoientifio

a.re using e"1'aluat1ve.conoepts. and auah aoneepte u.sed by the
natural soientists are in direot oontradiotion to their own
principles.

!alis oonfliot is very real today, and the eoien~

tifio 3ournala.are being filled more and more with artiolea·
discussing points of methodology.

It·hes actually reached

the point that any new data obtained by experimental means is
of little value as long aa the methodological eouaiderat1ons
'

are being subjected to a constant fire of crit1oiem.

It

would be useless to perform. experiments on types 1:f the metho ....

dologioai understanding of what is moa.nt by types is lacking.
The\need of types in psyohology oan be illustrated in
many ways.

Very interesting is Henningts (66) attack on the
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law of Prlgnanz.

The Gestalt psyohologista aay that there is

a tendency for aubjoote over a period of time to forget the

uneasential parts of a pioture, leaving only the essential parts,
1.e. the form becomes more dominant.

Henning points out that

a:x:perienoe refutes this. sinoe not all people tond to remem-

ber or make form more dominant.
Henning oonduoted some experiments on 367 subjects. mostly

children, using :piolkures and situations.
were two types:

Re showed that there

those that are bound to the pioturee or sit-

u.e.tions • and those tha.t tend to change them.,

rela ted with. Je.enach's. integratod

and

These were oor-

disintegrated types.,·

This experiment is quite illustrative of a very important

point.

Henning points out that Gestalt psychologists have set

up a law and have generalized it for all subjeots without having

aotually attempted to stydy whether it holds in all cases.
is the old payahological fallacy of overgenera.lization·.

This

The

typologists point out that type differences are often so extreme that.it might easily be possible for one group of individuals to conform to the law. the other group might not.

It is

unaoient1f1o to set up a law which ia supposed to apply to all
individuals,

i.e.

a generalized assumption from the results of

a few oases, without having actually teated it on the wide dif-

~erehoes found among types.

In the preoeding section the attempt was made to cover the
outstanding typologiea of tl:e present day 1n the light of their
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views of types.

Certain demands were made on any typology that

might be formulated.

It is the purpose of the present section

to consider the methods by which types a.re ascertained, and
other implications.
As we view the type, it is a requisite for e.ny scientific
methodoloB'Y•

The inductive colleotion of de.ta is not adequate

to explain and understand behavior.
committed a,grave error of logic.

The natural scientist has
M. R. Cohen (26) has pointed

thie out very clearly in the following illustration.

Three

people, x, y, z. are given a serum for pneumonia and all recov-

er. From thia it ie conclude~ that all people will be benefited byJthia serrua. ·oohen points out that one premise has been
overlooked; namely, that this induction will be true only when
the individuals are typical of a olaes and do not belong to
some special olaae.

Tbi,meane that scientists have often as-

sumed that all individuals are the

same.

Psychologists have

been especially prone to oommit this fallacy. and when individUBle differed they were ruled out aa poor subjects.
The signifioanoe of this for psychology is that experiments
conducted for the purpose of oolleoting data will not have va.11a ...

ity when applied to life because the one premise is missing. ·until it is known whether the subjects used belongad to the same
type. i.e. were typical of a particular class, no conolusione
oan be drawn as to whether the de.ta. will apply to all individuals.

Th.a idea of the uniformity of nature has strengthened

the tendenoy to overlook classes or types.
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We oan eta.ta then that experimental data will have little
value for life unless it 1e known whether the individuals used
were typical of the entire species. or fall into speoial classes
or types.

This applies equally well for old and new psyohology.

It is simply a methodologioal procedure. not a theoretical consideration.

Oohen has also made a very interesting point 1n conneotion
with soientifio methodology.

He has.pointed out that the scien-

tist does not proceed :from the oolleotion of particular data to
the aotting up of universal laws, e.e. by a prooess of induction,
but works.both from the partioula.r and from the universal at

the same tirne, -Aa the universal beaomes more firmly established by the detailed.data obtained by aoientifio researoh. the
date. also beoome more signifioant in tl1e light of the univer-

sal.

This is a prooeee· of working both sides of the method at

the same timo.

Thia agrees with the point wo made in the pre-

oeding eeotian that

t~lJ?OS

based only on induetion are inadequate.

Wa must also have the concept of a type as a universal, then
the collection of data will strengthen this type, and the data
vlill beoome significant in the light of the type.

One other point of extreme imp~rta.nce in methodology 1a

the ques·tion of relations.

We heve s8on that all tha oultural

aaiontists ha.va boen stressing the point that without relations
there can be no understanding_

It has been pointed out ad n

that quantitative studies l1a.ve not contributed to an
understanding of the subtle differences in life.

~hese,studies
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have contributed to the meohanioa of the processes involved,
bu.t have not been able to throw much light on the other more
vital problems,

It has been pointed out quite frequently- that

the ratioon for this ia that the total aitu.ation has been negleated, the relations have been lost through the measurements
and analyses.

How is it possible then to approaoh these more subt1e
problemo?

As an illustration let us consider body build.

Can

we reduce a total body atruotu:re to mathematical measurements?
we.find from a peru.eal of the literat1,lre that all suoh attempts

have resulted more or leas in failure.
wer is very simple.

Why

is this?

The ans-

It is of far lass importanoe to know how

tall a man ls, how great the thoraaio airownferenoe, the trunk

a.nd.limb lengths, than to know how· these a.re a.ll related·when
viewed ns a whole.

The aatv.al height of a forehead is of far

less value than its relation to the total face pi~re.

What

good are quantitative measures whon they do not express relations?

Does this mean that such a reduotion to quantitative measures is impossible?

Is intuition {the perception of a whole)

the on;typossiblemethod?

Judging from.the present results,

the answer must be th.nt fnr more understanding ho.s been .obtained by intuition than by quantitative measures.

:But in'!"

tuition is hiBhlY subjective and will never satisfy the soientifio mind completely.
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we must now ooneider how to get around the difficulties.
~ia problem has received muoh attention from sa1ent1sts and
logicians.

The Viennese school of neo-posit1v1sts has point-

ed out eo$3 of these difficulties, and has made a very de•
oieive step in overcoming them.

They reoognize. as have the

oharaoterologists, that there are two aspects to behavior.
that there are two aspects to every event.

In oharaoterology

these two aspects are called the phenomenal and structural
manifestations.

In philosophy and logic they are oalled the

formal and oontential aspeote.

Carnap, (22) has even gone eo

far as to suggest the transposing of all s,oienoe into formal
and oontential language.

Formal language will be transpos-

able into other branches of science.

The oontential language

will only be understandable to the eoienoe in question.

Re

views phyeics as the one science which will furnish this universal or formal lsnguage.

Others have suggested mathem.e.tias.

We oan ssk why there are two aspects and why there is a
difference between the form and contents of either behavior
or physical event.

The answer is that in the form is contain-

ed the relationat in the contents these are lacking.
we have tho form and oontonta of thought.
eame, the aontents vary.

In logic

The form.is the

We can know the form without know-

ing the contents, and we oan know the contents without knowing the form.

The syllogism represents a form of thought,
'-S

what makes up the eyllogism represents the contents.

We oan

vary the contents quite radically without changing the form.
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Spranger, Carnap, and many others have pointed out that
only formal data can be universal.

Meaning. which is oomposed

of relations or form, is transmitted as a whole, not by a quan-

titative

study of parts.

We can thus grasp form as a whole

(intuition). whereas the contents measured and separated from
the whole have no meaning.
sists in this formal aspect.

The very essence of meaning conThings must have form or they

have no meaning, they are ohaotio.
The signifioanoe of this for oharaoterology is that we
must study the formal aspects of the behavior in order to obtain meaning.

This exoludas statistical studies, quantitative

measures, and the inductive collection of data when we are
after meaning or relations.

We a.re not placing an evaluation

on the methods, but merely pointing out that the formal. approach gives meaning because it represents the totality of
the event. the second method does not give meaning because 'it
gives aoourate quantitative measures of the contents of that
event.

Both methods are neoeasary 1n soienoe, and in reality

inseparable.

We a.re considering them apart for practical

reasons only, and there will be a transition from one to the
other.

In- typology the emphasis is placed primarily on the

form as opposed to the contents.
the oolleotion of data.

This avoids confusion in

The desire of the organismic school

is to make soienoe a unitary whole.

Carnap and the neo-

poaitivista are making the distinction of form and contents,
whioh will aid in classifying data, and thus in making comparative studies possible.
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In.obtaining oriteria for types, then:,:

we

must deal not

with quantities, not with how muoh of something an ittdividual
has, but with the relations of many attributes within a total
field.

The ralationship·of the parts gives the clew to the

type, not the quantity of these parts.

Sigwart (203) many

years ago brought this out with great clarity {pp. 406-407):
If understanding of the particular can only be gained by
first seeing clearly the larger and more widespread oonneotiona
which are present in the oomprehending oonsoiouaneea, if the
only safe starting point £or psychological investigation is a
general survey of the whole constitution of developed oonsoiousness, it follows that the direct observation of particular events, and more espeoislly the experimental methods, however
muoh they may oontribute to accuracy and precision, oan yet
have only a subordinate importanoe in thia department. They
aan never give us more than fragments, nor directly determine
the oond1tions given in the particular case, sinoe amongst
th,em are,inoluded habits of thought and will which do not enter as such into oonsoiou.eness: they presuppose, if they are
to be of any service at all, these comprehensive views; and ·
their results so far have done, perhaps, more to show the extent of differences between individuals than to teaoh us any
general uniformity. Thia is itself a sorv1oe; and beyond this
they are important as enabling us to support or verify hypotheses which, starting :from the whole of our present life. we
form concerning its gradual growth. But from the fragmentary
elements which alone they oan give us, we are unable to construot the whole.
Another very exoellent statement of the same problem is
found in Jevone (96,p. 63):
There is little uae in obtaining exact measurements of an
effeot unless we oan also exactly measure the conditions with
which the effeot is to be oonneoted. It is absurd to measure
the eleotrioal reeistanoo of a piece of metal, its elaetioity,
tenaoity. density, or other physical qualities, if these vary
in degree, not only with the minute and almost inappreciable
impurities of the metal, but also with its physical condition.
If the same bar changes its properties by being heated and
cooled, and we cannot exactly define the state in whioh it is
at any moment, our oare in measuring will be wasted, beoausa
it can lend to no law. It is of little use to determine very
exactly the eleotrio oonduotivity of oarbon, which as graphite
or gas carbon oonduats like a metal. as diamond is almost a
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non-oonduotor, and in several other forms poaseases variable

and intermediate powers of conduction. It will be of use only
for immediate pra.otioal applications. Before measuring these
we ought to have something to measure of which the conditions
are capable of exact definition. and to whiah at a future
time we or others ca.n reou.r. Similarly the a.oouraoy of our
measurement need not much surpass the aoouracy with which we
can define the conditions of the object treated.
~is definition to whioh others oan reour at.eo~e future

time reminds us of the present problem.

TOday we see that it

is the type or form which gives meaning to the contents which
are measured.

:Sy-reproducing the form, a. oompariaon of mea-

surements oan be made.

Wheeler (229) has expressed the same in modorn form in
hie law of derived properties.

He states that a trait of ohar-

aoter derives its properties from the total personality.

A

trait in one ohild means quite·a different thing from the
same trait in another child, for tbe total personalit~a a.re
different.

"Therefore, the differentiated traits must be

studied in their relation to the wholes of ~hich they are parts."
From this it follows that it would do no good to study a. trait,

to measure it, to reduce it to a mathematical formula., since
the same trait means something entirely different in another
individual.

The 'function of the type then is to give meaning to quantitative data obtained.

~e type itself is not obtained by

quantitative data, since it is an expression of relationships.
not of quantitative amounts.

The type is a Oestalt, a form,

o. whole, a oonf1Buration. and an attempt to analyze 1t·and
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measure it will be the same as studying the parts out of relation to the whole.

This is in agreement with Gestalt prinoi-

plea, with organismic_ and even the cultural sciences.

It does

not deny. however, that measurements of parts oan be made end
that these will be of value, but it points out that in order
to have meaning, insight, understanding. we must lmow the relationships, not the quantities of the parts.
The type is a device for tabulating oertain structures.
certain personality oonfigurations, so that some one else can
repeat an experiment under the same conditions.

As Jevons

stated. it is a definition of conditions to which others can
recuto

As was pointed out in the first section, the type is

not entirely within the organism. it is not entirely without,
snd it is present alao as dynamic change,
Wheeler {232) expresses the relationships in terms of
laws.
study.

The law furnishes'the basis of comparison and also of
This places the laws at the basis of both behavior and

methodology.

As applied to the personality they follow close-

ly the organiemio point of view, which places emphasis on wholes

end relationships. the prerequisites for understanding.

The

laws are really- corollaries of these two principles- or perhaps of the one principle of wholes.

The previous disousaion

morely illustrates the-problems that have led to the setting
up of these le.we.

They oa.nnot be. disproved or proved, since

they start from one principle, namely, that the whole repre~

Banta an organization.

If this ie denied, a very improbable
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thing, the laws are no longer valid.

If lt is e.dmitted,.the

laws follow of necessity.

Let ua see whether types would be possible :f'J:tom the organismic point of view.

They are certainly impossible if they are
If they are viewed aa dynamic patterns,

considered. statically.

there ie no.reason why the orge.nismio point of view cannot accept the points ~ust made.

The type, as expounded here. repee-

sente a continuum within a field.

Thie leaves the entire ques-

tion of potentials, gradients of energy. field p:ropertiea, and
ao on open to investigation.

The type merely furnishes the

oonditions under whioh a certain reaction tales place.

It rep-

resents a general empirical pattern that repeats itself again
and again in life4

Individuals constantly group themselves to-

gether on the baeis of certain behavior patterne,'and while

there are no sharp boundary lines between them. they can be
'

l

compared better when taken in these groups than when ta.ken
without regard for their obvious differences.

just as applicable.

The lav1s are

As was stated before, it is not -a ques-

tion of theory but one of methodology.
Since these laws illustrate admirably many of the points
made in the previous seotiont it might be well to quote them
in full.

!rhese are the laws as applied especially the the

personality (231, PP• 23"1-238):
l.

The law.of field properties,.

Before the ohild 1 e person-

ality can be understood it must be observed as a whole in the
complex life situation in whioh it is found.

Personality
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possesses a field propertr or form of its own which is called
1n eve17day le.ngnage by the name of individuality.

Individual-

ity. then; is the property of the whole over and above its
parts.
2.

The

parts are traits of oharaoter. taken separatelr.

The law of derived properties.

Eaoh trait of character

derives ita_properties from the totai personality.

A trait

in one child means qui ta a different. thing from the same tra.1 t

in enother ohild 0 for the total personalities are different.
Therefore, the differentiated traits mu.at be studied in thei:t
relation to the wholes of whioh they are parts.
3.

The law of determined action.

When seen as a segregated

whole, the total personality determines the nature and value
of each indivudual trait.,

In turn the total persona.lity nm.st

be seen in terms of the social whole of which it ia e. part.
for it is that social whole...: the human nature-pattern that
surrounds the 1ndividua1 • that determines the nature of the
individual personality.

The individual personality is snpd--

Justment to the types of personality around it and to the de ...
mands which these personalities ma.ke upon it.
4.

The law of individuation.

PartioUlar traits of aharaoter

emerge :f'rom a. primary, undif'feren.tie.ted, and nondescript per-.
eona.lit-y.
erges.

Eaoh trait is :related to all the others as it eIIi-

The several traits emerge together.

In turn• the per-

sonality ~a e. whole individuates from a field of human nature
that we oa.11 ··_sooiety.
6 • .The law of field genesis.

as a whole.

The child's personality.evolves

It is an expanding, differentiating total pattern.

lll.

The pattern 1s not a bundle of so many separate traits; it is
not a whole oonatructured out of parts* it is all.'one pieoe•
from the qeginning to the end.
6.

The law of least aotion.

file ohild's .personality is con-

stantly etriving towards the goal.of balance or aquilibriumo
It demands harmony within itself and between itself and its
social environment. Each trait that develops 1s a prooess of
resolving a state of disequilibration; each aot carried out.is

a 1>rocees ,of resolving tensions induced. by sott:t.al ·environment.
One trait develops 1n· the course of balancing another.
7.

The law ·of maximum work.

A tra.1 t of ollaracter never changes

without a change in tho total personality-

Oorreoting an un-

desirable trait is a process of readjusting the personality as
a whole; all other traits undergo a change at the same time.

Similarly. when e. given trait.is induced. or when it is improved, the total porsonalit~ is changed.

!l!he effect of strength:

ening or diminishing a pe.rt1oule.r trait can be obs~rv-ed in changes
that ocour in all other traits.

a.

The law of configuration.

The effeot-that corrective mea-

sures will le.ve upon a given trait depends upon the extent to
whioh all other influenoea are affeot1ng the personality.

In.

other words; the personality never responds to an isolated influence.

It responds to that influence in its relation to all

the others that are filxorting an effeot e.t the as.me time.

1'.bere

1a no one to one oorrespondenoe between a particular outside influence on the personality_ and the oha.nge going on with,inthe
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personality. Ea.oh ohsnge that the personality unde:rgoee oan be
understood only in the light of a total situation.
At the oloa·e we ,»u.et consider the mothodologr

typologiat,

we

he.Ve

USEld

bJ the

already given iti' the summary of the pre-

ceding seotion some of the fundamental points for all typology.
Let us repeat these in a more specific

manner.

Ty,pes gained from empirical data are not adequs.te. but a
be_tween the a.otual data and the ideal type. which
is more.perfect in the mind.of _the investigator that it is in
jump ie made

the majority of oases in mture.

lustrate the type.

!L'hus, only a few people il-

From the disou.seion we have found that this

jump has been made, and we have the diohotomies·o1ted there

which are very similar- in their descriptions.

We shall dis-

cuss in a following eeotion the types used in this. work •. For
the present we oa.n eay that the prevailing diohotomies .have
been ident1f1e4·w1th oru.'dichotomy which we call primary: and
secondary types.,

!lhus we find that the following .groups run

throughout the history of typology:
primary type
extraverf; ( Jung)
oyolotheme (Xreteohmer)
integrate ' ( Jaeneoh)
toug~-minded ( James)
romantio (Ostwald)
objective (stern)
hypoevolute (Pende
maorosplanohnio (Viola)
pyknic (Xretsohmer)
TABLE

sec;ondar1 type

introvert
schizotheme
die integrate
tender-minded
olaeaiosl
subjective
hy'perevolute
miorosplanohnio
asthenio (leptosome)
I

Comparison of diohotomies of personality types.
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terms 'primary' and •secondary' types will be used in~

terohangeably with other dichotomies.
Data colleoted then for use by the typologists cannot be
treated in the same quantitative objective way as is dona in
natural science if there is
ing of the personalitJ.

axiy

deeiro for meaning or understand-

Statistical results are of extreme in-

terest in studying the types. and statistical treatment of the
verioue tests wiil be given in this work.

But in the light

of orga.nismio principles, these qu.e.ntified data oannot be used

in reoonatruoting the whole.
Since the type is not located entirely within the organism.
we cannot rely, on quantitative measures for determining the degree of presence of a type.

In fact, this sort of method is

a reduoitio ad absurdum of the soient1fio method.

So much of

the type transoenda the Objective data that quantifying the results will only,lead to failure.
Aoourate measures oan and must be made, however, since we
are aonsldering the type as a partially unfolding plan within
the organism,

To this extent quantitative measures must be

made and will give insight, eapeoially for comparative study.
into those plans.

it

In olosingAmust be said that the one-aided ineiatanoe for
data of a certain kind with the exclusion of all other is hardly
·1n line with the development of knowledge.

Subjective data has

been oondemned, in mnny oases, justly. but if progress oan be
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made by the use of subJeotive data, there ia no so1ent1£1c

juatifioation for its exclt1Sion.
It is emphe.tioally denied that subjeotive de.ta is used

in this work in thC3 ordinary sense oi' the word.

The tnethod

is aatually far more objective than some of the so-oalled
jective teats.

ob-

It presupposes• as does any aoou.rate teohni-.

qua. ~onsiderabla training.

0

Tha.t a 18-year old freshman cannot

lea.1·n the teohniquo in two hours of at"l1.dy ia no 3ttstif.ioa tion
for oonsider:J.ng 1 t sub jaotive.

Reaul ts aro comparable ·when

ma.de by trained observers. 'us is the case in all soienoeo.
i'hey

arepot oomparable when made by 1nexperienoea. people.

i1he

mental testers have simplified thei1.. teats to the point that

any ono can give them after a short study.

They tend to con-

demn other teats that require experienoe on the part of the
tester.

Sinoe the experienced tester can do so mu.oh more.

evon with those airoplified.'tests, there is not mu.oh room left
for argument about the matter.

The present technique is not

aonsidered, therefore, as e. diffiou.lt method, bu.tit is dif'ficul t enough to require more t1'eining and more matur:1 ty than

the usual psychometrio test tries to requiro.

It is not de-

aigned for general school work; so that any aohool me.rm oan
ty-pe her pupils. -but it is for the apeoialist in the field Q:l
personality work.

This 111J)ltation of the test will explain

the writor•s insistence on training, both in giving and under~
standing tho toohniqllQ.
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Primary and Seoond~y 17.[Jes.

It is now necessary to state clearly the nature of the
types used in this work.

~e writer has introduced the terms

'primary' and 'secondary' types (M.A. Thesis, University of
.Kansas, 1932) to replace the·other dichotomies.

This mean.a

that a typical extravert is the same as a typical primary
type. without considering the distinotion as resting entir$ly on the libido.

!I'he integrate types of Jaensoh are 1no1ud-

ed in the primary type in this work.

Xretsohmer's ayolothy-

mio type corresponds to the primary; and his sohizoth3mio·

001Teaponda to the aeoondary.

The terms •primary* and 'eeoondary• were taken from

o.

Grose• book on the "Oerebral Secondary Function« (59).
Gross differentiated the activities of the·nervou.a system.
pointing out that the primary function of the nervous system wae an immediate rea.otion without an after-effect.

This

would lead to ohaotio thought (flight of ides.a in the manio-

depressi'-ve) if there were not aome aftar-e:ffeot in tho ~·nervous system.

~his he oonsidered to be a part of the metabol-

ism of the cells.

The secondary function is the after-ef-

fect, and ite increase would lead to suoh a condition as
found in eohizophrenia.
Whether thia ·1s true of th,;, nervous system or not• Gross

did desoribe the behavior of what we oa1l the primary and

seconda.X'y types, and it seems to correlate closely with all
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the other dichotomies.

ed types.

The names w-ere thus extended to inolud-

Roback (l80)t Jung (103), and Haymans {72) have all

used the oonoept of the aeoondnry function.
As has already been emphasized. the dichotomies have been
obtained by variollS means. and any confusion surrounding ~hem
arises not from the empirical £acts. but from the differenoa
in the descriptions and methodologies used.,

For this reason

it was considered expeuient to retain the empirical findings.
but at the aame time to uee a nomeolature that would include
all the dichotomies.

It was for this purpose that the terms

'primary' and 'second.a.1:y • types were subs ti tu ted for these
other terms.

Let us now consider the theoretioal side of these types.
~e baby represents the potentialities of development.

Sex,

personality differenoes, perceptions, motor activities, and
other forms of beha~ior are only in their structural potential
condition in th.e baby.

The baby develops throughout its life

and either elongates to six feet six, or remains within• the
normal height of human individuals.

Its personality appears.

its sex becomes more pronounced, its motor reaotiona become
more speoialized.
Just as in all other phenomena of nature. some individuals
will show less epeoializstion. others more.

It oan be.assumed

almost without argllr.lent that we shall obtain a eoale of development from less speoialized to highly specialized individuals.
with the majority of people falling into a middle group.

t:v:,-
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Bru.hl {155). Boas (14:) • Gesell (63-64) • Irwin (80 ... 83}, Piaget

(172-l7Z}. Koffr..a (115). and

many

others have msdo-etudies on

the developing and specializing hwren organism.

Thia has been

supported in. biology by works of Ohild {23). Coghill (24 ... 25).
Kappers (104)·, Traoy (215J, end others.

Biologists such e.s

Ritter (179), Bertalan:ffy (8). Woodger (241), and others have
taken up this problem with eapeoial interest.

This movement

ia best represented in psychology by Wheeler (229•232), Xoffka
(115), Jaenaoh (84-94), and others.

Wheeler (229) in reaog-

nition of the undifferentiated state of the organism at birth
and the increasing development throughout lite has completely
reversed his teetbook of psychology, and has plaaed the usual
introductory chapters of academia· psychology, wh1oh treat of
the nervous system and sensations. et the end, and the usual
findl chapters of aoademio psychology. whioh treat of aooial
behavior, at the beginning, the1"eby completely revolutionizing- the point of view.

This :Ls supported by Ja.ensoh • s claim

that the perceptions and ideas are not the elements of ooneoiouanesa • but are the final products of a long period. cf

development.

Je,ensoh has made a study of the development on

the baais of experiments, and hos established his types on

the degree of differentiation of the orga.nism.

Wheeler devel-

oped laws which express the relationships and necessary oor~
olleries of developmont.

Coghill (24) has stated definitelJ

that integration is the primary condition, and reflexes and

other reactions of th$ orge.nism, formerly thought to be"tbe
elements of behavior. are individuations within a total pat-
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·torn.

Wheeler haa i;.1oludod this under his law of i'ield genesis.

There ia little difference in the fnndamentul ideas of
the men, al though ·there is a di:ff arence in emphasis

aystems.
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their

Thoso interested in pe1.. sonali ty wo1•k tend to base

ty-pea on this new aspect of organismic biology.

Perhaps at

no time in the past has biology and cha.raotorology been so
close together.
·.Taensoh ropreaonts the most oomplote typology• but in

oritioiam wo must say that,it is narrowed down to the study
of perceptual development of the payahophysioal organism.
The wide work in psyohomotor reactions is not included, althou..gh there

is

no reason why it could not be incorporated

in such a typolo,rJ as developed by Jaonsoh.
We can say then that a typology, to be biologically ve.l•
uable. must be based on tho increasing development of the organism.

The th.eoretioal and experimental baaia for this de-

termination of types is of next importance.

While the exist-

ing typologies have all arisen from different points of view

and by means of different experimental data, their close similarity rnakea it possible to include all of them in one grand

scheme o:f' development.

Any method whatever that throws light

on the speoialization of the organism in question will be valUD.ble in determining the type.
Let us oonaider·the development of types.

Tho original

harmony, or integration of the processes, leads to an easier

lJ.9

flo~'l o:f the emotion:!.

1'.b.e more specialized the orge.nj.sm beoomes.

the more the omotionu are subo1~dinated to the higher mental pro-

cesses.

At the extreme polo, we fil1d individua.ls who show little

emotion, tllld that only in jerkc.

They cannot go easily from

one state to the other, and they seem to get mixed in the direc-

tion of their emotional behavior ao th::.t they laugh when ·they
should cry nncl cry whon they should laugh.

Bleuler (12) has

oxplainod this. by tha ambivalence of the emotiona.

This 1n-

abil1 ty to flow bnok a.nd forth between two poles of emotiona1
behavior is due to the highly differentiated oonditionot the
organism, to the inoreased diaintogration. of the psychophysical organism ( Je.ensoh}.

lmy jerkineos in the emotions-, any

inoonsistonoy 111 the behavior would in<lioa.te this advanced behavior.

Just aa tho reference from White (see pl 11 Seo. II)
7

has pointed out. that the differential diagnosis betwee11 mania-

depressive psychosis depressed form and depressed schizophrenia
rests in the jerkiness, tho inoohorenae, the laok of.easy flow

of the emotione.l reactions.
The body build naturally tends to be in harmony.
are two fundamentaJ.·tendenciea, as Viola (p.

If there

) has pointed

out. tho more the elongation and the width of the organism are 1
in harmony, the more the iddividual will retain his ~oundnesa.

!i!ho pyknic typo of Xretaohmer represents this harmony, and v,o
oo.n spoalc o:f the p1·imury type o:f body build e.s correa1Jonding
to this general tendency towards symmetry and harmony of the
whole , ril though there may l>o some diaeymmetry of the parts,
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Bleulor has oalled this type iiho syn·tonio ty-_pe beoa.u.se of th(3

harmony~

!rho more the body tends to elonga:te, the more the
This indicates increasing

one tandenoy aeems to predomino;be~

spooinli2ation towa~ds tho secondro.•y type.

Thia is why eohiz-

opbronia, oertain personality oonfigura.tiona u.nd the body
build, all tend to ooour together.

As was found 5.n this work.

t11,3y do not necessarily have to oaour ·togothor, and there oo.n

evo11 be orossing, as repor·bed by Munz (167) and almost every-

one who ho.a workod with body types~
One deviation from the general idea was brought out in
the experimental part of this work.

It was found that the

mixed type shaded off from the primary on the one end, and

into the seoondary on the other.

The body build thus did

not represent a sharp division between the three types, but
shows a gradual transition from one to the other.

This brought

abou·t the condition that some mixed types showed excellent pyk-

nic body types,.a.nd other mixed types showed perfeot asthenio
builds.

From the diagn&stio side this means that the body

build alone will not differentiate the types.

1'hel'e·w111 be

a verY dafinlte tondenoy for primary types to have pyknic
builds and aaoondary types to have asthenio builds, but the
mixed group will ahow both types of build.

In

any case, ";he

understanding of the personality of the individual. aside from
his personality type, will be aided greatly by the type of
l>ody build whioh he posscses.

We could never speak of a- pure

p1•J.mary type who was shading off into an asthenic build.

He
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would show this difference very decidedly in his behavior.
Now let us consider the following diagram.

baby

Primary

W.X:ed

Seoondary
d

a

Figure l.
Payohophysioal development.
Everyone will fall some place on the eaale, and the a:rbitraty divisions into primary, mixed and secondary types merely
looate the.individual on this aoale.

At first this will be a

rough ~ocalization, but in time more and more aoourate means
will no doubt be developed in order to aaoertain where the individual is located.

These means may come from biology as well

as from psyohology.
An

individual at!:. will differ from an individual, at

1?.,

but both will be included in the same type, and both will dif-

~is difference within the type 1s oon:fusing to the

fer from an individual at o who in his turn differs from one

at!•

older psychologists. eapeoially the atomistic sohools, where
there is a tendenoy to view things as fixed, and auoh differences as these within a type would be used by them to disprove the theory of 1wPea 1n general.

As has been pointed out,
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the type is merely e. label, and when we say an individual•is
a primary type, we mean that he. fails some plaoe between two
limits, not that he is some fixed pattern which ia exactly
or almost exactly the same as every other primary type.

These

divisions are arbitrary, yet they a.re not pure fantasmogorie.;
for they have been established by centuries of empirioal lmowledge.

Ferhaps there has never been the clear division into

mixed types, as has been perfeoted in this work, ~ut the two

general olasses have bean desoribed again and again.
The faot that the mixed type has appeared so clearly in
this work has tempted the writer to consider it as a subject
1n itself, and its litle might have been •The Psychology of

the Mixed Type. "
We must oonaider some of these points, since they are
the most outstanding oontribution contained in this work.

The

borderlines between the primary and mixed. and the mixed and

seoondary are not fixed static lines.

There is every reason

to believe that different workers would locate individua.ls
differently when they fall in this group.

:But this confusion

would not be great. and a personal error m~ght be calculated
for ea.oh individua.l.

This would be a small matter in any oase,

e1no·e when there is doubt about whether an individual falls
into one group or the other •. the fact remains that he is a
borderline oase and oan be treated as such.
Now let us characterize the mixed type,

As the indivi-o.-
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ual progresses from the primary type into the mixed. we find
him carrying over not only the body bu.ild, but also the personality make-up of the primary type.

(For an expression of

this, see Heider (63) in Seotion II).

Some of these individ-

uals who test mixed by the present technique could hardly be
distinguished from the primary type.

They wil1 show a pri-

mary type of emotion, and will show little inhibition and
jerkiness so oha.raoteristio of the secondary type.
Now when these individuals-are blocked, they will show
a type of behavior vary similar to that of the hysteric.

Psy-

ohiatrists often find it extremely difficult to distinguish
in these individuals between hysteria and light attaoks of
mania.

Both show outbursts of em:,tion, a tendency to destroy,

and so on.

It is also in this group that one finds split per-

sonalities.

These are individuals who split into two or more

personalities that exist side by side.

It would seem that

with an increase in the secondary function there goes a tendency to split.

When the split ocout's at this point on the ;

eoale the individual aotua.lly splits and lives two lives.

Later

the individual seems to make his adaptation, and splitting
takes the form of a flight from reality without the formation
of two separate personalities.
This split in the personality is the most outstanding part
of the mixed type.

Thie ia especially prominent in the beha-

vior of the individuals.

Sinoe the emotional component is

more primary, these individuals may lead highly dissipated
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lives.

But they can go from the gutter into the finest environ-

ment without feeling any inner conflict at all.
oalled 'systematization' of the mixed type,

Thia might be

They systematize

their lives into separate compartments, :instead of splitting
into several personalities.

~is systematization can be in

soienoe, when systems are set up and defended against any arguments or logio from without. or can:be in religion, or any
other field of thought.

When these systematizations become

too rigid, the individual comes in conflict with his environment, and he 1s confined with the diagnosis paranoia,.

This

represents a gradual transition from normal conditions to abnormal.
Sinoe the emotional components of the individual are now
coming in oortfliot with the higher speoialized secondary fu.notion, we shall expect to find all kinds of oonfliota; aberrations, sexually and otherwise, paradoxioal beha.vio~, exo&ntricities, and so on.

The mixed type thus represents a possibil•

ity of all kinds of conflicts and deviations from the normal.
It is oharaoterized prinoipalfy by the extremes in the behavior.
The normal primary type ehowa a certain limit of fluctuation,

but the mixed type will show a far greater one.

The mixed type

will show the greatest possible extremes in behavior, all existing side by side.
This view of the mixed type is not fabricated out of thin
air, but is baaed not only on experience, but also on findings
by other men.

In the description of the neurotic personality
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as givan by Adler ( 1 - 2) • Wechsler ( 221) , and others, we find
all these oharaoteristios of the mixed type.

The feeling of

inferiority shading off into a delusion of persecution on the
one hand, the feeling of superiority shading off into a delusion of grandeur on the other, are both highly oharaoteriatio
of most members of the mixed type.

The delusion of reference

is one aspect of this peculiar personality make-up (see Kretsch-

mer

(124).

The preve.J.anoe of homosexuality or homosexual ten-

dencies are higbly oharaoteristio of this group.
From this it is seen that such wide extremes as .intense
religious feelings and the very depths of viae can both be
found in the mixed type.

way.

Both oan be explained in the same

Phenomenally the behavior is diametrically opposea,

genetio-struoturally 1 t is the same.

This is also .the type

that the Freudians find most amenable to psychoanalysis.

Now let us oonsider some of the literature bearing on the
above theory.

The writer unfortunately has not had opportunity

to teat many epileptics.

Those with whom'he did come 1n con-

tact showed all signs of being mixed types.

Descriptions of

the epileptic personality such as Rosanoff gives (187) is only
a repetition of our description of the mixed type.
Maeder (149) has pointed out that epileptics

are very

erotic and show every conoeivable direction and means of sexual gratification.

They are very often hypoohondriaoal.

all have definite homosexual tendencies.

They

They show suoh in-

fantile forms of sexuality as exhibitionism, ooprophilia.
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masoahism, eto.

outstanding example of this type ie the

An

Russian Doatoyeveky.

All theaa chara.cteristica belong to the

mixed type.
Xreyenberg (12?)

study of 700 oases of epilepsy.

has ma.de a

His findings are of extreme importanae.

Below is the result of

his correlations with body build:

women

men (500)

(200)

pylt:n.1o

1'1

3.4%

0

0

leptoaome

58

11.6%

30

16%

161
athletio
loptosome-athletio 43

32.2%

64

32%

8.6%

12

6%

dysplastio

44.2%

94

4'1%'

221

TABm

II·

Xreyenberg'e oorrelationa of body build and epilepsy.
These figures show a very decided tendency for the epilaptioa to fall into the athletic. athle1iio-leptosome, and

dysplastio groups.

Since the athletic type is generally rec-

ognized as a mixed type, this is added proof of the general
personality make-up of the mixed type.

~e extremes in epi-

lepsy are little different from those found in normal individuals.

!rhere is laoldng the direct pathologioal oonditiona,

but the personality make-up is so distinct that people may

show it who never show any signs of epilepsy,

Roaonoff (187)

ho.a made this one of his olinioal types, and Moxon (156) has

shown this personality type among h1stor1oal oharaoters.
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When we consider the.psyohoneurotios, the paranoids, the

epileptics. the homosexuals and the hebephrenioe (to be dieouesed presently) in the mixed group, we find that 1n normal
life there a.re individuals showing all these traits in a
milder form.

Wb.en we turn to the behavior of the hebephrenioe, we find
that they show Very infantile forms of behavior. often with

fairly good intelligence in life.

They grimace, have manner-

isms, show all kinds of bizzarre and fantastic behavior.

When

we turn to representatives of the normal mixed type we find exaotfy the same thing.

We oan find men with good intelligence and

education often showing a foolishness in behavior in direot
variance to their conduct on other oooaaiona.

They may show

grimaces. often screwing up an eyebrow, or other mannerisms.
Wo find far more mannerisms as a whole in this group than in
any other.

They are prone to strike poses,. often being quite

dramatio in their manner.

We might look on this aa one reason

why paranoids very often show the same tendency to etrike poses,
nnd who would better give them an example than Napoleon who was
suspected of being an ep1lept1o personality (see Lombroso(l40)
and others.).
Thus we find

in

the mixed type all f Ol"ms found in theae

general olaseos of abnormalities.

Since the primory- type seems

more dloaely aesooiated with the least oomplioated psyohoaie,
viz. manio-depreasive psyohos1st and the secondary with sahizophronia, the mixed type represents the most varying types of
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behavior and abn.orma.11 ties.,

~he most severe payohotio condi-

·tion is pnranoi~, the most severe disease is epilepsy, an~ the
mqst severe organic disturbance with paranoid personalities is

paresis.
The teQhnique used in this work has made it possible to
isolate the mixed type with a degree of aoouraoy that was not
possible using the prevailing teats.

Sinoe not all of the mix-

ed types belong to the athletic type. it was extremely difficult in the past to determine the borde~line oases.

In the

preuont work almost all individuals six feet tall or more in
height ware mixed types,
In the first sections it was pointed out that the phe-

nomenal behavior of individuals ma.y be different, whereas the
atruotural basis may be the same.

The mixed type presents

this condition almost in exaggeration.

Those who dou·bt types

beoauae one individual 1s highly religious, the other is a
psyohopathio personality who oan make no moral adaptation,
have not yet been trained to think structurally (oonfigura-

tionally), aa Spranger otates.

1"he soil :for these varied man-

ifestations is quite fertile. and whether beans, corn, or
wheat come out of the soil 18 iDlID8.ter1al.

It is not by study-

ing the ;produoe from a soil that we arrive at a history and
lmowledge of the.soil, but by studying tlle aoil itself.

we

must study the underlying mixture of tendencies and functions
in the mixed type, rather than the phenomenal behavior as
has been done in the past.
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suoh work as has been 'done by Luria {143-144) is a step
1n this direction.-

Luria failed in our eyea beoa.uae ha had

no way of determining ihe mixed type.

H1a two types. the

eta.bile 'and labile, do not correspond to the primary aril, eeo-

ondacy types of this work.

As we have just seen, the primary

type is stable at the affective levelwhioh we oonsider more
primitive (o:f'. the vegetative type of the French}.

As the

secondary function increases the individual shows more e.nd
more conflict.

As he goes over into the secondary he shows

less oonfliot because he is living at a higher level (of., the
cerebral type of the Frenoh).

The,confliat type is the mixed

type, and we should oxpeot that there would be greater variation in this type than in tde primary and aErnor1dary types.
This would then oorrespond to Luria's labile type. whereas
both the primary and secondary tfpes would correspond to hie
stable type.

Thie shows the need of setting up a more inclu-

sive typology in all psychologioal work.

It will be notiaod that the ordinary traits of oharaoter
and the older faaulties have been left entirely out of con-

sideration.

Intelligence, for inst.anoe. does not enter in as

a maaeure of difference between the types.
intelligent, all types can be quite stupid.

ill types can be
Intelligence does

not neoeesarily go with biologioal epeoialization.

This ie

using the ,Word 'intelligence' in muoh the same way as the mental teeters uee it.

If we consider intelligenoe as biological

adaptation and speoialization, we should find the highest specialized individuals among the aeoondary types.

:But since 1n..

lZO
telligenoe ho.a o. social evaluation, 1t is }1oaoible to find .oeoonda.ry typeo 1n the in.'3s.ne asylrun.

!!his does not meanthet thoy

are not highly specialized, but society puts e. negative evalu~

ation on them. the so-called bionegative evaluation of Lange. Eiohbaum (134).
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We have.pointed out that there is a close assooiation between the type of personality and the peyohoses.

Types would

thus aid the olinioian in looating the individual on a biological aaale of development. and from this position in understanding

what to do w1 th the individuel.

overt behavior would thus

be discounted, oase histories and the very questionable methods

assooiated with the reports of others about an individual would
be eliminated.

The true position of the individual might be

dt variance with his phenomenal behavior, and the trouble might
be due to this conflict, not to other things.

This is the

chief advantage of the typology in clinical work.
As modern typology began to develop. orimina.la·were studied
on the be.sis of types.

It was found by V. Rohden (183) that

on the basis of the Kretsohmer types orimina.ls fell into definite groups of crime.

The oorrelation between temperament

and orime was found as follows:
l.

Higher percentage of crimes among sohizothemes than among

oyolothemee.
2.

(60% sohizophrenios and

4%

ma.nic-depreseives).

Relative ._in:frequenoy of beggars and orlmes against the

rights of property among the oyolothemes.
3.

Relative frequency of incendiaries and emotional crimes

(homooide and moral crimes) among the oyclothemes.

4.

In general, the sohizothemes show more social orimes, while

the oyolothemes show nmre emotional orimes.
From the present study thia work shows some nawa.

There
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is complete agreement between the primary type and emotional
crimes.

Thie is merely a· manifestation of the emotional nature

of this type,

But the secondary type does not necessarily oor-

respond to the sohizothame e.s studied by Rohden.· He no doubt,
on the basis of body build alone., included a good peroentage
of what we oall the mixed type.

This type also inoludos the

payohopa.thio personality. and the higher number of' sooia.l

orimes11 or the iaability to adapt to the social environment.
ie quite oharaoteristio of the mixed type.

Dovm.ey (35) has

also found correlation between ~er rapid-fire aubjeots and
the primary type.

Thomas (214) has probabl7 given one of the best psyoho10gioal disoussions of·the criminal on the baais of typology
that has been written.

Ile points out tha same relationship

between the emotion of the primary types and the emotional
orimee.

3. Gross (51) has gone into the psychology of testimony
in ohild.~en, and hae brought this in line with the Jaensoh
types.

In the field of eduoa.t10lll. ~ypes are playing more and more
a role.

The literature has become so extensive that only a

brief survey of the moat important wonk can be given.

Sohu-

maoher (19'1) ha.a shown that there is a correlation between
the exoellenoe in theme writing and the integrate (primary)
type in ohildre~.

Liefmann (138) haa made investigations on

lZ3

the relation of body build to school por:formance.

l?f'ahlor (170)

has attempted to eatabliah a oomplete pedagog1onl typolo~.

An

extremely interesting experiment wus performed by Bonte (15) on
suggestibility and the reports of the types.,

This has not only

·a pedagogical s1gnif1oanoe, but also is important in the teatimonials of children in oourt •. such a aase as reported by

Bu.oemann ( 21) 1a an illttstration of what role typos oan play
in oourt room prooedure.

Xraausky {122) has made an elaborate

study of tho personality reactions of preeohool and school
ohildren.

Work by Soholl (194-196), D. Katz (105)• E. Stern

(206), Rombach (184) Lopfe (142) and others shom, the differenoes
between ohildren in simple peroeption as well as in their personality reactions.

The ela~orate experiments of Y--.roh (129-130)

and others is highly stitnttlating for a more thorough investigation of typea·in education.
!fhe inclusion of studies of profession on the basis of
types ia another step, and may lead to a better understanding
of vocational guidance than now exists.

The examinatiOlO. of

medioal men by Briede (18), of artists of various kinds by
Pa.nnenborg (165-167), gives an example of what can be done in
this direotion.

Xroh (128) has made a study of eidatios among

German poets,. and K. Gross ( 68) has given a very interesting a-

nalysis of Jaok London in respect to eidetio imagery.
The praotioal use for medioine o~ot be too highly appreciated.

Draper (Z6, 57), Pende (169), and others ha~e brought

out quite interesting correlations between body structure and
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disee.se.

Kreteohmer ( 125) and the mon who have fol;Lowed hie

work have ahown almost 1n·every case oorrelations between
bocly build and the psychoses.

Work done on blood groups with

the attempt to co:rrelate temperament with these groups by

Furukawa (51) shows fnxther possibility of maki.,.~g even further
studies in the field of types and medieine,

The effeot of

ohemioa.la. on the personality, such aa sodium anwtal •- has open-

ed naw possibilities of a biochemical approach to the· study of
personality types.

We see, therefore, that the u.ae of types is a. methodologioa.l advance 1n the saientifi~ method.

They also furnish a

pra.otloal means of understanding human behavior, and of making
comparative studies possible.
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Psi{ohomotor Reaot,.ona.

a. Review of Literature
One of the most important indiaes of the internal etruo-

turo is the'payohomotor reaction.

The increasing specializa-

tion of the type brings with it a. finer differentiation of
the various movements carried out by that type.

When

w&

re-

fer to Sprangerts statement that the theoretical man is neve~
the man of action; we see that with inoreasing mental specialization goes an increasing ine.bili ty to act.

Thie leads in

schizophrenia to blookage and oomplete inability to move.

Let us summarize the literature showing differences in
the psyohomotor reaotions.

·Enke (43) reports that the lep ...

tosomes and athlet1o types have a greater ability

their attention.

to

split

Thoy cannot go easily from fixed attention

to some other form, they have therefore a greater pereeveration.

The pylmios onn go easily from one thing to another,

i.e. shift their attention.

Ile states that the leptosomes

tend towards systematizing. abstracting and theoretiaal

thinking. and ehow an analytical attention.

Very important.

he points out. is the.t the pyknias are very eeneitive to
aolor.
Enke and Heising (42) showed that the ability·to complete
several attontion aeries at the same time wao connected with
the splitting of attention.

They found that the leptosomea

could retain moi·o divioion series of geometrioal figures than
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the pyknioe.

The pykhios showed the tendency to p:rojeot fan-

tasy products into the :forms.

Tllis is connected with the l\1811-

lmown faot that pyknica tend, to enliven their environment. since
they themselves are overnowing with life and show close coherence with'the environment.
Another series of experiments was made by Enke (44) on
the motility of the Kretschmer types.

The experiment oonaist-

ed in letting the types tap on a metal plate.

It was found

that the pyknica tapped faster when they were allowed to wander around on the plate with the stylus than when they were
required to tap in one place.
tios showed little difference.

Tho leptoeomes and 1he athleSinoe van der Horst ('15).

and Kibler (106) performed the experiment with normal tapping.
e. comparison of their results can be given:

pyknic
van der Horst

12

Kibler

11.'7

Enke

12.a
Table 3.

leptosome

e.thletio

27
·22.a

A oomparison of the results of van der Horst.
Kibler, and Enke.

It oan be seen that Enke's results agree with those of
van der Horst more closely than with those of Kibler.

It oan

also be seen that there is a general tendency for the leptoaomes to tap faster than the pyknios.
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Enke .next required the types to ·o~unt with a metronome.
It was found that the leptosomes and athletics showed poor

adaptability, especially with the timing of their breathing.
they tended to get out of breath.
selves immediately.

The pyknios adapted them-

It was also found that the leptosomes

counted too fast.
One other part of this experiment consisted in using an
ergograph and turning·a color wheel at the same time for 30
aeoonda.

The subject was then required to add 20 single fig-

ures in .his head.

It was found that the pylmioe showed an

increase in speed with distraction; while the leptosomes remained the same,
A very interesting experiment was performed by_ Enke (43).

133,subjeota·were used with a tremometer.
trace a figure at their normal speed,

The eubjeots had to

Eve_ry contact with the

aides was recorded by ~eans of an electrical counter.

It was

found that the leptosomes made the fewest mistakes 1n the
ahortest time.
last.

The pylmios oame next. and the ~hletics were

This shows that the lepto~omea were more oapable of

finer movements than the others.
Van der Horst (75) has conducted some very elaborate experiments on the x:retaohmer types.

'

A small plate was pressed
,

down by means of the fingers, and the electrical contact was
recorded on a lcymograph.

It was found that the sohizophrenios

were faster than the oiroulars.

Among the normal leptosomes

1t was found that they ranged from 23-29. the average being .
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27 in 10 seca.

The pylmioa ab.owed an average speed of 12, but

two oases were exolUded who showed a speed of 41 and 36 reapeotively.
Some ve~y interesting work has been done by Luria (143).
Luria found two types, the labile and stable. when their emotional reactions were studied by means of a delicate recording device attached to their hands.

His selection of extreme

oases bordering on the abnormal on the one hand. and normal
on the other tends to cloud his results.
Of extreme importanoe is an elaborate piece of work done
in Moscow in the Psyohoneurologioal Clinic for Children under

the direction of M.

o.

Gurewitsoh.

This work was done by

Jislin (97). who studied the handwriting of the Xretaohmer
types.

Les us list some of the aha.raoter1stioe:

Pylmioi
1.

Every word forms a flowing totality.

2.

The letters are rounded.

3.

There is a normal slant to the ,n"iting.

4.

The general impression of the handwriting is lightness.
flow.
Miorogre.phy ia not found.

5.

Aethenic:
l.

Splitting of words.

When words are united it is not the flowing union of the
pyknic, but a peculiar union.
Unevenesa e.nd irregularity of the letters in size, form,
end slant.
No rounded letters, but sharp pointed letters.
5.

When evenness and roundness are found, one has the impression that muoh effort waa used,
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6.

Miorograpby.

7.

Petrifioation of the writing, neither a change in epeed
nor 1n emotion.
Unusual slant to the writing.

e.
9.

The handwriting of the aathenios show greater variation.
then thosa of the pyknioe.
These differences were made on the writing obtained from

men.

Women show less variation than the asthenioe.

show little mioro gtaphy

and

They

little splitting of the words.

In abort, they show more the pyknic type of writing.
It is of interest to note that Mohr end Gundlach (152-

153) did not obtain the same results as van der Rorst.
did not find

a normal

They

rate of tapping.

Another very,,interesting experiment is this aonnection waa

made by E. Enke '(40).

Two groups of people, pyknics and lep-

tosomee, were brought into a room, and with no other stimulus
than to lie down on a bed and rest, the time it took to reaoh
rest was measured by means of a psychogalvanometer.

!J.1he pyk-

nice all came to reet within 16 minutes, some even :falling
asleep in that time.

Practically no leptoeomee came to rest

in that' time, and the majori'ty never did oome to rest within
the limitJof the experiment.

Naturally. none went to sleep.

!t'he reaotione to pain, pressure, odors and eo on were
studied.

In general it was found that the leptosomes are

on a tension which is iiot easily resolved.
a tension when needed and resolve it easily.

The pyknios create
!19lie is another

proof of the adaptability of the pyknic, and the perseveration
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of the leptosome.

The leptoaomes do not show their feelings,

often giving the impression of being cold and emotionless,
but when measured by the proper instruments, it is found that
they are constantly on a greater tension in an experimental
situation.
While the results of all these eXperimenta differ somewhat in soma points. certain general tendencies
tained from them.

can

be ascer-

It can be found that the secondary types

are more·speoialized as to their motor reactions.

They tend

to write smaller. maintain a rhythm even age.inst considerable
distraction, can do several things at once, can split their
attention to auoh a degree that they only see certain things
at the expense of others, tend to get on a tension even in the
simplest situation,, tend to maintain this tension 1n spite of
rest. tend to perform fine motions with great skill and more
elaborate motions with awkwardness, tend to be jerky.

The

primary type shows the opposite of 'most of these attributes.
It was· in view of incorporating these various reaotions
into a single test that a handwriting test was devised to bring
them out.

Size of the handwriting, speed, reaction under dis•

traction, connection of words, and many other payohomotor reactions oa.n be asoerta1ned with oompa.rative ease by means of this
test.

The test ia entirely dynamic. 'and. is not correlated with

any •traits• of ohara.oter, as the older graphologists attempted

to study.

It is based solely on the dyna.mios of handwriting as

influenced by structure and environment (the field).
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b.

The handwriting test.

A strip of paper is placed before the subject upon whioh
is written the following sentence:
handwriting.

hope it is good."

"This is a sample of

my

It is written as one sen-

tence on a aingle line.
The following instructions are given:

"I want you to oopy

this sentence at your normal size and speed, 3ust as you ordinarily write".

A sheet of white typewriter paper is placed in

:front of the subject lengthwise, not as it is ordinarily used
in writing.

The subject is asked to write hie name and age

in the upper left-hand corner.

Thie position of the paper gives

more room then the usual position.

If the subjeot turns the

paper, it is again placed in the original position, and he is
told that he must write in that position.
There are five parts to the test.

1.

Normal size and speed.

Three trials are taken. and the

time is reoorded by means of a stop watch.
2.

lat distratstion.

The following instruotions are given:

"Now

write the same,way, but count at the same time, on~. two, three.
four, five, and so on aa long as you write."
whether they should oount fast.

Some sub3eots ask

They are told to count at any

convenient rate. ,If they do not ask, nothing is said.

Time

and the final number reached by the subject are recorded.

Three

trials are ta.ken.

3.

2nd d1straot1on.

The following instructions are given:

write the same way, but count just a~ fast as you can."

Time

"Now
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and the nu.~ber roached by the subject in counting are recorded.
Three trials are taken.
4.

Suggestion. ,The following instructions are given:

"?low in

counting fast you probably noticed that you wrote faster."

110.use 'is made to ohserve the subject's rea.ation.

atruotione are continued es follows:-

A

Then the in-

"This time, I want you to

write e.a you did the first time. e.t your normal. size and speed.

but still count as fast as you oan~" Most subjects do write
faster when counting fast. and thoy attempt to return to their
normal size and speed1

Others have not v'lritten faster, but

when the above statement is made, they quickly affirm that they
have written faster.
and is reoorded.

~sis an aooepta.noe of a suggestion,

Regardless of whether the individual aotua.lly

has written faster. the instruotions ere given the ee.me way.

~ee trials are made and the time and number reaohed

by

the

subject are recorded.
6.

Spoed.

!l'he folltrvring instructions are given:

we have a speed test.
without counting."

"?low this time

You are to write aa fest you can, but

Time

io recorded for three trials.

If the subjeot fills one page, the paper is turned over, and
if hef1lle the other side• a new sheet is given.

~e sheet

was turned in the middle of a teat if necessary, rather than
attempting to got three trials on one side of the paper.

This

often gave a oha.raoteristio difforenoe when the subject lldd to
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begin to write with no sentenae above him on the.paper, and he
had to turn to the copy_ before him.
The lengths of the lines are measured from the farthest
left.projeot1on,to the farthest right projection.

The average

of the three trials is taken for eaoh part of the test.
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6.

The Rorschach Test.

a. Review of literature.
The Roraoha,oh test has had wide application in a.ll fields
of psyohometrioa and psyohodiagnoatios.

It is fast becoming one

of the most valuable teats in the entire field of psyohodiagnostios.

Muoh of the literature is now available in English. es-

peoially in Vernon (21a. 219), Beck (6 .. 7), Oeser (162, 163),
The use of ink blots dates baok to 1895 when Binet and

Henri (9) devised a test for the investigation of individual
differences.

Soon after Dearborn (29, 30) 1n 1897 gave a tech-

nique for the use of ink blots as a teat of imagination, aesooiation and other psychological functions.

From this time on

ink blots have been used in some form by various workers for

various purposes.
It may be of interest to point out certain general differonoes in the use of the ink blots.

One method uses an ink blot

to arouse an image in the subjeot•s mind, and the time elapsing
between exposure of the ink blot :ana the naming of some object
is reoorded.

soon.

Another method stresses the contents of what is

For inatanoe, it is noted whether the aubjeot tends to

uae verbs or nouns and adjeotivaa to describe wha.t he sees, or
whether he describes objects as a whole or in parts.

Finally.

ink blota have been made synthetically and used to ascertain
oortain tendenoies of the perceptual prooeases.
The first use of the test placed emphasis on assooiation
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and on the number of interpretations given 1n a period of time.
Examples are to be found in the works of Sharp (201), Dearborn
(29.30), Kirkpatrick (107), Bartlett (3), Parsons (168), and Sohwegler (198).,

Sohweglor used the interpretations of the ink blots

to aaoertain oertain differences between his introverts and extraverte, taking into consideration both time and contents~
Whipple (234) gives an account of tests with ink blots 1n his
Manual.

In contradistinction to this

Uf;le

of the ink blot we find ant

entirely diff~rent method, and it is to this method that we owe
an inoreased knowledge of certain problems of personality.

Ror-

sohaoh (186, 186), a brilliant Swiss psychiatrist, worked years on
the teat that now bears his name.

He experimented with ink blots

made by dropping ink on paper, a.fter whioh the paper was folded
so that a chance form resulted.
for use as a test.

He selected certain of these

He later disoa.rded this method and used ink

blots eynthetioally obtained.

By mixing in color and increasing

the size a.nd symmetry of the blots he obtained a much broader
field of inveatige.tion than is the ease with the smaller ink
blots used by other workers.
Modern personality workers. especially those interested in
types, have used the teat as Rorschach devised it.

Munz (157)

studied the reaotions of people with the pyknio body build to
the Roraohaoh test.

This was an attempt to study Xretsohmer•e

body typea psyohologioally.

Lopfe (142) studied the rea.otions

of 10 - 13 year old children to the Rorschach teat.

Mohr and
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Gundlaoh (1~2, 153) also studied Xretsohmer•s body types using

at

among other testa the Rorsohsoh teat. and found interesting re-

sults in respect to color and form as well as to the Kretschmer
typesc

Oeser (163) performed some experiments 1n the field of

perception following Jsensoh a.nd the Marburg school. the Ror-

sohach teat being used aa a part of the method.

Another recent

work using the norsobaoh test was made by Oeaer (16) in a study
on the abstraction of form ·and color.

Vernon (218" 219) has also

devoted much time to the Rorsohaoh test.
Kirkpatrick (107) in his stud.1 found that his younger ohil-

dren below the fourth grade saw more objeota than those above
this grade.

!t'his result is moat remarkable. since. the young

child has fewer mental' images than the older child.
explainea this as follows:

Kirkpatrick

"The smaller number of objaots seen

in t4e spots by 'the children of the fourth, fifth and sixth
grades is probably to be explained by the faot that children
of those ggea have become more oritioal in their sense perceptions as their idea.a have become more definite and as they
learned from-life's experiences ~nd from training to be more·
oarefQl in their judgments."
Thie explanation states generally what has he.ppe:o.ed, but
the new data given by Jaensoh would lead us to say tllat the older ohildren see fewer objects because their perceptual processes have differentiated more. and there is no longe~ a one-to-one
correspondence between the objective stimulus and what they report.

The younger children have this one-to-one correspondence.
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and it ia not until later that they lose it, either partially or
completely,.
Very interesting in this connection is the <experiment performed by Stern (207).

Re found that younger children when

shown 1noomplete deawings will recognize them quicker and
better than older children.

Here again we find that the old-

er children have lost the close one-to-one correspondence between
the stimulus and what they see.

The differentiation process

has gone on eo far that images and peroeptions are widely separated, and the results cannot be predicted, ae is the oaae in
young children.,

Gesell (53, 54) •. Irwin (80-83), and others have given many
illustrations of these principles in their works on infants.
They have taken up the idea of maturation and differentiation
in the development of behavior.
There a.re very few ins ta.noes in the 11 teretur.e where the
Rorsohaoh test has been ohanged

or

modified.

Schvregler (198)

used oolorleas blots, and Struve (213) 11Sed ohangad blots.

Looeli-Usteri (141) was the first to use the Rorsohach
test in France and reports few movement . responses in her 10-13
year old children.

Thie is of extreme importance £or the de-

velopmental theory eat up by us.
There have been some attempts to correlate the exoellenoe
of form responses (standardized on large numbers of subjects)
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with intelligence.

Schneider (192) performed such a piece of

work using Boberta.g-Hyll~, ~inet-Simon and other .tests.
(5, 6) has done extensive work on the feeblemindea.

Beak

Jua.rros

(99, 100). studying abnormal children. found that the more
retarded the development the faster the responses are given.
He also found that there were few aolor and movement answers,
thus representing the ooartated type acoording to Roreohaoh.
Pfister (171) has also attempted to study the feebleminded.
He found that almost all feeblominded gave no movement responses. but did give color responses.

He differed from

Roroohach by'find1ng that o11gophren1o details were lacking
in about he.l:f the oases.

~eek has also disagreed with

Rorsohaoh.
In tho :psyohiatricworld the Rorschach test has been
considered a great aid in.differentiating the mixed neuroses.
Veit and Kretschmer have reviewed its use (216).

Mazkevia

(151) has stated thet the Rorschach teat aided in discovering latent pathological oomplexea.

Be considered it better

tho.n Jung's assooiation test for complexes.

A -very interest-

ing disaussion of the difficulties and results of tha Ror-

sohaah teat is given by M. Muller (166).
Twins were investigated to see whether they gave different responses to the Roreohaoh test.

M. Bleu1er (12) teated

141 subjoots and found· close similarity between twins, es-·
peoially in the original responaes.
Balvoroen (61) has attempted to aorrelate the Rorschach
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test with graphologioal studies,

Thia is a very fruitful at-

tempt, and if the graphologionl otiteria can be kept dyna.mio,
it shou1d lead to a greater insight into the personality t~~ee
ae ahown in the handwriting.

Enke (41) made a very elaborate investigation of the Roraohaoh teat.

200 subjects were typed according to the Xretsoh-

mer olassifioation, 116 being measured and. the.rest typed by

inapeotion.

Among his pure pylmios he found that 75% wereex-

tratensive.

Of the mixed pyknio types V2% were extratensive

and 9.3~~ were introversive..

The athletic and mixed form types

reo.oted Z01& o:xtratenoive and 467& introversive.

The leptosomea

50.2% wer~ extratensive and 47.11& introversive.

Of the dys-

plastios 20% were extratenaive and 60~ introversive.

This

shows that the correlation between the pyknic build and extratensiva type· is higher ths.n between the other builds and
temperament. although there is a greater frequenoy of the
oorresponding type.
Enke explains the laok of oorreapondenoe with the nonpylmio types as due to the primary color responses.

Both

Roreohaoh and Uu.nz found.this difficulty, and F..nke points out
further that primary colors with a leptosome type do n~t mean
the same as with

a

pylmio type. especially when the leptosomes

e;ivo severel kinaesthetic reaponsos· whtoh are opposed only by
primary oolor r~sponaes,
One other finding of Enke is of interest.

Jung has claim-
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ad that hysteria 1a the typical dioeaso of the extraverts.
Enke found that hie hyaterioa showed both forms of body build,

but 25% more ware extratensive than introvera1ve.
b.

Aq'ethodological oonaidarationa.

Let us now consider the Rorsohaoh test in the light of
general methodology.

Vernon(2l9) has pointed out many im-

portant differences between the Rorsohaoh test and other teats.
Let us quote him (p. 90):
From the outset the reader should realize that Rorsobaoh's
method is not an ordinary psychometrio test; adequate norms, and
data on the objective reliability and validity of the various
sooree whioh lt yields, are aonapiouo11s by their absenae. Its /
chief aim is a qualitative one, namely, to aid the olinioian
in obtaining a schematized intuition into the·total personality
of his subject or patientl To apply statistical standards to
ea.oh separate eoore ia unsound,· since the significance of such
a. soore is deemed to be dependent on the whole of ·fihe psyohogram; in other words the results of the test must be' interpreted in the light' of the ttform... quality" of the eubjeot•s persona.J.itf. Hitherto .• therefore, the validatioh of the test ha.a
been largely subjeative, oonsisting of verbal oomparieona between case-studies of the subjects and diagnoses based on their
ink-blot paychogra.ms. Its background lies in the typology of
Jung, Jaenaoh and .Kretschmer, rather than in the psychometry
of ~horndike, Terman and NJay. And its apparent failure to conform to the objeotive standards of present-day testing oan only
be comprehended in terms of this fundamental differonoe of background.
This means that the test is pra.otioal.

It arose from em-

pirical data, and has boen used by trained clinicians.

The

tendency to standardize and reduoe data to norms E:2fil tests
really ia reversing the normal progress of a test.

For ex-

ample, st the present time a test is made out. then it is standardized on large numbers of individuals.

i1he fallacy of this

method is that the value of tha tost drops in proportion to
tho objectifioa.tlon of tho rea~1.lta.

A score from such an ob-.
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3eot1ve test has atatietioal reliability. no one denies this.
But the olinioian cannot deal with etatistioal probabilities
when there ia a patient of"eubject 1n his offiae who may be
one of the·exoeptions.

The chances may be 10,000: l that the

individual under consideration will belong to a certain group
on the basis of a standardized score, but the olinioian may
be faoed withjust this one exception.

As has already been

pointed out, the clinician for practical reasons is interested in the quality and not the quantity of certain individual differences and similarities.

An

unstandardized and mt-

objective test like the Rorschach test is far more valuable
to him praotioally than the whole series of standardized ob•jeotive tests, simply because this test offers him a means of
penetrating_ certain difficult re~otions in human behavior.
This is of .oourae no argument against standardization.
even of the Borsohaoh test, but it is on argument against objeotifioation and standardization of new tests.

Many valuable

tests have been ruined by the immediate attempt to quantify
the data.

One of the most important tests ever devised 1n

Amerioa was the Downey Will-Temperament test.

A glanoe through

the literature on-this test will show repeated attempts to objectify, standardize and correlate the test atatiatioally.
The repeated failure has refleoted, not onthe premature attempt to reduoe a new,test to objective terms, but on the test
itself.

Dieoredit of a teat because of statistical failure

is a bane to psyohometrioe.

When a test has been used by
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trained and experienced clinicians and found to be valuable.
etatietioai data oa.n be oolleoted and used to supplement the
test.

But before a test has been given a chance by olinioiane,

long statistical studies are ma.de and a good teat may be rejected on the flimsy grounds that it cannot be adequately treated statistically.

It mu.st be emphasized again that this is a

praatioal argument and not a theoretical one.

There-is prob-

ably a greater need today to be practical than ever before.
!L'he increasing inability of psyohologiata to treat adult problems points to the need of a more practical consideration of
psyohometrios.
In oonJunotion with Vernon's statement -.of the Rorschach

test. we can quote Rorschach 's own view {186) of the test· (p.113):
The diagnoatio application may arouse doubt here and th~re.
It might appear aa though the difficult art of diagnosis would
be made teohnioal; aa though finally every laboratory asaiatant
with the neoeesary introduction could fabricate payohograma,
just ae he stains tuberoular 'bacilli. This doubt is unfounded,.
There is the need of a certain amount of practice in psychological thinking in order to draw the correct oonoluaions from the
calculation of the large number of factors. There is also the
need of long experienoe.

There has been a good deal of bitterness between the "objective" sohool of_, psychology and the "practical clinical" school.
The first views the latter as being unaoie~tifio $Ild subjective,
the other oonsidors the correlations and statistical treatments
as sheer triviality.

It is not a question of which side is right

but it ie most decidedly a problem of preventing either. side from

dominating the field of psyohometrios.

Both extremes are bad,

and an attempt must be made to tread between the two.

The pres-
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ent study leans more towards the practical diagnoatio side,
rather than towards blind objectivity, but the attempt is made
to reduoe the d1a.gno~tio method to terms that can be understood by wide groups of trained clinicians.

o.

Use of Rorsahaoh test in this reeearoh.

We can give hare a short aoaount of what parts of the Rorsohaoh test were used.

Originality. oligophrenio response~.

exoellenoa of :form responses_. evaluation of :the oontents. of
responses, sttaoeaeion form of responses were not used.

The

reason for this was that thetest is only one part of a diagnoetio procedure to determine the type of the individual.
Whether the individual is intelligent or not does not oonoern
the type.

The above :f'iiotors were used as indicators of in-

telligenoe.
Only the Rorsoha.oh ratio: ~a uaecl.

This :ls the ratio of

Xinaesthetio responses to oolor responses.

Rorsahaoh distin-

guished between color-form and form-color. responses.

The.col-

or-form responses are determined primarily by the colo~. but
the form is also included.
value l.

He gives this type of response the

The form-oolor response is determined primarily by

the form, but the color is also included in the interpretation.
Since the form predominates, i.e. ainoe this type of response
represents a transitipn between pure form and oolor•form, it
is given a value of

1/2.

given the value of l.

The kinaesthetic responses were
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Xinaeathet1o

l

Color-form

l

Form-aolor

l/2

Color

l l/2
Thie ratio 'does not depend on the number of responses,

since if the number were inoreaaed the ratio would remain the
same.

We must now oonsider so~e deviations from the Rorsohaoh
prooedure., The kinaesthetic responses were evaluated only
when the eubjeot expressed tension within the picture.

Ror-

sobach considered arry interpretation of a human being to be
kine.esthetio.

In the present work such an interpretation was

not considered kinaesthetic unless the subjeot stated that the
human being-was in.action, bending. twisting, whirling, eto.
The attempt was made to reduce kinaesthetic responses to a
minimum a.Ad to clear-out oases.

Color responses are easier

to evaluate, and the distinction between the color...form and
the form-oolor is.not diffioult 0 neither is it of any great
importance since there is only a difference of one half point
between them • .With some experience. especially after testing
for some time in h'ospitals for the insane. it will be apparent
to the teeter when a subject gives. strong indication of kinaeathetio responses without actually giving one.

In the ab-

sanoe of oolor responses the individual would then be typed
introversive.
The question may be asked how oolor and kinaesthetic re-
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eponsea can be determined.
the investigator?

Axe they sub~ective evaluations of

With a'11ttle pract1oe it can be stated that

they are quite·objectivo, and in 90% of the oases all workers
would agree on the evaluation.
simple,

The color responses are quite

The kinaesthetic responses are more difficult, end

there is a greater variation in the interpretation of what a
kinaesthetic reaponso really is.

Horsohach and most men who

have used the Rorsohaoh test have not found it advisable to
instruot people in this point by pure description, but eubjeota are.taken and the individual is standardized, so to

speak, instead of the test,

Descriptions oa.n be found in

Oeser (162, 163). Beck (5-7), Vernon (217-219), Roraohaoh (185,
186), and other workers using the test.

These deaoriptiona

will not aid muoh tmtil the individual has had a oha.nce to
ait opposite typioal types and sea ,what really constitutes
k1na.esthet1o responses.

The writer (202) has tended away

from this rigid olassifioat1on,of responses, and views the
test as an inoreasing specialization of the perceptual prooessee.

This makes the kina~sthatie, response a highly complex re-

sponse inolud1ng in its struoture stYong tension or movement
in the report.

Thie is ao olear-out, after it has been ex-

perienced a few times. that its use can be made quite objective.
Thia leads to the evaluation of the ratio.

Since Roraohaoh

attempted to do much more with the test than was attempted 1n
this etudy, many of the distinotiona he made are of no value
in this work.

His ooartated, ambiequal, and dilated types are

of no value in this work.

In this work the indi<vidue.l was con-
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sidered aolely as a primal'y or secondary or mixed type.

One of the most troublesome features of the present work
arose in the evaluation of the ratio.

Since the present work

considers
the types on a continuum,
there oan be no sharp lines,
'
.
and whenever the quantitative measures from tests approaoh a

borderline, the difficulty of placing the 1ndividua.l inorea.ees.
i'he handwriting test, quite fortunately, did not offer this

diff1ou1ty, since the relative size of the writing was always
definite enough to be evaluated.

But with the Rorsohaoh r~tio

this was not the case.

Let

us

take up what actually happened,

not reupond with either kinaesthetio
gives a ratio of O:

o.

or

Many subjects do

color responses. 'This

The question arises whethe~ the indi-

vidual is to be oonsidered a primary or secondary type on the
basis of this ratio.

One of the first oases where this diffi-

culty sroee was a woma.n·in the state hospital.

Her handwrit-

ing teat waa distinctly primary, her body build was secondary,
and her entire make-up presented. a secondary appearan~e.

Rer

reaotiona to the Roreohaoh were distinctly primary, with the
exception that she gave a O:O ratio.· Objectively then the

patient would have to be considered a primary type, a quite
obvious fallacy sinoe vhe showed resistance, negativism, even
mome catatonic symptoms.

The hospital staff diagnosis was not

in agreement, and fluctuated between a payohoneuros1s and cat-

atonia.
From the results of studying other subjects well known to
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the writer, it was finally decided that the·O:O ratio represents
a. borderline oondition. so that the individual may be primary or
seoondary, depending on the other factors.
diffioult point of the Rorsohaoh test.

Thie is the one

It was found, however,

that the tendency was quite definitely towards the seoondary
when the ratio is 0:0.

Only when the individual ia predominant-

ly primary in everything else, especially body build, oan the
ratio 0:0 be shifted towards the primary side.
The other ratios are not diffiouJ.t to evaluate.

Any nu.m-.

ber of kina.esthetio responses opposed to no oolor responses
or any number of color responses equal to or less than the
kinacathet1o·reaponsee will be oonsidered eeoondary.

Any num-

ber of oolor responses opposed by no kinaesthetio responses
or by f~wor kinaeathetio reeponeea will be considered primary,
In praotioa it-·will be found that the actual ratio can

vary a good deal without in any way changing the diagnosis.

In faot, 1na.iv1duala

OOJl

be instructed in the different re-

sponses and can give responses in oontrsdiotion totheir types
without :f'ooling the tester.

Thia is based not on the objec-

tive data, but on the funotiona.l analysis of the individua.l' s
behavior.

In this work naive subjeata were used. and the ac-

tual ratio was used in order to make the work eoieritifio.

'l!he

experienced toator however, should be warned not to overlook
the functional aide of the test, which is one of the moat val-

uable in tho field.
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The absurd idea that there 1s a direot correlation between
the number of kinaesthetic responses and the degree of ~ntroveraion is not made.

The responses of the Rossohaob test rep-

resent, not the .total persone.li ty. but are signs of certain

perceptual stages of development.

~hese signs may or may not

be in direct oorrelation with the total personality.

In any

caee, they indicate the stage; not the quantitative a.mount of
epaoialization of the perceptions.

This, of course. rules out

intelligence and education.
d.

Procedure of giving the Rorsohe.oh test.

~he :f'ol19wing inatruotions are first giveni

"I a.m going

to show you some pictures. I want you to tell me what they
aro. or what they couid be."

the subjeot.

The firat ca.rd is plaoed before

The subjeota u.aually give one answer e.nci. think

they nre through.

They are asked if they see anything else.

They usually ask whether they are to try to e ee as many thlngs

as possible.

~e !nawar is that they-are not to try to see

a great number of .t~tngs, but to say what come~ to them easily •.
Thie usually suffices, nnd no more difficulty is obtained.

No

questions a.re asked about the interpretations until tho end.
At times, the questfonma.y be asked whether the individn.al is
looking at one part of the picture or at the whole.
ia worded as follows:

"Just how do you soe tha.t?n

Thequestion
Th& sub-

ject then points out v1hat he socs, and the result can be

oorded.

ra-

All reoponeea are recorded.

Doubtful responses are checked and the subject is asked
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about· them e.t the end.

The procedure is ver·y simple, and the

aooounts given in the abundant literatu.~e on the Rorachaoh
test v1ill supplement these remarks.

There waa little devia-

tion £rom the usual prooedure, except as pointed out above.

lGO

6.

l3ody

Structure~

a. ~e problem
Let us consider first: thtiJ boa;r build.

tho material portion
ing

of

the individual; ita form, .its funotion-

a.nu. its changes prese'nt

festations.

The body. oonta:tns

1,hat we ·know of

life and its mani-

Tlu-oughout the history r,f the worl<1

we. find men

attempting to correlate certain fea•)nres of the bod~ form and
ocrte.in character traits,

This is supported by eve:ryday life.

Children. e.nima:t.s. and adult human beings rely on o~rtain signs
and eXl,')ressiona·of the body for their reactions to dsther individu.o.ls.

The very diffioult problem in philosophy and psy-

chology of how meanlng·ie·transfer red £rom individual to individual; whether payohio events within the individual ocn be
·,.

direotly peroeived; or whether we infer the ~ental atates of
other individttals from certain signa has agitate·d workers
'

throughout the centuries.

'

Whether wo perceive mental eta·tee

by ompathy (Lipps) or by inference and analogy. or in some_

other way is a Ve'l:y impo1•tant q1.1.estion to· settle (see Lisser,

~ere ia no doubt that every individual. re~iespn signs
preaentod by morphology and dynamic changes in expression.for

139)•

their understanding of other people.

The attempt to reduce
t

these subtle ohanges to quantitative terms has been a miserable
failure.
It is u.nneoeaeary to go into th~ h1storr of earlier at-

tempts to solve the problem of morphology and character,

Palm-

istry, graphology, pbysiognoDll, phrenology were all attempts to
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correlate body struoture or expression with oharao'ter traits.
The faiiure of all these attempts was not due to the fallacious-

nesao:f the idea - there is no doubt thut the morphology and dynamic expression of the individual ere closely connected with
that individual's essence - but was due to methodologiaal oonsidero.tiona.,

The fact that out of. s million different apeoi-

nsns of.handwriting, the hand.writing of some individual known

to the layman can be eeleoted1 proves thia beyond a doubt. (eee
savdek, 190)

The recognition of individuals by their gait and

their posture is an added oonfh•mation of the unity of body
structure (always in the dynamic sense).

We must not oritioiae

those attempts a, unaaientifio until we are able to show what·
fallacies were committed.
The fallo.?Y ·1a no·t difficult to flnd.

The tr,iita of ohar-

aoter in the old sense wore behavior reactions of the individual to his environment.

These tre1 ts v,ere honesty• s.mbi tion.

courage, intelligence. and so on.

One gls.noe st the list will

shov~;hat these traits are not simple elements of the personality,

but reactions of the individual as a. whole to the environment.
!fuey are thus oompvsita and oomplex.

For this reason no oor-

relsti~n oould be ~stablished between the morphological aepeot
of the individual and the behavior of that individual.

The at-

tempt of charlatans to predict behavior was basaa on the ea.me
:fa.llacy.

Why

should there ho o. oorrela.tion between a. line of

the hand, or a. lin& of hand-v.rritins, or any other morphologiaal
feature and somo future evento?

Thia is a atatia way of look-
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1ng at· things.

This procedure has not yet been eliminated from tlle fields
of psyohology and education.
intelligenae.

!t persists in the form of the

!L'he attempt to correlate intelligenoe with other

forms of behavior is only s. refined method of palmistry or
phrenology.

The similarity oonsiste in the attempt to reduce

dynamio traits to static measures.

The morphology of the body

ia far less dynamic than the character traits, therefore there
oan be·no correlation between the~.
b.

Historical aoaount of body types.

The question now arises whether
pereonalit;v work.

body

form oan be used in

We .find as we begin to study the problem

that body typos have pers1eted down through the ages.

n.c.

From 400

down to the present there have been classifications of body

types.

This brings ua to the problem 0£ types again. and wheth-

or the body types oan be correlated with personality types, or
rather whether the body f oi~m oa.n be used .as one of the variables
1n the datarminatlon of types.

Let ue oonaider some of the divisions throughout history.
Hippooratea (400 B.O.) aet up his habitu.s apoplectious and
I

habitua phthisioua.

F11om this general diahotonw we can set

up tho following table,
Hippooratee
babitna npopleotioua
A. de Ho.ller (Sw1aa 1160)

ha.lli tue phthisicus
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Hal.le (French) 1'197
thoraoio

abdominal

muscular

nervous and cephalio

F. ~homas de Troisvevre (FrenchJlB21
thoracic

cranial

abdominal

Rostw1 (French) 1826

reapire.tory

digestive

museulal"

cerebral

Benecke (German) 1878
ha.bitus quadratus

habitus erthriticus

Vireniue (Russian) 1904
epithelial

oonneotive muscular

nervous

Olaudo Sigaud (French) 1908
respiratory

digeetive

mu.sou.la.,:-

cerebral

Bryant (Amarioan), 1913
carnivorous

herbivorous mesoplaetic subplaatia. (?)
'

'

Bean ( Amerioanf 1912

hyperontomporph mesontomorph
Oarus 1853
phlegmatic

athletic

a.sthenio

Viola and Naoonrati
maoroeplanohnio normospla.nohnio

mioroeplanohnic

Pende
cyporvegetative

hypovegetativa

Ohaillon and 1fu.o-AuJ.1ffe
Added mixed ·types - oex-ebro-musaular. musoulo-digestive, eto.

Davenport
fleshy

madium

alendar_b:1.otype
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Stookard
linear

latara.l
Kretachmer

athletio

pylmio

aethenio

Gurevitch
fluent, balanced

crude

goo<l

dexterous, plump

TADm

angular,

in

feeble,

rougher aots

awkward

IV

Historiaal survey of body types.
c.

Theoretical considerations.

The similarity and persistence of these olaesificationa
throughout the oenturies is of interest and importance for the
personality worker.

Reoent attempts to correlate body form

with personal~ty,typea. with psychoses, with motor reactions,
with dyna.mio aspects of handwriting, with disease, and with

man.v

other formal features of the personality have been bring-

ing to light many important discoveries.

We see that there ia

a trichotomy rather than a dichotomy of body types.

In general

there seem to be fat or broad types, muscular types. an&. long
slender types.
of the other

The mueaule.r type ie considered more a. mixture

tvro, rather than a. distinct type. We also fino.

that these types are' not often represented in their pure form.

The pure type is not the rule but -the exception.

This is one

of the ma.in features of types, and also shows the dynamic nature of body form, which is at the same time relatively oonM
eta.nt.

We also find the difference between the phenomenal ap-
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pea.ranee of the.individual. and the underlying structural basis.
Tv10

individuals may be quite thin at one moment in time.

The

same quantity of food con be given to both under the same oondi·tiona, and one will inaraase repidly in weight. the other

only slowly.

When we ask why this should be - and this is a

common observation of uctual life~ we ean answer that the

phenomene.l state of both individuals did not neoeaearily mee.n
that both were structurally the same.

They could have both

belonged to different body types, consequently their metabolisms
and the deposition of fat on tha body would go on at different

rates and show different results.

This also does not mean that

all individuals of the so.me tY:Pe wJ.ll increase
., with the ea.me

rapidity.

But in general, the members of this type will tend

to put on weight more rapidly and ee.eily,than the ~embers of
the other type who also show variation within the type.

We·

muat therefore consider the body build in the light of the entire type problem.

From all theae men it is seen that there have boen oerta.in
oonstant :f'orme of. morphology throughout the ages•

There he.ve

been oonneotione m&.de bet-ween the fo:r.m of'the body o.nd the ao-

oompany1ng personality form •• Vlhen it ie asked why there should
be two gonero.l types morphologically with degrees of mixture~.
we mu.st turn to biology for an answer.

The

recent work in

maturation and differentiation of the organism &s represented
by Ohild (23), Coghill (24,26), Trno~ (215), :Keppers (104). and
othe1·a is an attempt to answer these questions.

It will be in-
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tereating to consider some of these facts in the light they
throw on the development of body l8truoture.
following ontogenetio la.w:

Viola set up the

"The ponderal (weight) evolution,

or inoreaee of mass. and the morphological evolution. or change
of proportion. are in inverse proportion to each other.

The

more an organism evolves ponderally the more does· it evolve.
morphologioally."

Let us quote aome vecy pertinent statements from Pmde
( P• 35)

11

Aooording to Viola, the origintl evolutionnl epu.rt which
the organism receives ab .QY2. seems to be divided into two distinct forces. One of these determines the increase in the,soma.tio mass, or the growth, end the other brings about the morphologioaltransformv.tiono, or tho differentiation, An unbalance of tho two energies of development occurs - possibly from
causes intrinsio to the evolutionary impulse or possibly from
extrinsic causes related to the degree of ease with which the
germ plasm is nourished and the quality .o:f the nut~iment furnished by the environment m which it is developing - and while
the germ assimilates to excess and increases in size, it slows
doin1 its evolutionary morphological cou.roe. o r ~ vorea.
But since the vegetati~e system of the living being providos for assimilation nnd for uugmonting of the mass, while
the animal system •. or system of the life of relation, provides for the transformation of energy. that is, for the rela tiona with the environment, and henoa for changes of form
which establish variable and even more complex relations with
the environment itself, we can formulate another law from the
one already cited, nrunely, that tho two great sys.teuns distinguished by Biohat, the vegetable and the animal, a.re in inverse
ratio of development 1n.ontogenetio evolution - the greater
the development of the vegetative system. the less developed
la the system of relation; and conversely, the stronger is
this latter, the leas developed is the vegetative system.
Aooord1ng to Viole'a studies, this evolutionary disharmony
between the two systems oonstitu.tes the-primary natural reason
for the arising of two great antithetic typos o:f defo:rma.tlon
or deviation :f'rom ··the average of normal human oons ti tut ion.
The type in which the bod.ilymasa in in e:xaeia over the·proportiona and in whioh the vegetative system preponderates over
the animal Viola calla the megalos;elenohnio (a type having a
large trunk wi·thin whioh are the organs of the vegetative life).
The type in which, conversely, the morphologiaal differentiation and the animal system preponderate over the total mass and
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the vegetative system he calls the miorosElunohnio ..
Viola rightly interprets the first type of deviation. our
bypervegetative,, as one morphologionlly hypoevolute, a type
which approaahea that of the child in bodily proportions; the
oppo131 to type, ·the microsplanchnie, oru pypovcgetnt1ve, he
regards as a hyperevolute type. that is, one in whioh the .bodily
proport1ona which dieting11ish the a.dult from tho ohii'd are even
more pronounced than in the adult himself.
.
.
The onto~enetio principle established by Viola finds confirmation in a fact that has been brought out by many authors,
and especially by the acournte measurements of Godin, namely,
that, in no1·me.l. growth, phases of growth in width alternate
wlth phases of growth in length. The former are represented
by an inorease in bodily mass, eapeoially in the volume of the
trunk { thorax end abdomen)• while the latter find their ex-

pression 1n an increase in length of the extremities and a
greater development of the central nervous system, the system
of animal life •
.According to Goo.in. tl.1.is ltW! .Q! e.li:arnations, as he calla
it, bet-ween the development.in breadth and in length is also
found to axist in the indiviclual segments of tho. body. Now
1t happens, in a.ocord.ance .with the groE.t biologioal law of
error, that some individv.als deviate from the ave~age in an
oxaoasivo development in breadth and others in exoesaive de~
velopmentin length. Henoe there arise two eoty:pe~ which can
be identified ,11th. the megalotJplanohnio and microspla.nchnio.
eotypea of Viola, namely, the brevilinaal (braohyrnorphio) and
·the longilineo.l ( doliahonio1·phic} ·types.
·
Thus we have determined tl1e fundamental o:r:iterion for a
:first ana.lyoia.of constitution, :for a first judgment·u.pon the
existonco ,vi thin this oonati tution of a state of morpllolog1oal
bala."lce 01· imbo.la.noo, to which t as vre ohcll see t there nearly alwaya corresponds a dynamic balance or imbalance~· In other
v101·da, we have dete1·mine<.l the criterion of the relv,tion in the
individual between the degree of development attained by tile
vegetatlvo ayotem tmd th8t attained by the animnl system, o~
between the wldth and the length of the body. respeotively.

i:..Reaontly J. Kaup (D:lo,/l3iologle der ?arson, von ICl:a.us-Brugsoh,
1, 211) has arrive1. atthf'.: oonolusion that the volume of the
viscera and the relation of this to the length and breadth of
the body ia the moa·t exact criterion for the judgment of. oonatitutlonal harmony or disharmony. It is interesting to note
thut Viola has started from the aeriation of the trunk's volmne a.nd from the proportion between the trunk and other mea.sureme11ts in bnilding his table of degrees.
This ia the ratioaal criterion beoauue it is guided by a law
that governs the phenomena of normal ontogenesis, With Viola
we shall assume the size of the trunk to bo an expression of
the vogeto.tive d.evolopment, and the length of the limbs to be
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an expression· of tl1e animal development .. To these may be added
carte.in descriptive ohe.racteriatio notes about the head, 'face,
akin, etc:.• to ,complete the eriterion of _the degree- of morpl10 ..
logical differentiation.

With a certain a.mount of :pre.ctioe the :funds.mental relation

of these two lines of development oa.n be established on sight•
by aimtJle inspection, but to determine the emot degree of dis-

proportion we must adopt Viola's anthropometric procedure.

Of all the theories this one aeems to :fit in with no·t only

biol~gioal principles of the present time. but also with the
new psychological principles,

Differentiation takes place in

a homogeneous ~ass of protoplasm in certain directions, depending on the intrinsic structure of the protoplasm, and on the
outer environmental influenoes.

In short. we,can consider the

entire process as a field, whioll brings it in lil1a with the

prinolplea of o:rganiamio biology and the field theory.

Sinoe

thero mey be a disproportion in the dei.relopmont, and sinoe this
may take two genoro.l direotions • ,10 aooount for the r11"eVa.lenoe
of ·two main type a throughout history.

This would ind.ioate

that morphology ia de-pendent on two opposi to va.t·ia'bles ( length
and bread thJ and if theao were in perf eot ha1•t1ony. tho organism
would 1.>o i·owid. -Whon thie harmony is des-troyed, the organism

either tonds to be ponde:ra.ble or tend.a to elongate.
Along with the body etruoture goes the personality and psyahologioul :r:aa.otiona.

This is per:feotly logical, einoe we are

oonaldering the organism aa a whole. ·Sinoo the less differ-

entiated (1iypoevoluto) type tends to be vegetative, have more
interest 1n eating and the rjoys of life, tends to be less high-

ly apeolalized mentally, we have a perfeot pioture of tho ex~

travort, oyolothymio, primary, mania-aeprossive. tough~minded,
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obJeotive, type.

Aa this original harmony beoomes di1r,upted.

we find tho body elongating, the stoma.oh and digestive organs
sink into the background, the individual becomes lesa interested in tho joys of life and. moi·e o.ace t;i..c, and shows a more highly

specialized mind or aentt·al nervous ayetem as Pende states.
d.

Body types in entomology.

Before going on le·t us turn to an entoJ)lologist who is oonsidering ·the morphology of inaeots.

W. M. Wheelei- (233) points

out the prevalence of long.bodied and short-bodied inseota.
Be drawa a parallel be·tween these inseota and the two general

typos in

mm1.

Ee has gone to aome langth in drawing parallels

betv,oeu tho insect a.sthenios e.ncl pyknios.

Ve1•y i11teresting is

the following statemeµt (p. 5):
The 8eneral impression produoed by the insect. a.a·thenioa and
pyci.dcs 1o tlm:~ o:f mutations which have somehow managed to

survive among, the great mass ot athletic apeaiea, but it ia

doubtful whether, they have arisen as· such aaltatory vaz·ia.tions.

This indicates the prevalence o:f the wixed groups even among
insects.

Wheeler aloo ~eaognizea that these morphologioal dif-

ferenoes curwot be explained entirely by the envi1:onme11t.

He

atates (pp. 5-6);
The d.iffercnoea between the two types cannot be due to the qual-

ity of -the food• bcrnause the1"a are predatory and phytophagoua
speoiea in both g1•oups. i'hat they differ ill metabol;Lsm is prob-

ably.

The pyC1ioe, like the human analogues.- are·oertainly
1-11 th the asthenlcs - oompa.re, e.g •• the
~ppotito of a dung-beetle with that of a. walking-stick insect.
nnu otruoturally there is a great difference ill musoula.ture.
the rausolf's of the asthentos beine; lOnf:; a.ml slende;r, while those
of tho pycnioa are short and voluminous.

great· feeders oompt::1.red

e.

Distribution of body types.

Sinoe these body types are rooted in the biologioal mani-
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manifestations of organisms, the prevalence of the types is of
importance.

The French workers, Sigaud ( La forma huma.ine • Paris,

1914), A. Ohaillon and L. Mao-Auliffe, (Morphologie medicale.
Paris 1912) report the following distribution of body types.
The respiratory type includes 30% of the population, predominantly the coast population and those living in the mountains.
The muscular type includes 4V% of the population, principally

workers and peasants.

The digestive type includes 14% of the

population, especially the inhabitants of the rioh southern
provinces, also of Flanders, Normandy, and Bretagne,
cerebral type includes
free professions.

9%

The

of the population. but 25% of the

(See Kronfeld. 274)

The muscular type is madeup of 41% of the population which
is approaching half.

If it is true that the muscular type is

a mixed type, this would mean that half the people belonged to
the mixed type.
Bauer (Beitrage zur kl1nisohen Konstitutionspathologie.
Dtsoh. Arch. klin. Med. 126, 196 ff. 1918) studied types in
Vienna and found only 30% pure types, and 607~ mixed types,
with 10% that could.not be olasoified into one of the four
types.

(See Xronfeld, 2V4)

Viola, Pende, and others (see Pende P• 5'1) have found 50%
mixed types, and only 50% oould be olass-ified into the two principle types (braohymorphio or doliohomorphio types).

It is

evident that if two tendenoiea are either in balance or out
of bale.nae 1n several direotions, the majority of people will
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not reach the .form of the pure typao
f.

Development of body types and the possibility
of their change.

Sinoe the hypoevolute types show more primitive rea.otione
even with 1norea.sed education and intelligence, one· might be
inclined to view the evolution of types as progressing from
the braohymorphio types to the doliohomorphio.

,~1s is fur-

ther 3ustified when it is considered that the baby represents
this braohymorphio oondttmon,

an4

with increasing development

passes through stages resembling very, closely that ·of the
braohymorphio type. whereas it continues to go over into that
of the dolichomorphio.

In the perceptual world we find that

Ja.ensoh has given mu.oh date. in support of this view.
1s an inoreasing disintegration from birth on.

There

This would

mean that the braohymorphio types would tend towards .the doliohomorphio, r·ather than the other way a.round.

This is sup-

ported by the fact that schizophrenic patients retain both
their body form and personality make-up, never going back
towe.rde the- mania-depressive pole.

Manic-depressives, on

the other hand, show a tendency to move towards the echizophrenio pole, sometimes in their body build, sometimes in
their mental reactions.

In this way, psychoneurotioa tend to

approach the aohizophrenioa rather than the manic-depressives.
!fuis does not at all alter Pende 1 s theory, since it aooou.nts
for the prevalence of the two types.

Empirical data indicates

that the direction of development is towards a more highly
specialized one; and since the doliohomorphio type$ a.re more
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speoialized, they represent the final stage in the levelopment~
One mu.st avoid the fallacy of thinking that the doliohomorphio
represents the.highest type biologically.

Sinoe e~en the low-

er animals show this difference in body build, such an assump-

tion would be erroneous.

It cannot be denied, however, that

the long body is correlated with more specialized functions of
relation.

This can be observed throughout the entire animal

kingdom.

It is only in man that the finer psyoholmgioal dif-

ferenoes become manifest.

This theory might eventually lead

to a rejection of the evolutionary theory.
A

further indication of this ia found in recent work with

drugs.

It has been found that sodium amytal e.nd bulbo oa.pnine

only produoe results in animals possessing a neocortex (see
Henry 67).

Since the cortex represents the moat highly spe-

cialized part of the nervous system, and since the dolichomorphio types are considered to have a more highly specialized
nervous system, we

oan conclude that they stand on a. higher

level than the other types.
These biological oonsiderationa cannot be solved at the
present time.

We oa.n a.aaume that there are two general eotypes,

one of which tends ,.to have a more speoialized nervous system.
Sinoe eaoh organism begins as an undifferentiated whole, we
oan adaume that 1 t .will resemble ( but is no·t identioa.l with)
the development of the less specialized type.

This means that

the seoondary type shows phenomenally the same behavior in ear-

ly life ae the other type~ but la.tar differs more and more from
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it, not only

body build ( elongation) , but also in the psy-

chological sphere.

We oa.n thua state that the organism rep-

resents a line· of development from a. less specialized undif-

ferentiated condition to a more epeoialized and differentiated
condition.,

The perceptions and othex- components of the organ-

ism show this same general direction of development.
ma.ny

Sinoe

fa.otors contribute to this speaialize.tion. it oan be ex-

pected that it will show various anomalies as to time, speed
of developemnt, and so on.

Just as a boy of 6 yea.rs may show

the sexual development of a man, we li1a.y find the rapidity of
:flhe development of the secondary type either speeded up or
retarded.

It will remain for biologists to find explanations

for these ohariges.

One other question must be conaid~red whether types can
\re

changed within reasonably normal oiroumstanoes.

If a pri-

mary type of body build is present in an •individual, is it
possible to change this body buiilad by intensive feeding?

By

this is not meant abnormal feeding, or changes such as with
glands or operations.

In the same way it may be asked whether

the seoondary oan be changed into a primary.
question.

Life answers this

Some people oan eat enormous amounts of food with-

out taking on neah, whereas others only have to look at food
to put on several pounds.

ent in everyday life.

These differences are quite appar-

With these individuals the ability to

change their type would approaoh the impossible-

While the

body types are dynamio and not static, the changes within the

organization do not take plaoe as rapidly in some as in others.
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Of course. th~ individuals on the borderline would be greatly
influenoed, one v,ay or the other,

by

food.

Well defined types

therefore tend to maintain themselves even against extreme
ohangea in the environment.

Lesa well defined types me.y be ehif~-

ed one way or the other by environmental influences.

Since the

specialization of the nervous system is not changed to a less
degree of specialization under norma1 oonditions, if it can.be
thus ohanged at all, it remains relatively constant,

The re-

turn to more primitive :forms of thinking in the schizophrenia
may thus be due to overspecialization with a subsequent disintegration of the processes.

!the blockage leads to a more prim-

itive level of FSyohosexu.a.l genesis, and there is regression,
as the Freudians ·express it,

In general, therefore, certain

structural components of the personality do not show radical
changes oorresponding to ohangea in the environment,

Even when

there is a breakdown into a psychosis, the personality changes
maintain themselves, and become exaggerated.
Some workers have considered that body typaa change throughout life.

It might be thought that the baby is pylmio. the

ohild is asthenio, _and _later thqc>ld man is again pyknic.

Sigaud

and the Frenoh school oonsidered the types unohangeable throughout life,

Viola believed that the types are unchangeable end

independent of ohange with ages.

Zweig found that although a

dof1nite tendency to the four Sigaud typea is already apparent
1n youth, they are not so unchangeable 1n the course of life as

Bigaud had claimed,

Especially the digestive habitus shows pro-

gressive increase with age.

Bauer alao found age displacement·
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of tho Sigaud types.

Florschutz found in a· large atat1stioal

material that aethenio individuo.le do not lose that type, but
with advancing age the type becomes even more apparent.

(See

Wertheimer 228) •

Versohner he.a pointed out that the oharaoteristios least
effeoted

by

environmental influences are:

stature. length of

extremities, absolute and relative to stature are the· ears, nose,
eyes.

Those most influenced are the length, breadth, depth, and

oiroumferenae of the trunk, excluding shoulder and thorax breadth,
body weight, length, breadth, and length-breadth index of skull.
(See Wertheimer,

228)

Wertheimer (228) states that the pyknic type ie more frequent with advancing age.
gestive type of Sigaud.

Bauer found this also for the diFor olinioal correlation th.is :ts of

speoial importance, since manic-depressive psychoses occur more
frequently in middle age,

Mollendorf has pointed out the 1m-

portanae of the age fa.otor :for these correlations.

He :found

the aethenio type more frequently among ~s you.ng patients a.nd
the pyknic Ittore frequently with advancing age.

(See Wertheimer.

228).

Whether development is reversible is a. question of extreme

importo.noe :for bi~logy,

Ae we have viewed the types, they rest

on biologioal development, and if development is reversible,
types can ohnnge into one another.

We admit the possibility

to a change toffarda greater specialization, but not the reverse.
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White (236, 23'1) has gone 1nto·the· problem and has arrived
at much the same oonoluston.

The line of immortality follows

along the leas speaialized organisms; the one-celled organfame
that devided by fission.

The more oomplex organisms must reduce certain oelis to a more primiti~e form if they are to reproduce.

He calls this dedifferentia~ion.

!.mie question re-

mains• however, ·whether the process of development in organisms
is entirely reversible.
·It has .been noticed that when schizophrenics become bodily
sick, they come back to reality, i.e. they get better.

It has

also been noticed that when plants are injured, they give more
fruit, and

this same phenomenon has been noticed in man, ee-•

peoially in tuberculosis.

The tendency to~ards a more youth-

ful form when the organism as a whole is ~~eatened may.perhaps

be nature's attempt to reverse the process of differen.tiation.
Thero is, however, no oonvinoing proof that the process is reversible except to a slight degree in man,
Let us quote a statement b1 White (256. p, 120):
Child is not altogether willing·to admit with Lille. Loeb,
Driesoh, Schultz and others that development in animals is a
reversible process. Inasmuch, however, as the complexities
which havebeen built·up·by the process of differentiation. mar
be disintegrated by the process that he oalls dedifferentiation,
he believes the process of development is regressible. Differentiation 1e progression, and ded•ifferent1a.t1on regression.
but perhaps through stages very different from the stages of
progression, therefore the term regressible 1s preferable to
reversible.
·
Thie brings us to the considerations of IO.ages (109).
Many

ps~ohologiste toda1 are turning to the question of realitJ
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and its increasing force in man.

Not all individuals possess

the same degree of rea.lity, and just as the smell child oan
hardly distinguish the outer from the inner world, there are
adults who are more similar to this form than to the more high-

ly apeoialized forms.
Thia is called the integrate type by Jaensch., and represents a more primitive form.

Animism in primitive man. and

many other well-known tacts of primitive life point to a greater integration in primitive man than in later o1v1l1zed man.
Jaenaoh (86) hae gone to some lengths to demonstrate this point,
and uses Lev.v-Bru.hl in many of hie views.
With the increase in specialization- goes a splitting with
the world, since the inner world is sharply differentiated from

the outer world.

This leads to reflexion, even to the clenia.l of

m1 outer wo:rld'11 . The

aooiety

ae

mind-body problem is only possible when

e whole epeoializes and when individuals within this

speaislized aooiety apeoialize themselves.

The mind-body prob-

lem is not possible in the earlr stage of development in society,
(See Lisser (139). Klages (109). Jaensch (84-84), and others.)

IO.a.gos has pointed this out, and shows that with the inoreased
epeoialization of the mind (increased differentiation of outer and inner worlds} the mind tends to split life from the
body.

Thie means death, and the end of the prooeas of differ-

entiation is not some higher goal. but death.

White haa also

pointed this out.
Now the primary type with its tendency towards a round
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harmonious body represents a less specialized condition than
the secondary with hie greatly elongated body.

The primary

stands still, so to speak. i.e. remains closer to -the original
undifferentiated state,

The attempt to explain the personality from the body structure is futile, since the organism represents a whole within a
larger whole.

Consequently the body structure represents only

one part, although a ~ery important one. of the entire organism
within the environment.

It also follows that by changing the

body build the other parts of the organism may not show a corresponding ohange. although there will be some change.
g.

Raoial typeso

Wertheimer ( 228) has also considered tl1e problem. of ra.oial body
types.

Re agrees (pp. 49-61) with v. Rohden (182) that there

is no oonneotion between the constitution and the race, as
the Stern-Piper theory states.

Stooks.rd (211) believed that

tha English people of the upper class show more often the lin-

ear type, Germans of the upper olass more ofte~ the lateral
type.

Dean (4) states that there were originally four raoea

in Europe which are·now reduced to two.

Thus, the Oelt and

Alpine are muph alike• as are the Nordic and Medi terra.nean.
Wiersma (239) has made a reoial study· and found two main types,
the Alpine or broad type, and the northern which is long and
pigmented.
stookard (211) -has pointed out further that the linear type
tends to predominate where the iodine supply is good, whereas
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the lateral ,types a.re :found in·. the mountains v.nd areas with
poor iodine supply.

He considered the typioal differenoes as

moat prominent during the twenties, before this the: type is not
yet fully expressed, after thirty
e.ge changes.

it is becoming modified by

Ile olaima, however. that the type oan be diagnosed

at all ages.
stookard.' a desaription of the two types ia e.,ctremely interesting..

The linear type:

eyes olose, together• base voice•

nose bridge generally high. lower jaw smell and narrow and usually not strongly developed. neok long and small in circumference, the shoulders a.re square. high and angular, arrive st
puberty rather. early than late and differentiate rapidly, skin
thin and eene1tive..

They are as a rule active, energetio, and

nervous. quite self-oonsoioue and thus.constantly exerting
oonaiderable nervous control.

I normal health they rs.roly laugh

aloud and when suddenly ehooked they resist the reflex jump nnd
never soream.

They pass for

0001.

Balm individuals with steady

nerves. but the bqdy is constantly held under nerve control
and they are aatu.ally nervous, usually suffering more after a
s4hook than on the oooas1on,
The latcr,J.l type:

lateral lines a.re far apart. head

braohycepha.lio, the,interpupill_ary diatenoe is wide and eyes
are far apart.

Lower jaw ~e large and strongly developed.

The neok is short and large in ciroumferonoa.
are round and sloping.

The shoulders

This type tends to wear glasses.

Show

great fluotua.tions in weight. 15 or 20 pounds in a short time.
Arrive at puberty a little late and are slow in differentiat-
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1ng.

The vo 100 tends there£ore to remain tenor.

The ti.vo types

more olear in men than 1n women.
Pende (169) has pointed out that in all countries where
studies have been made two types have been found.

The Greeks,

Frenoh, Rusaians, Germans, Italians, Americans, and others
have found the same general diohotumy.

It is true, however.

that when one goes through mountain districts. suoh as in
Switzerland and Bavaria, there seems to be a tendency for the
broad fa.t types to predominate, whereas in the northern countries the tnll slender types predominate.

This is merely an

impression, and. when a more a.courste observation is made, it
will be found that both types are present.

If it is true that

there is a tendency for one type to predominate, and th.is• seems
very reasonable, it does not mean that the distribution is
changed much.

In considering the literature and ex-perimental

work done, it might be said that the pure types would var1
one way or the other, whereas the•mixed group would remain con•
stant
with

at
B

arotmd 50%.

This would still give a normal curve

slight tendency to skew. depending on the environment.

The presenoe o! iodine naturally effeota the glandular system,
and would influence the distribution slightly.
h.

Dody types in children.

Now let us turn to some attompts to distinguish types in
ohildran.

K. o. Rothe (188), stimulated by xretachmer•s work.

attempted to study the typos 1n ohiidren attending Viennese
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aohoola.

The children ranged from 8-14 years.

In many oases

previous history was available, and many o:t the ohildren were
followed for several years after.
up seven types:

From the body form he set

fat, plum~ small, strong, poles. red-haired,

sick.
The very fat ohildren represent glandular diaordera.

Re

:found that they were good natured. dependable·, good wo1·kora,
and offered little difficulty in eduoation.
corresponded to Xretaohmerta,pyknio type.i;
be lazy than the fat type.

The plwnp group
They tend more to

Tha small children are exceedingly

noti ve • and may show psyohopathio tondenoiea wl1.io1me.ke. them

prob lam oases.
The strong are Xretsohmer'a athletic typeao

Rothe states

that tho athlettctypa may develop i'rom the leptosomaa or
from the pyknioa under favorable oiroumstanoes (sport. oooupation. eta.) but seldom from the thin small childrenThe polea are the leptosomas of 1tretsohmer.

11 ttle diffioulty 1n school and a.1·e model pupils.

They offer

Ha stat~a-

thnt a aohool made·up bf auoh children wonld be exceedingly
boring.

Rothe seems to 1 think that the red-haired
a apeoial type of personality.

gJ."()Up

present

The last type, the siok 1 are

those suffering from some ailment, and may develop into the
other types when well.
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These types have great importance for eduaation, sinoe
they oan be roaognized eaEily.

All of Xretsohmer's types

were £ound. but othel' typos were included whioh evidente.lly
represented either mixtures or deviations from the eeneral
typ~s.

Of importanoe is that Rothe believes that the athletic

oomea from the pylmio and leptosomes, but not from the very
thin children,
fusod.

This would indioate .that Rothe he.s become oon-

The small children evidently belonged to the leptoeome

group to begin with,

The tall pole-i1ke children, while look-

ing asthenio in their early years, evidently oen develop into

athletic types when they are given the right training.

Thie

socmo to indioa.te either that Rothe did not distinguish between the asthenio and the athletic at these early agoa, or the

athletio typo is not a distinct type.
Krasuaky (122) has a.pproaohed the problem directly and
found that the Xreteohmer types oould
ly childhood.

be

distinguished in ear-

He used 800 ohildren ·ranging-from l 1/2-16 years

of age.· Xra.suaky gives~ very excellent review_o:f Russian
literature whioh also testifies t:, the faot that the Russians
havo been very active to the study of body build.
Kraau.aky found that there was little Vlork a.vailable for

an anthropometric study of children.

ae

faoed with tha

problem of either setting up norms himself, or of resoriing
to simple inspection.

In his review of Russian literature

concerning the possibility of reducing body types to mathematical formulae, the general consensus of opinion was that

;18$

this was no~ possible .•

A direct quotation for Prof. Wo G. Stefko•s speeoh at the
Pan-Russian Pedologioal Congress in Moscow (1928) on "The Present Stand of the Theory of Oonatitution and the Ana.to-olinioal
Sohemo of Oonetitutional Diagnosis" will summarize the prevailHa eta.tea:

-ing opinion in Russia.

the aonstitution there

al'e

"In the determination of

anJoan l>e no me.thematical formulae

aocording to which it would be possible to make a diagnosis
of the constitution.

The Jjlethod of oonstitutional,diagnosie

must be made up of both anthropometrie data and of subjective
evaluation with clinical or e.natomial investigation•"

(Xra.susky,

P• 15. J

Kraausky,ettemptecl to soJ.ve thia problem by setting up a

ohart of 32 fundamental features of the typos.

These were later

extended to include othor features found primarily in children.
Very intereetillg are the various distributions.

At the

level 1. l/2-3 1/2 years the dist1.. ibution was 34% pyknic, 54%

mixed, and 20% aethon1o.
At the leYel.4-8 years:

35% pyknio. 44% mixad 1 a.nd 21%

aathenio.
Later ages showed: 26% pyknic.

44% mixed,

and 30~ asthenio.

By averaging those different levels, we get a distribution
of 32% pykn1o, 47% mixed, o.nd 21% aathenic.

This is approaching

a normal curve wit1q skew towards the pyknic end.

Sinee the

pyknio 1a also the mo:r·o primitive vegetative type, it would seem
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likely that. there would be more of them than of the more high-

ly apeoiafized asthoniaa.

It is also of speolal interest that

.

the diotribution of those types seem to agree with the distribution of peroonali·~y types found. in this work..

There seems to

boa definite tondenoy for the pyknio t-ypes to predominate over

the asthenio. while 50% of the individuals fall into a mixed
group.

It will be noticed that Xraeusky doos not Use the athletic
type, but viev1a tho types ~a showing a oontinuoua transition

from pylmio through the mixed group to the asthenio.

Tho oor-

relation between the body build end the oorresponding personality type ranged from ?5% to V9% agreement.
It will be romembered thE.:.t Binet (9-•ll) wen·t into a otudy

of ha.ndw:riting, phyaiognomy, palmistry, and body build in order
to find som3 indics:tion whether there is a co,:rolation between

body struoture and intellieence.

Na.ooarat:t (157-161) also

attempted to find a correlation between height and weight and
intelligenoo in normal individuals.

As wo have already point-

ed out, these men did not consider tho double a.speat of all
bollavior.
Liafmarai (138) made a study of aohool ohildron in relation

to thoir mentul and bodily health as compared with their intelligonoe.

Monteaaor1 (164) alao attempted, as did Binet. to bring

tha study of mind and body together.

1heae attempts were in-

teresting, but thenew dynamio view of life mnkes a different

approach noooaoary without denying the fundamental assumptions.
In Amerioa the attempt of Doll (34) to use anthropometry
as an aid to·mental diagnosis is well known.

Further nttompta

in this direction witlfmore emphasis on the whole personality
a.r+eeded.
i.

Body types s.nd disease.

The e.ttempt to eo:r·relate body types with various diseases

dates beck to the time of Hippocrates.

That diseasos produce

typical elinicnl pictures is known to every medionl man.
Within recent times the study of disease a.nu bocly b11ild has

beoome moro intensive.

It is generally reaognized thet not

all people will have the same disease. but some tend to have
certain types of disease. others will have different types.
Naooarsti (157-161) 0 Pende (lo9J, Draper (36, 57), and others
have attempted to oarry these studies into the realm o:f' ao-

ourate measurement,
Thia attempt is fsoed with the es.ma d.iffioul ty as faoed

the older attempts to correlate wtruotu.re with dynnmio traits.
Disease is dyruunio, ·and there may be no correlation between
thooe ~runio pathological oonditiona and the relatively eta..
tio body build.

This diffioulty has been mot 1n the srune way

es in'other fiolds.

Body stru~ture 1s traced bnok to biologi~

cal devalopmont, and dioeaae, body build, personality struotu.re, o.nd many other aspects of the organism a.re studied in thl9
li6ht of this development,
Ponde has gone :farther than any one in this respect, and
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represents one of the most complete systems existing at the
present time.

Pende in medioina and Jaensoh in psyohology

are furnishing the basis for future typology.
j.

Difficulties in determining

body

types.

At the close a few words about the practical determination
of body types will be necessary.

Since many workers after hav-

ing used measurements find that their use of simple inspection

is ju.st aa aoou.rate as the measurements, there has been a tendency to dispense with measurements altogether.
urally led to violent oritioism of the method.
tical standpoint. they are right.

This has natFrom the prac-

In preparing aoientifio

works. however. they will have to resort to measurements.
Stockard (211) found that Xretschmer's athletic habitue
was difficult to determine.

He believes that the athletio

type me.y be engrafted on any type but the extremes.

Farr (46)

viewed the two,extreme types with a mixed group between.

He

also pointed out that ·the pyknic me~ often ··resemble women,

whereas female asthenios approximate _the male type.

Kolle (117)

states that it is difficult to distinguish biometrioally between
pyknio and athletio women.

Pylmio and athletic men can only

be distinguished biometrioally by the size of the abdomen.
Wertheimer and Hesketh (22'1) emphasize the difficulty of finding olear types in women.
Thia would indicate that women as a class are less spe-

oialized than men •. Quantitative tests have failed to show
much differenoe psyohologically.

The body structure represents
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more differenoe •. On a statistical curve women will be shorter,
have smaller skulls. tend to be bra.obyoephalio, will show fewer deviations from the normal (supernumerary digits, transposition of the viscera, cleft palate, olub foot, oolor blind~
nesa, hemaphilia, eta.). whereas men with increasing epeoialization also show· greater deviation in the intellectual sphere.
There a.re more feebleminded among the men, more insane, and,

finally, more geniuses.

This follows Meokel's law that women

are less specialized biologically than men.
k.

Body types as used in the present -research.

We mu.et now oonsider how the body build is to be used in
this study.

There is an ·overwhelming mass of ·11terature con-

firming the correlation between body build and the psyohoaee.
There is never a one-to-one correlation. but it is always high.

~e find, however, that purely objective measures (divorced

from time) have not been used.

Oertain anatomical signs were

used and actual measurements were overruled when the time concept was included.

Thus, thefmeaeurements were made and to

these were added the dynamic judgments of men with long olinioal experience.

While this method is in complete accord with

modern methodology, many of the older workers will view it as
too eubjeotive, even going a~ far as to claim that it is unscientific.

One fact remains, objective measurements without

olinioal evaluation are mostly useless, and there is no use
to make them, ainoe they in moat oases end in failure.

Yet

this is no reason to rule out one of the most fruitful methods
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that has been devised in the history of clinical psychology.
Since there ie 'still controversy about the· validity of
the~ethod~ it was decided not to use

body

build for determining

the type, in this work', but 60 attempt to throw some light on
the problem by finding some relationship between the type and
the body build.

The Pignet index waspsed.

Henckel, v. Rohden,

and Grundler (see Xretsohmer {125) all uae·d this index on their
material and found complete agreement.

When we oonaider Viola's

ontogentio law which establishes a relation between the weight
and breadth and the height of length of the individual, we see
that the more primitive type would have the lowest index.

The

index is obtained by adding the weight in kilograms to the oiroumferenoe of the chest (inhale-exhale mean) in centimeters
and sabtraoting thia from the height in centimeters.

er (240).

(See Wild-

A glance at the.following diagram will show the re-

lationship:
length (height)

breadth
(ohest and weight)

Figure a.

Diagram showing the relation of ponderablneea
(ma.es) to elongation of an organism.

The width or ponderableness is made up of the weight and
chest measurement.

The tendenoy to elongate ie represented by
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the height.

If both tendeno1es are in balanoe, the indi~idual

would be as high as he is broad, in other words, he would 'te~d
to be round.and the index would be Q.

Since the primary type

represents the least speoialized type, his index will tend to
fall towards the zero end, the secondary types will tend towards the higher indices.

By oonsidering a oontinuum, every

individual will fall a.long the soale.

Thus by arbitrarily

oonsidering the soale as ranging from 0-40 with 20 the midpoint,

we can classify all individuals as to their body volume.
20
0

. Primary

Figure 4.

Saoondary

40

Diagram showing the types in respect to the
Pignet index. No division is made for the
mixed type.

It must be pointed out that changes i1'1ealth will greatly
effect this index, therebyrnma.king it imperative to find how
muoh variation there.has been in weight

from a. previous point

in time.
1.

Procedure in determining body build,

We oan now deaoribe the proceso· of·determining the body
build.

First. the individual ia judged by inspection.

A

general picture of tho individual is obtained while standing,
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which gives the relationships of the various parts of the skeleton.

Stookard's method of determining whether the lateral or

the linear lines predominate is used.
and shoulderu is viewed•

istio of,the pyknio,

The angle of the neok

The square angle being more character-

Bent shoulders are usu.ally found 1n indi-

viduals tending towards.the seoondary type.

The relative pro-

portions of the lower to the upper part of the body is asoertained.

Sometimes this is very diffioult,and a knowledge of human

anatomy helps greatly in determining the distance from, the troohanters to the floor.

Pylmio types tend to balance these two

heights, while aa the individual tends towards the secondary
the lower measurements are greater than the upper.

This becomes

especially noticeable when the clothing is removed and aotual
measurements are made.

The width of the chest 1a highly indi-

cative, the pyknioa having a muoh rounder chest than the more

secondary types.
The shape of the faoe and skull is next ascertained.

The

:f'lve-:point face- is ohe.raoteristic of the pylmio type, the narrow angular :f'aoe ia.oharaoteristic of the more secondary types.
From the side the pyknics ehow a flat profile. in the seoondaries the nose tends to be prominent end the chin recedes. the~eby giving the so-oalled angle profile.

Tho hands are also highly oharaoteristic.
nio hands are quite easy to determine.
broad, with wide finger nails.
slender with narrow nails.

The typical pyk-

They are short, pudgy,

The asthenio hand 1s long and
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Tho skin is also highly oharaoteriatio.

This requires

some ·knowledge of medicine, however, or must be obtained by·
long tmaining.

The texture of the primary akin is muoh dif-

ferent from that of the,seoondary.

The primary skin is vssau-

lar. it shows a whiter more pink color.
~asily in the summer.

These individuals burn

The skin of the secondary ·is darker,

thioker, and they tan easily in the summer.
From the practical standpoint, these signs are of extreme
importanae to the personality worker•

on difficult oases.

They a id him in deciding

When many factors in the personality are

mixed, aome of these eooessory signs will aid.
Next the Pignet index is obtained.
is obtained in the clothing.
clothing.

The height and weigllt

No correotion was ma.de for the

In men it was made under the ooat and vest.

women it was made under any wraps that might be worn.

In
This

wa.e fairly close to the body ~d no correction was made for
clothing.

The inhale-exhale mean was obtained.

was oaloulated as described in section k.

This index

~e present weight

was asoertained and the greatest weight at any time in the
individual's life was also recorded.

This was to ascertain

whether the present weight was typioal of the individual, or

whether he had lost weight at· the time of the test.
The above procedure gives the important points in regard
to the type.

It will be noticed that the procedure go'es froni

the whole to the details.

Vie

have given the essential differ-
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ences, but it must be kept in mind that few people will have
all of them.

Most individuals will show perhaps a. general ten-

denoy for the lateral linea to predominate, the Pignet index
is low, but the face may be more seoonda.ry in form, and the

fingers may be slender rather than thick and stubby.

Ooaupa-

tione of various kinds also influence some of the more detailed signs.

By going from the whole to the details. however, the

general impression is obtained, and the specifio measurement
mu.st then fit 1n with this dynamic pattern of the impression.
It would be foolish to classify an individual as secondary
when ,he only signs that indicated this are the slender fin-

gers and angular face, whereas the total impression shows a
preponderance of.lateral lines.
It must also be noted that. the mixed type is not inoluded
as a epeoial body type.

The individual. irrespective of his

persono.liiy type, is ~yped for his body build.

He will either

be predominantly primary or seoondary, or he will show a mixture of all oharaoteristios.

Whichever way he is, this diagnosi

is added to the rest of the reaults from the technique.

If it

·is doubtful whether an individual is primary or, seoondary, and
if the body build is distinctly primary, the diagnosis of a
mixed type will be greatly faoiliated, as well as placing the
individual on the biological soale.

These considerations show-

that tho body build is considered merely a part of a technique.
and enters in as an aid, not the final criterion. of the diagnosis of the type.
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IV.

Typological Data

In oonaidering the application of the technique to the wide
range of subjects, it lllUBt be kept in mind that the results ob-

tained ,v111·· have a direct praotioo.l value which cannot be expressed by means of figur~s.

The qualitative differences in

reactions. the insight one gain.a into each individual personality.
and maJlY' other points of information are of tremendous imports.nae

to the personality worker.

~hese points can.not be considered

here. chiefly because the present work is oonoarned solely with
the problem of types, not with the praotioal investigation of
the personality as represented by the individual.
differences will be considered.

Only type

The desire is to make the pres-

ent work is oonoerned solely with the problem.of types, not with
the praotioal investigation of the personality as represented
by the individual.

Only type differences will be considered.

The desire is to make the present technique as objective as pos-

sible, and the figures actually obtained fnom the subjects will
be treated with the idea., not of supplanting experience in.ithe
investigator, but of reduoing the material to a form readily
comprehensible and·assimilable to other workers.

It must be

emphasized again that the data do not prove types. henoe statistioal treatment with the·idea of basing a proof of types of
this material is gratuitous.

The main purpose, therefore, of

this Eeotion is to bring out some of the differences found in
the reaotions to the teobniqua.

l-94
l,

1. Distribution
a.

Distribution of Normal Subjects.

The first question to be considered ia the distribution
of types.

The number of subjects not in institutions was 185~

As has already been pointed out. the types are on a continuum
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really shouJd not be considered separately.

When they are

divided, however, into primary, secondary~ and mixed types,
the following distribution is found:

.erimary

Mixed
107 (58%)

66 (30%)

Table 5.
The

Secondary

23 (12%)

Distribution of types with normal subjects.

table shows that in the present sampling over half (58%)

of the oases fell into the mixed type, whereas 30% fell into the

primary group.

!L'he low number of seoonda.ry types (12%) might

be interpreted in various ways.

No attempt was made to gain

particular types at first, and classes, groups, people who were

brouflht in by friends• and many others were tested.

When it

wna found that there were so few secondary types, the attempt

wo.s ma.de to piok ou~ likely secondary peoplea

These usua.J.ly

turned out to be mixed types toward the aeoondaryi

Now let us

consider some of the interpretations why there should be fewer
aooondary typesa
First. the tondenoy of the aooondary types to withdraw to
thomselves, to avoid any show or display. to be rather auspioious
and aoeptioa.l of investigations of their ohareoter. would make
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this type rather diffioult to obtain.

The primary types come in

readily and,of their own free will.
A saoond possibility might be due to the slower development
r

of the aeoondary type.

Sinoe the secondary type is the moat

highly specialized, it will tak~ it longer to rpaoh full development.

The oases tested showed a wide range of ages, but pre-

dominately university students between 18 and 23.

It might be

assumed that if the same group were teated at 50, the p~imary
types would go over into the mixed, leaving 26% primary, some
of ·the mixed would go over into the seoondary making the seoondary 251~, and with 50% in tl.te mixed group we should have the nor-

mal curve.
A third interpretation would be that the above distribution
aotu.ally exists, and that if a larger sampling were taken, or

even if the same sampling were tested at a later time, there
would be no great change in the distribution.

It is evident

that the distribution is approaohing a normal curve.

Environ-

mental oonditions. education, and other factors of this kind
might oause a ekewing of the ourve in one direction or the other.
It mu.at hleo be pointed out that even using tho paper and penoil
tests more primary or extravert typee e.i·e found th.an intDovert

types.

It is aomowhat of a disadvantage to be a aeaondary of

tho extronio type, and development may be retarded by the individual himself as ha becomes aware of the disadvantages.
A fourth poeoibility is that university life is not suit-
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able to seoonda.ry types·, and thus only a few are found there~
It might _be thought that if the general pnpulation could be

teated, more seoondary types would be foWld.

In testing the

farmers in. the state hospitals, some indication might be found

that this, is the CJaao.
found.

But even there few secondary types are

The assumption could be made that tl1e real secondary

types aro the unoo-oparative aehizophrenios.

Until some way

is found to test these inaooeesible sohizoplll'enios·, the ques-

tion mu.at be left open.
The problem might be solved by testing a wider group of
individuals.

It might also be settled by testing groups at

different age levels.

The results have, therefore, created

a new problem, rather than solved an old one.
b.

Sex.

It was found that sex apparently played no role in the
distribution of types.

Thia means that women do not tend to

fall into ono type, men into anotper.
men and 91 women teated.

There was a total of 94

They were distributed as to type as

follows:

men

women

primary

30

25

mixed

63

54

11

.12

94

91

seoondacy
Total
Tabla 6.

-

Distribution of normal men end women as to type.
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A good range of age was tested for each type, although
the majority of the subjeots were university students ranging
from 18-23.

Below 1~dioates the ranges:

Primary
16-38

Table 7.

Mixed
12-58

seoondary
19-36 or 40 (?)

Age ranges of the types in all subjeots.

Sinoe many primary and mixeQ types could be found below
20 years of age, it might be viewed as a confirmation of the
theory that seoondary types represent a more advanced developmental stage.
e.ge.

No secondary type was found below 19 years of

The uppe:r:- liuit oould not be stated definitely, oinoe

some people do n_ot like to state their ages,,

36 years was

represented by several individuals, and is about the upper

lind,.t.

Only one individual. estimated at around 40. oame a-

bove this age.
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2.

Handwriting.

a. Time and Size

The data from the handwriting test are of interest both
in typology and graphology.

The speed and size of the hand-

writing is of great 4mporte.noe.

The

question is wheth~r any

one feature can be used to the exclusion of others.

'J!he type

was not based on the following results. but purely on.the relative size of tho writing.

!Che following table summarize! the

resu.ita.
time

Normal

2nd distraction
size
time

size

time

speed

eize

29om.(3.l) 17"(2.8) 29om.(3.5)

P.

22" ( 3. 6)

27om.(5)

M.

23"(4.4)

27om.(4.6)21n(5

)

28om.(17.2)17"(2.6) 28om.(3.l)

22"(2.8)

23cm.(2.3)20"(5.4)

22om.( 2~~)1~"(2.4) 22om.(3.8)

s.

Tabla

a.

21tt(!h6)

Results fro~ handwriting test for normal· subjects.
The standard deviations are given in parenthesis.

Now let us consider the ranges for ea.oh part of the handwriting teat.
Normal
time
size

2nd Distre.otion
time
size

time

speed
size

P. 16-32"

16-37 om, 14-36"

18-62 cm. 12-23"

16-47 om.

M. 15-43"

17-60 cm .. 12-44"

19-50 om. 11... 2'1"

17-51 om.

s.

18-30 om. 13-40"

16-28 om. 12-21"

16-28 om,

17-31''
Table 9.

Ran.gee :for normal types in the ho.ndwriting test.

It will be notioed that in every part the mixed type shows
the greatest range.

This also oorrelated with the general per-
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sonali ty make-up of tho mixed typa. which seems to be oharacterized by extremoso
Another eignifioa.nt point ia that the average time doee
not vary muoh for the different types throughout the various
teats.

There is also less difference between the average size

of the primary and mixed types than between these two and the
secondary.

With the primary and mixed types there was a ten-

dency to expend in the average sizea, with the seoondary there
was a tendency to contract. We thus see that while the types
were obtained on the basis of relative expansion of the hand-

writing, the absolut~ size also shows the same tendency for
the whole group.
Now let ua consider tho size of the noxmal writing.

12

oases of the primary type are above the highest size for the
secoridary.

Since this represents 221& of the primary type, 1 t

will have a diagnostio value.

It will have a negative value,

however, sinae 1t would merely exclude the secondary types
but not the mixed.
With the speeded teat 23 primary types exceeded the greatest size of the secondary.

types.

Thia is 42% of the total primary

Here again it ie of negative diagn.ostio value since it

excludes only the secondary types.
With the second distraction 27 of the primary types exceeded the greatest size of the secondary types,

Thia repre-
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eents 60% of the primary type.

From this it can be seen that

the size of the writing with the second distraotion has the
greatest riogative diagnoatio value, s:tnoe 60% of the primary
types sho,v a greater size than the greatest secondary.

The

range for 'the primary aboiTe the greaetest secondary was from
28.? om. to 52

cm.

It was found that only l primary exceeded the greateat
size for the mixed type.

The

size of the handwriting. there-

fore. will not differentiate between the primary and m1x8i
types, but is more indicative for the secondary, sinoe between
22~i and 50;1 of the primary types write -larger than the larg-

est seoondary.
b.

Area.

Of special interest in this test is the area oovered by
the handwriting.

Since each individual. was required to write

the same sentenoe, the actual amount of spaoe used for the
writing of the entire test oan be stated roughly by the amount

of paper oovercd.

This does not indicate the actual size of

the writing, but merely the amount of paper the subjeot needed
1n performing the teat.
The ratings were ma.de as follows:

First group:those who

required l page or less; seoond group: those who required 2
pages or leas (but more than l); and those who required 2 pages
and

more.
Out of 54 primary types 9 (17%) required l page; 27 (60%)
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required 2 pages; 18 (33%) required more than 2 pages.

The

largest amount needed was 3¼ pages, the average being arcnnd
2

pages.

out

of

the 23 secondary types 18(78%) required l page; 4

(17%) required 2 pages; and l (5%) required more than 2 pages.

rue

last oase was a borderline oase from the mixed -cype in

many

other respeots 1 so that thia large area was one more in-

dication of the tendency towards the mixed type.
Normal Area
l page

2 pages (more than one)

2 pages and more

Primary

17%

50%

33%

Seoondary

78%

17%

5%

Area of handwriting of the Insane
l page

2 pages(more than one)

2 pages and more

Primary

41% {10)

25% ( 6)

34%

Seoondary

72% ( 5)

28% (2)

0%

Table 10.

(8)

Comparison of normal and insane primary and
seoonda.ry type in respect to the area. of the
handwriting.

From these results it can be seen that the primary types
show a definite tendency to use more paper than the eeoondary
types.

Sinoe 33% of the normal primary types and 34% of the

insane primary types oovered more than 2 pages with writing,
this could be used as a diagnostio criterion for the exolusion
of the seoondary type.

The one oase of the secondary -cype using
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more than 2 pages was·a borderline case, and by using.the area
as an added o~iterion, the individual might be shoved baak.into
the mixed group.

The primary insane show a more even distribu-

tion as to area than the normal subJeota. but this may be due

to the smaller sampling.

1'be,seoonda.ry insane conform rather

closely to the normal subjecte.
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3.
a.

Rorachaoh Test.

Mixing of color and kinaesthetic responses.

Since the 41vision between the types was based on the ratio
of kinaesthetic responses to color responses, it will be of interest to consider whether there is a distribution of these responses in the opposite type.
It was found that 28 primary types (51%) gave kinaesthetic
responses, but these were overbalanced by color responses.

There

were 20 oases (87%) of the secondary type that showed color responses whioh were

overbalanced by kinaesthetit responses.

Roraohaoh considered the color res~onses as asaooiated with
the affeativity and adaptability of the subjects.

Sinoe so few

secondary types were found in the uhiversity popul.ation. and

sinoe 87% of these showed color responses (adaptability), it
might be oonoluded that these'aeoondal'ies are more suited for
study than others who oould not aome.
b.

Mixing of Roreohaoh)and handwriting test.

It will be remembered that any, mixing, either

in the Ror-

eohaoh ratio or in the handwriting. threw the individual into
the mixed group, i.e. the Horsohaoh ratio might be primary and
the handwriting seoonda.ry, and vice versa.

It was found that

out of 107 mixed types, 50 (47%) showed mixing in the Rorsohaoh
ratio, and 56 (631~) showed mixing in the handwriting.

One oase

could not be decided, and the percentage was calculated for 106
oases.
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Thie seems to indioa.te ·that the psyohomotor reaotion e.s
shown in the handwriting test is more primary in the mixed type
than the R.oraohach ratio.

47% of the mixed type showed a sec-

ondary type of reaction in the Rorschach test.

lloth forms.

however, are olose to 50%, ,and the difference found here may
be of no significance.

Theoretically there is no reason why·

one test should show the mixing any more than the other,
o.

Number of responses.

Another part of the test is of interest,

the number of responses given by each subject.

This conaerne

The subject

was not encouraged to give mEmy responses, and if he gave
more than five or six to a picture he was usually stopped.
Thia was done to conserve time.
It was found that the primary types ,:an.gad from 7 to 54
responses.

The mean was 22 responses.

The secondary tyJe s.

ranged from 11 to 9'7 (really infinity) responses; with 37
as the mean.

Four seoondary types (17%) were above the larg-

est primary types.
These results have little diagnostic value unless the
nwnber of responses is very great.

In this case the primary

type is excluded, but not the mixed type.
d.

Whole-part responses.

Responses were divided into whole and part reeponaeao

~e

whole response waa made when the entire pioture was included in
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the interpretation.

The detail or part response vma ma.de when

only,a:part o:f the p1otu.re was included in the interpretation.
No speoula.tion we.a made whether the individualv.ae thinking. of.
the whole picture when.he gives a pa.rt response, but whemihe
aubjeot,points to one part of,the picture and interprets this

it is called.a detail_reaponse,
.

The whole responses were re--

'

corded in,peroentage for the types.
.

The range for.the primary types was 18% 60 100% whole reThere were two primary types who gave only whole re-

sponses.

sponses.. The av_erage for. the 54 cases was. 62% whole responses.

This ind1qates that the pri~ry types tend to see the picture
as a whole more than in.parts.

It was also found that 3V,oases

(69%) gave 50% whole respons~s.or higher.

This means that well

over half of the primary types ·c 69%) give SO% or more of their
responeea

ms

wholes.

When ,ve turn to the seoondary Ttypes it is fQund that they
range from~% to 86% whole ·responses •. No aeoondary type gave
entirely whole responses a.a did the primary types.
was found to be 47% whole responses.

The mean

Now taking the number of

oases below 50% whole responses, it was found that 14 oases
{61%) fell in this group.

!this shows that well over half of

the eeoondary types ( 61%) give leas· than 60% whole responses .•
Following is a table of the differences.
Primary Secondary -

Table 11.

18% -

100%

average

-

9% -

86%

average

- . 47%

62%

Ranges of whole responses in percentage for the
primary and secondary types.

Sinoe it was asswned that the

seoonda.1·y

type is ·the imost

specialized, the increased number of detail responses would
fit in with the theoretical considerations.
e.

Differences between the types in interpretation.

There wee a very decided differenoe in the way the types
interpreted the piotures.

The clear-out primary type had eith-

er an immediate response or an immediate denial that he could
After the first response he often considered the

see anything.

matter settled.
thing elao.

He was then told to see if he could find any-

He then would give one or more interpretations end

state that he could see nothing more.
ohai~aoterized by great objectivity.

The entire reaction is
If, the primary type states

that he onn see nothing, it is only a second until he sees
somethibg.

This initial refusal is entirely different from the

negativism found 1n the secondary 'f.wpee who also refuse at
first to interpret.
The

reactions of the mixed secondary and secondary types

are almost the polar opposite of that of the primary.

!Lbey

take the vard very carefully, examine it minutely. and then
give a response.

One oan see th.em study the picture in all

its details. see their eyes light up when some ob~eot is seen,
but after several minutes (even running up to 15-20 minutes
on a picture) of examination they may state that they see nothing.

The primary refuses almost without examibation, the sec-

ondary refuses after long and deliberate examination.

Their

entire performa.nae is ohara.oterized by extreme subjectivity.
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Thay· often give several give several responses for one and the
same part o~ the picture.

!i?b.e primary sees one thing and finds

great diffioulty in cbanging thia into.aomething else.

some

seoondaries and mixed secondaries oan go on fil!. infinitum. giving
responses to one small det~il of a picture~

They have broken

their sharp coharonoe with the environment, and there is little
corraspondenoe between wha.t they see and what they ea.y they see.
(of. Shuey (202).
One oan illustrate this in the.following manner.

If the

responses given by a primary are given to another individual
along with the pictures, the.second individual finds no difficulty in reoognizing what the primary saw.

But when the re-

sponses from a seoondarr are:given, it ie only with extreme difficulty, ~d sometimes not at all. that one can make out w~t
they saw.

Even experienoed'workere with the Rorsohach test

find it difficult at times to follow the interpretations of
secondary types•
A praotioal example will further illustrate this point.

It

was desired one time to have oopies made of the Rorschaoh pio~

turea.
ability.

several man were selected who had recognized artistic
All they had to do was to copy the· originals which

were plaoed before them.

When their task was finished it was

found that the colors were done excellently. but the shaded
seotions that were to produce tension 8lld k1na.eethetio responses
in the secondary types were almost oompletely lacking.

A sec-

ondary type looking at the pictures would have the feeling that
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they wore lifeless, whereae the originals were full of· life.
This ourioua result from experienced artists led the writer

to make an investigation..

It was found the,t every one of

these men was a primary type,

They simply had no feeling for

movement or tension and oottld not see the kinaesthetio po~tions
of the drawings.

In spite of their good reproductivity. they

oould not reproduce something that is highly oharaoteristic
of the other typel
In general, the impression is gained when giving ,the teat
that the primary type sees the piotnre as a ~holo, he seas
one or two objects and is then satisfied with the result.

With

the secondary the impression is gained that they dissect the
pioture and pick out minute details.

They can change the p1o-

ture at will. ond many seem able to go on incl.efinitely.

This

impression is gained even though the eub ject does not responc1i

at all.
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4.

Pignet Index.

There was a total of 88 oases measured including·. the inaa.ne o

Sinoe there seemed to be some difference between the

general bodily condition of the men and women, the index is
recorded below for both men ana women.

The averages are given

below,
Insal'le

liormal

men

women

men

women

P.

17 (12)

27 (10)

10 (3)

23 (4)

M.

19 (42)

28 (48)

30 ( 6)

30 ( 2)

11 (l)

42 (2)

s.

Table· 12.

Comparison of the Piet index in normal and

insane men and women., The index is given ae

a number, and the numbers in parenthesis are

the number of individuals measured.

Now let us include the insane group with the normal group:

men

women

P.

13

25

M.

19

28

s.

27

36

Table 13.

Comparison of the Pignet index of men and women
combined from the normal and insane groups.

In the above tables we see that the sefondary lypes have
the highest average index throughout.

In the first ·table the

insone and normal subjects of the mixed type were included together.

In all types the women tended to have a higher index
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than tl1e men, but thoy show the same relE2.ti6nship as the men

vn1on compared by typen.

Thus, the primaries have the lowest

indox, then coma the mixed, a.n{l finally the secondaries•

Now let us combine all groups together by types.

The

averages are given as follows:

Primary -

19

Mixed..

24

secondary -

31

Table 14.

Comparison of the Pignet index of normal and
insane groups according to types.

We see that the average index for the primary falla below
the middle point of 20 which we arbitrarily set up.

The mixed

oome next. and tho secondari-os oomo iaat with the highest aver..
age indox.
Now let us consider the ranges :for the va1·ious, types.
Normal

men

women

P.

9-28

. l-4'1

M.

49-45

ll-61

s.

20-40

26-30

Table 15.

Inam.e

men

women

7-14

9-2'1

ll

41-44

Comparison of the ranges of the Pignet index
for normal and insane men and women.

When the ranges are taken altoghther. we find the following:

P.

-9-47

ll.

49-51

8.

11-44

Table 16.

The rangos of the Pignet index bombined from normal and insane eubjeots aooording to types.
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From the above tables we see that the women not only have
the highest average indices, but they also show the greatest

rangee in most oa.seli:.
plained.

Just why this should be oannot be ex-

It me.y be due to a tendency for American women to

diet.

Of importance is the'mixed groupe

Rere we find the most

extreme ranges, not only for the men. but also for the women.
~e range for the men is from a negative 49 to 45, for the women from a negative ll to 51.

This seems to be shown in every

thing about the mixed type, they show greater variation in each
case.
Of the 10 secondary typaa measured. only one(ll) was be-

low 20.

This was a patient who was evidently breaking down

into the secondary type from the mixed.

He was olaseified as

a paranoid by the hospital, but was considered highly atypical.
All others were above 20 as they should be theoretioally.

The

men, in general. conformed in their 1nd1oes to what would be
theoretioally expected, whereas the women showed more deviation.
In spite of this difference, the genoral averages oonform6d to

what

has

already been done with measurements using the Pignet

index (See Kretschmer (125) by others
Kretschmer and others have oonsidered the athletic type an
intermediate type between the asthenio and pyknicl

It is con-

sidered a.a an individual type by some, others consider it a
mixed type, and still others deny its existence.
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From the present work it is of interest to consider this
athletic type in the light of the present typology.
type does the athletic type of body build belong?

To

which

Since the

types were not obtained by using body build, this comparison
becomes of more 1mportanoe .,. because the type ia based on the

Roreohaoh and the handwriting teats,
It was found definitely that the mixed type did not necessarily have the athletio type of body baild,

It was found

that there was a transition from the pyknic to the asthenio.

In fa.ot, all types of
group•

body build were found within the mixed

Not only were all types found ln the mixed group, but

extremes of body build, perhaps the dysple.stio of .Kretaohmer,
were also found here.
In order to bring out the relationship between the atb1etio
type and the mixed type, the following study was made.

A height

of 5 1 10" waa ta.ken as a standard, and all individuals of this
height or over were brought 'together.
obtained, 2 being women and 38 men.

A total of 40 cases was
The distribut;on into tYPes

was as follows:
:Men

C81b)

0

33

(821'>

2 ( 51~)

2

(5%)

0

P ..

3

M.

s.
Tablo l'l o

Women

Distribution of men and women 5' 10" and. over
a.ooording to typea.
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It will be notioed that three primary men mre of this
height and over.

All three were extreme borderline cases, and

there was some doubt whether to .include them in the mixed group
or not.

Thie is to be expected, since the ~ypes are viewed as

on a continuum, and there will naturally be a transition belJween themo

There is a very definite tendenoy for both men and

women who a.re tsll to fall- into the mixed group.

This bears

out the point that the athletic type is a. mixed type, but not
all mixed types are athletic.

This is of $xtreme importance

for the clinician and diagnostiaian.

Experienoed. clinicians

will bear witness to the mixed nature of tall people.
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5.

Signifioant Questions Showing ~e Differenoea.

In presenting the teohr1ique a complete list of questions

was us~d.

Since these questions gave an insight into eaoh in-

dividual, and were not used directly in the determination of
the type, ~hey are not considered here.

Several of these ques-

tions did show, however,~ considerable type difference ..

The

ma·jority of the questions. while often . giving a very ' good in,

eight into the individual, did not shov, marked type differences.

we

oan consider some of these questions in the following.
a.

Anger and reoonoiliation.

!rhe question was asked whether the individual is-ever an~y.

This is followed by the question v,hether the individual

flares up and gets right c~ar it, or whether the anger lasts
for some time.

This is asked even if the subject replies that

he is never angry.

The next question is whether the individual

1a easily reoonoiled, i.e. makes right up.

No anger

anger

lasts

quickly
passes

P.

20%

s.

71%

10%

34%

19%

81%

33%

19%

Table 18.

grudge easily reoonoiled
24%'

67%

52%

4'1%

Results of questions oonoerning anger in
the primary and secondary types.

These data seem to indicate that anger as an emotion tends
to persist in the seoondary type.

About the same peroentage in

the primary type report that it passes quiokly.

The same is

true with reoonoiliation, the primaries show a tendency to hold
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a. grudge, and less than half report that they are easily reoon-

oiled.

This indicates somewhat the sooial attitude of the two

types. and coincides with Jung•a idea of his extra.verts and in-

troverts.
It is also interesting to note that about the ea.me percentage of both primaries and secondaries report that they are never
angry.

!I'he higher percentage of secondaries who report anger

is highly indicative in oonneotion with the general tendenoy of
the secondary type to keep this anger within himself.
b.

Morning--Evening workers.

There a.re some interesting differences between the types
a.a brought out by oertain questions.

one concerned whether

the individual found that he oould do his best wox-k in the .
mo ming or at some other time ( afternoon. evening).

Let us

review the results.
Morning workers

Primary TJrpe.
No differenoe

Evening workers

Men

Women

Men

Women

Men

13

12

4

7

9

5

Total

25 (601i)

Men

Women

Women

11 (22%)

Total 50 oases

Men

women
4

2

Total

6

( 2s1i)

Reoondarz Type

Men
2

women
3

5 (22%)

7

5

12 (52%)

fotal oases--25
Table 19.

Morning and evenigg workers in men and women
aooording to primary and secondary types.
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!l1he'reeulta can be sUDltnarized as follows:

s.

Evening (afternoon)

Morning

No difference

60%

22%

28%

26%

22%

52%

summary of. the x-eeults of morning and
evening workers according to primary
and seoonda.ry types,

18ble 20.

It was found that there were l6 ( 44%) women who were moraing workers out of 36 women, and 15 men (40%) out of 57 who

were morning workers.

Only lO (28%) women were evening work-

ere • whereas 16 ( 43%) ·men were evening workers.

The women

show more morning workers than evening workers.
The differenoe in types is quite apparent.

60~ 'of the

primary.types a.re morning workers and only 28% are evening workers.

It is jlJ,st the reverse for the secondary type, 52% are

evening workers and 26% are morning workers.
!r'he next question was whether the individuals ha.d to warm
up to their work in-the morning, or, whether they could begin
immediately.

It ,ma :found that 68% ( 34 cases) of ·the primary

types ( 60 cases) oould begin immediately, whereas 16 {32%). of
the primary types had to

WB.lml

up.

In the aeoondary type, 12 (52%) could begtn immediately,
nnd ll (48%) had to we.rm up.

P.

s.

Irmnedia.tely

Warm-up

68%
52%

32%
48%

Table 21.

Ability to begin work immediately in primary
and secondary types.
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While these figures are not :from a large enough sampling
to draw a oonclueion. it appears that the secondary types tend
to have to warm up more than the primary types, and fewer of
the eeoo,ndary types oen begin work immediately.

Thie alight

tendency may be due to the faot that more secondary types are
night workers. therefore cannot begin work immediately in the
morning.
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6.

Psychiatric Data.

The psyohiatrio material was obtained from the State Hospitals in Osawatomie and Topeka.

The procedure 1n the present

study was reversed from what most personality workers usually
use.

Thie was not done intentionally, but ca.me about through

the force of oiroumatanoes.
Heretofore personality workers have assumed that the extravert is the ma.nio-depressive and introvert is the sohizophrenio.

Tests are often standardized on this basis.

In the

present study the writer started out with this assumption.
but had no opportunity to verify whether the primary would actually correspond to the ma.nio-depressive and the secondary
to the eobizophrenic.

All the work was done at first on nor-

mal subjects, and the results were considered on the basis of
this assumption.

Later the opportunity came to actually ver-

ify whether the assumption held.

The writer had already gain-

ed considerable experience in dealing with normal subjects on
the basis of the test. and the insane were treated in exactly
the same way,

As has been stated before, the discovery was

made that there was a distinot middle group or mixed type.
and the relationship of this mixed tne to the psychoses became one of the moat important developments 1n the investigation.

The results are given in the following.
a.

Distribution,

79 oases were tested 1n the two hospitals.

In practically
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all oases they.were new a.dmiasiona and had not yet been diagnosed.

There were no oase histories, and the writer had little

time to observe them on the wards.

They were simply typed, and

then later,the types were oompared with the diagnoses.

It

might be interesting to compare the distribution of the. types
found in the ho.spi tals with the distribution found in normal
life.

In both cases there was an acoidentsl sampling, and no

attempt was made to influence it,

Insane
Primary

Mixed

Seoondary

34%

65%

11%

Normal
58%

fable 22.

Oompal"ieon of the distribution of normal
and insane subjects.

Thie similarity in the distribution ta interesting.

The

writer had oooasion to diagnose a.round 40 normal subjects for
types used in other e xperimente.

Whenever the. distribution

was oa.loulated, it was found to conform very olosely to the
above.

P.

12

women
15

u.
s.

19

25

2

46

Men

33·

Table 23.

6
I

Distribution of the insane according to sex.

The above distribution is purely accidental. the writer
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Bow lei us consider the distribution of the diagnoses as
oompeµ-ed with the types.
Primary Type.

Ma.nio.~dopreesive

16

J?aresis

1

Dementia Praeoox Para.nold

3 (2 doubtful. ca.aes)

Encephalitis

l

Dementia Praeoox Oatatonio

2 (l doubtfu,J.)

Uncla.eaified

l

Dementia Praecox Simplex

l

Psyohoais with. pwychopathio personality l
Arteriosclerosis with psychosis
~otal

Manic-depressive
Psychoneuroses all Forms

-l

27

4 (2

Oases

doubtful oases)

15

Undiagnosed

l

Dementia Pra.eoox Hebephrenic

4

Dementia Praeeox Simplex

2

Dementia. Praecox Paranoid

8

Cl doubtfu1)

:Dementia. Praec_ox 'Oatatonio

10 (2 ·aoubtful)

Total

44

Oases
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Seoondary Type
Mani~-depreaa1ve

l

Involution :Melancholia

1

Dementia Praeeox Paranoid

1 ( l doubtful)

Dementia Praeoox Simplex

2

...L

Dementia Praeaox Oatatonio
i·otal

8

Oaees

The distribution of the diagnoses
aocording to primary, mixed and
·secondary types.

Table 24.

Let us first arrenge the payohoses according to types.
The figures in parenthesis represent the doubtful oases. which
were considered-.doubtfu.1 by the staff, not by the wtiter.

The

symbols are, llanio-depressive--M.D., psyohoneuroaes--PN,
dementia praeoox paranoid form--D.P.P •• hebephrenie form--D.P.H.,
catatonic form--D.P.a •• and s1mplex--D.P.S.

:M.D.
P,

16

M,

4 (2)

s.

l

PN

D.P.P.

0

3 (2)

0

8

4 (-1)

l ( l)

0

15

~ble 25.

0

D.P.H.

D.P.O.

D.P.S.

2 (1)

1

10 (2)

2

3

2

The distribution of diagnoses according to types, excluding all but the socalled funotiona.l oases. The numbers in
parenthesis indicate ·the number of doubtful ca.sea.

This gives the distribution including the doubtful oases.

By exoluding all, the doubtful oases we get the following dis-
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tr1bution which we can use in our theoretical considerations.

U.D.

PB

P. .lo

D.P.P.

D.P.H.

D.P.s.

D.P.O . .

0

l

0

l

l

M.

2

16

8

3

8

2

s.

l

0

0

0

3

2

'!'able 26.

Distribution of d4a.gnoeea aooording to
types. excluding all but the so-called
funetionel oases, and also·exoluding
the doubtful cases.

In order to make a further comparison, another table can
be given in whioh the theoretical distribution is compared·
with the types.

This division will be the manic-depressive

group, the mixed1 group (paranoia, psychoneu.rotios), e:nd the
dementia praeoox group, Ccatatonie,_::.simplex, hebephrenic).
Mixed

P.

s.

16

0

2

2

23

13

l

0

5

Table 2'1.

Distribution of the me.nio-depressives.
mixed psyohoses, and the dementia praeoox
group (exoluding the paranoid fozm) acoording to types.

From the above tables it ia seen that there is a very decided tendency for the manic-depressives to fall into the primary group, the psyahoneurotios into the mixed, the paranoids
1nto the mixed, the hebephrenios into the mixed, the oatatonios into the mixed, and the simplex to scatter along.

Table
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27 indioatea what might be considered the distribution.

The

high number of dementia praecox forms in the mixed group oalls
for some explanation (which will be given later).

It is rather important that the two oases appearing 1n
the primary type-as oatatonios were diagnosed in the same hospital and are-both out on parole at the present time.

Thia

m1.ght lead to soma doubt :tn the case of the diagnoses. especially if the present technique is accepted as differentiating the psychoses according to the personality types.

The

same is trve of the one simplex case in the primary type, who
was diagnosed·in the same hospital and is out on parole at
the present time.

In the light of what has been disvovered 1n the nori:nal
mixed types. the present grouping of the paranoids, the psyohoneurotios, and,the hebephra~l'-'S i~ almost as important as
grouping the mania-depressives into one group.

The underly-

ing structure of the mixed type permits the appearanoe of
these various forms of insanity whioh can easily be found in
a muoh less degree among the normal mixed.types.
The presence of the 8 oatatonios in the mixed group doee
not seem to fit in as wall with the theoretioal considerations.
The catatonia has been considered pretty well split, although
he does retain excellent perceptual contact with the environment.
acuity.

Memory

and

the other faculties seem to retain their

We must oonolude that either the catatonias do not
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fall definitely into the aeoondary group, or the mixed types
approaching the aeoondary group are diagnosed by the psychiatrists ae o~tatonia.
We can give some arguments in favor of the last ~iew.
Clear oases oi' catatonia. show mu.tism, stupor, negativism, autism;
flexibilitas cerea, and are in general quite inaccessible.

is almost impossible to get these people to cooperate.

It

!l!lose

who will oooperate on teats do not show these cha~aoteristios
to suoh m great degree, or they have ceased to show them.
These are the ones represented in the present study.

This

might indicate.that individuals as they approach the eeoondo:ry type, who show mixed reactions on the test, tend. to show

more and more the seoondary type of personality ..

They are

not olear over, and yet they show many of the oharaoteristiaa.
Since the existing psychiatric olaeaifioation is not very dynamic, these individuals oaru.;.ot te grouped separately from the

more aoute oases.

This woula: account tor the preaenoe of so

many catatonics in the mixed group.

The one catatonic in the

primary group is so doubtful that it hardly need be included.
If this explanation is true, the present technique would
be of extreme v~lue in diagnosing and classifying the insane,
einoe their true position could be obtained much better than
by

a study of the oaae histories and the ward observation.
All the hebephrenic oases fell into the mi:::ed type.

Thie

1a very interesting, since the position of' hebephrenia is not
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lmown in psychiatry.

The Freudian idea is that hebephrenia

represents . the· most. highly regressed form of schizophrenia.
Since only foU.t' cases were tested with l doubtful, not many
oonclusione oan be drawn.

It might be found that it ·1a the

same with the hebephrenias as with the oatatonios.
hebephrenic is

so

The usual

dissociated that he· oannot be tested at ell.

~1hose who can be tested may be lighter oases, thus falling

into the mixed group.
The present results oan offer no solution to the problem.
The writer wishes to take the stand that the hebephrenic, i.e.
the typical hebephrenic, actually falls into the mixed group.
The

reason for thinking 'this way 1s that the mixed type shows

so many parallels in normal life.

The writer can muster up

a small ·group of individuals in normal life who show mannerisms.
grimaciing. posing, silly behavior, and moat of the other SYJIIJtoms of hebephrenia, but in :=. aomA'O\Tha.t subdued degree. . Thie

parallel in normal life leads the writer to oonsider this one
of the fundamental oharacteristios of the mixed type.

This

would also agree perfectly with the Freudian idea that the
hebephrenic is the most highly regressed.

It is the mixed

type that shows such exteemea, both in inteJ. ligence and in,
perhaps, a return to a more primitive level of behavior.
b.

Handwriting test.

On the foll'owing·page is a comparison between the normal
and insane results on the various parts of the handwriting test.
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Insane

,.

2nd distraction

Normal
time

size

time

size

speed

eize

time

33"

27cm.

35u

51cm.

25"

30cm.

36»

30om ..

33"

30cm.

30"

29om.

s. 30"

24cm.

25"

23cm.

22ft

23am.

M.

Normal

P.

22n

27cm.

21"

29cm.

17tr

29om.

M.

23"

2'1om.

21"

28cm.

17"

28cm.

22 11

23cm.

20"

22cm.

16"

22cm.

s.

Table 28.

Oompa.rison of the normal and insane groups
on the handwriting test aooording to types.

On the whole the insane show slower speeds than the normal eubjocte.

They approaoh each other more closely in the

average size, which is often the same in both groups.

Just

as in the normal group. th~ ~r.aatzat expansion ocours 1n the
seoond distraction, among the primary insane.
Now let us oompare the ranges for the two groups.
Insane

Normal

2nd distraction

Speed

size

time

size

time

size

P. 18-65

20-39

16-76

22-40

16•46

24-42

M. 20-68

20-47

15-74

23-45

14-57

22 ..47

22-37

20-26

16-32

18-26

14-29

17-25 ·

time

s.

22'1

Normal
2nd distraction

Normal

speed

time

f31ze

time

si:te

time

size

15-32

··16-37.

14-35

18-62

12-25

16-47

Iv!. .15-43

17-50

12-44

19-50

ll-27

12...44.

18-30

13-40

16-28

12-21

13-40

:e.

s.

l'l-31

-

Table 29.

Oompariscn of the :ranges for the normal
insane groups on the handwriting test
according to types.

and

It will be noticed that the greatest ranges are found in
time for the insane, i.e. they axe slower.

!fuis agrees with

the results of other motor experim8nts on the insaneo

~ere

seems to be a tendency for them to be slower than the normal
subjects.

As we.a pointed out in the other section. the great..

est ranges fall in the mixed groups for the insane ju.st as
they do for the normal subjects.
c.

Rorschach teat.

Let us first consider the nwnber·of responses.
age for the primary type was found to be 15.

from 4-37 responses.

!I!he range was

The average for the secondary types was

The range waa from 5-35.

also 15.

The aver-

Insane No, of responses
p.

16

s

range 4-57

15

range 6-35
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Normal Bo .. of responses
s

22

range '7-54

37

!te.ngell-97

Table 30~

Comparison of the normal and insane on
the basis of the number of responses and
ranges in the Borsohsoh test according
to the p:t•imary and secondary types.
·

The insane differ oonaiderably from the normal, although
there were only 8 oases for the secondary type, there seems to

be a tendenoy for these to give fewer responses than the normal
seoonda.cy.

The small number of oases, however. precludes the

possibility of ·a.rowing a conclusion from this.
liow let us turn to the whole responses.

It was found that

the primary types gave e.n average of 57% whole responses.

18

primary types (69%) gave 50% or more of their responses ae
wholes.

This corresponds to tho normal subjects who showed

69% giving whol~ responses.

The range was from 11% to 100%,

only one primary giving lOO%whole responses.
When we turn to tho secondary insane, we find that 62%
ie the mean of whole responses.
gave whole responses.

It was found that 6 oases (75%)

This differe from the normal secondary

types.
Rare again the small number of secondary oases prevents
any

sweep°~ oonolueion.

It might be suggested from the re-

sults that the approximation of the secondary insane to the
primary small number of reeponaea and the tendency towards
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v;hole responses as a. proof of the Freudian regression theory.
The sohizopbrenioe tend to regress to a more primitive level.
whioh in this oase would approximate the primary le'tel,

Furth-

er study of secondary; types will prove whether this is the case,
or whether they will show~ distribution similar to the normal.
Now let us examine the distribution of aolor and kinaesthetio
responses.

Out of 27 pri111ary inaane. 21 (78~~) showed only col-

or and 6(22%) showed also kinaesthetic responses whioh were
overbalanced by color responses.

Of the 8 Qases of' secondary insane, 3 (27%) also showed
oolor responaeswhiohwere balanced by kine.esthetio ~esponees.
!ihis is a considerable deviation from the normal univer-

sity subjects •. Among the normal primary types we fQund 61%
giving kinaesthetic.responses and among the secondary types
87% giving oolo~ responses.

If Rorachach's assumption is o~r-

reot, this would, indicate that the secondary.insane show far
less a.da.pt1bil1ty than the normal secondary types found in the
university.

On the other hand, the low number of primary typ:es

showing kinaeathetio responses is probably due to the le.ck of
eduoation among the insane patients as opposed to the university students. ,The increase in kinaesthetic responses is oorrelated with highly speaialized mental processes.
Now turning .dlo the mixed types. We fin<l tha.t 19 t/.44%)
showed mixing in the Roreohaoh ratio. and 26 (57%) in the hand-
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writing test.

This is in olose agreement with the normal re-

sults, which showed for the Rorschach ratio 47%, and :for the
ha.ndwri ting 53%.

This bee.rs out the tendenoy towards mixing

in the handwriting. although there is an approximation to a

50% distribution.
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v.

Theoretioal Considerations in Payohiatry

Academia psyohologiata have often brought ridicule and
contempt upon themselves by setting up theories a.nd olasaif'i-

oations of the psychoses.

Olinical psychologists and payohia-

trists resent the efforts of academic psychology to theorize
about matters when few of these men oa.n go into e. hospital and
even begin to diagnose correctly.

The aae.demic psychologist,

in his turn, resents the lack of interest as shown by psyohie.tris·ts in h4s theories, and so there is constant ill feeling
between the praotioa.l and theoretioal schools.

It is unfor-

tunate that this is the case, but the fa.ct must be met.

Few theories explain the psychoses, and when the ps~hie.trist fails 1n his theories. the psychologist must be especially
careful in approaching lbhis difficult problem.

Although the

psychiatrist and clinical psychologist have failed in explaining or even in being able to cope with the psychoses

therapeu-

tically they are in constant oontaot with these people, and
their efforts are from a. practical standpoint far in advanoe

of the paychologista.

It 1a :f."rom the psychiatrist that most

of the prevailing olaaaifications have come.
11he problem in psychiatry takes two directions.

The first

1s the question whether the psychoses are distinot entities
presenting typioal syndromes.

Against this view is the gen-

erally recognized fact that typical olinical piotures arethe
exemption rather than the rule.

If the psychoses were entities
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there wou1d not be the transition between them which one finds.
Seoondly, there is the view that the psychoses are personality
manifestations of one disease.

If this disease attacks a pri-

mary type. due to his personality make-up. he reacts in the
The same is true of the

form of mania-depressive peyohoses.
other types.

xraepelin (118) was one of the first to recognize

the olose association between the personality and the psychoses.
One might say as Boven {17) says:

"Tell me the personality,

and I will tell you the form of insanity• "
One thing is common to the functional psychoses; the individuals all suddenly show an inability to adapt·to social demands.

This they all have in common.

Personality d+fferencea

then become exaggerated. and the various clinioal pictures are

found.

Whether there are several diseases or only onet whether

there is an organio or funotional disorder oannot be stated.
All that remains is to study the personality in its relation
to the psyohoaes.
We have already considered the primary type as less· speo1a.l1zed and representing a. rnore primitive level of behavior.
It is also quite clear from this why the primary type, when
he becomes peyohotio, will show maladjustment in tha emotion.al-

aotive sphere, and hot in other spheres.

We find either an

inorease in aot1v1ty with a decrease in consecutive thou@t
(flight of ideas). or there is an increase in emotional tone
(depression) with a slowing down of all higher processes.
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,Structurally the proaeesea are similar.
Aa we come do,vn towards the mixed type. there will be individuals who show mu.oh the same behavior, but there is an 1ntons1fioation, and the true flight of ideas begins to be replaced by inooherenoe, jerkiness, bizarre associations, eta.

This brings one into the group o:f' psyohoneurotios.

The sys-

tematization of the personality in the mixed type takes the
form of delusions of persecution and grandeur.

The Freudians

olaim that paranoia is due to repressed homosexuality.

The

writer questions the causal relation here, and would consider
both paranoia and homosexuality as arising from the same cause.
~ardner (52) ha.a shown evidences of homosexuality in 120
oases with paranoid content.

There is no doubt about the·

oonourrenoe of paranoia and homosexuality, the only question
being whether one ia the oause of the other.

The emotional

aberrations in the mixed type could explain the aberrations
in the sexual field.

The increase in the seoondary function

could explain the· apli tting of the personal! ty ( sohizophrenia)
and the systematization of separate fields in the individual's
life.

Thie oould explain both the delusion of perseou.tion

and the delusion of grandeur.

There is always a. strong.feel-

ing oi' ·inferior! ty in the mixed type·.

His splitting and great-

er apeoializationmakes him painfully awe.re of his distance
from reality.

He finds that he oan go off into realms of un-

reality and lose oontaot with the praotioal world.

His lack

of activity. his inability to think and act easily at the same
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time, all make him feel inferior.

Everyone has feelings of

persecution at times, but this is intensified in the mixed type.
The same systematization accounts for the delusion of grandeur,
the individual simply does not admit any attack on his ideas,
even in the face of irrefutable proof, he still manages to
systematize the objections into his system.

Hunt and Guilford (76) by using the reversible perspective have found that the paranoids fall into a group between

the mania-depressives and the sohizophrenioa.

!I'his is an

added oonf irma tioJ!l of the oen tral position of the paranoids.
one other question arises here.

A syndrome known as par-·

anoia is distinguished from dementia praeoox paranoid form.
The difference lies solely in whether the individual shows
deterioration,

1fu.ny individuals show systematized delusia:ls,

with delusions of grandeur and perseoution.-and later go over
into the dementia praeoox group.

A very interesting case to

follow in this respect is reported by Polozker (174).

This

was a homosexual individual who being a male passed es a
woman.

Pioturee show a trend from a feminine make-up to a

more masculine aa the individual passed over into eohizophrenis.

Thia seems to be added proof that the individual first

belonged to the mixed type group in which he was homosexual.

As he passed over into the secondary group he began to deteriorate a.nd was soon e. schizophrenia.
Pa.ranoia-eeema to be a disease ooouring in middle age
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rather than early.

Thie would be in complete acoordanoe with

the theory that primary types later break down into the mixed
group, thus systematizing their lives as they had not done
previously.

This ia also noticed

in the body build of a great

many paranoids, most of them apparently bring a good pylmio
body build with them.
The next step in the mixed group is the neurasthenia who
shows mental and motor fatigability and irritability, hypoohondriasia, and some depression.

Beoaus~ they are mixed they

still show an association between body and mind, with bodily
manif~stations predominating.

One very common manifestation

of this group is sexual impotence.
As the splitting increases towards the secondary type. we
find the transference of the 'bilments to the mind.

This group

shows all kinds of phobias, obsessions, doubts and impulsions,
feelings of inaui'fioienoy, and anxiety.

It ia only a step

from this aond1tion to dementia praeoox.

Many psyohiatrista

look on psyohasthenia as the prodromal state of schizophrenia.
Often patients are first classified as psyohoneurotio, and
then later show wymptoms of schizophrenia.
As the splitting beoomes more pronounced, we reach the
lo.st stage or secondary type.

Here the manifestations are

splitting. autism, shut-in personality reactions. mutism,
negativism, resistance, and so on.

The body has beoome ema-

oiatod and is called asthenio by Rretsohmer.
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The hebephrenic group is extremely. hard to looate.

While

it has been considered a par~ of dementia praeoox, it seems
to oome in the mixed group, probably between paranoia and payohasthenia.
We might·aet up a table of these relationships.
Personality type

Abnormal deviation

Prinar~

manio-depreaeive

Mixed

'hysteria

paranoia

neurasthenia
psyohasthenia

sahizophrenia(simplex and
oatatonio)

S~oondary
Table 51.

hebephrenia

Thaoretiaal distribution of the insane
aooording to types.

Oatatonio excitement seems to be 1n some respects similar

to mania exoitement.

Thia emotional outburst is aocumulative

Individuals will sit mute and resistive for a year, then suddenly break out in an excited state •. After this they return
to the ea.me oold state from whioh they started.

This emotion-

al outburst might possibly boa remnant of the older emotional

level. which would place them in the mixed group.

Judging from

the results of the present investigation, this seems to be the
oase.

On the other hand, it may be that these co.operative

individuals were more mixed than some of the unoo-operative ones.

This problem remains for the future.
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We have attempted to explain the personality behavior of
the various groups. and we hsve demonstrated that the persona-

lity of the abnormal individual is the exaggerated form of
that of the normal, but we have not been able to approach the
theory of the psychoses.
break-down

in

The writer is inclined to view the

the psychotic individual as arising from certain

ma.lfunotionings of the central nervous system in connection with
the autonomi~.

The recent work with sodium arnytal and other

drugs seems to point to this oonoluaiono

This would be in line

with the present theory of increasing biological apeoialization.
The problem is one of extreme importanoeo and should be given
more attentioh ,than it has been given.
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VI.

Final Summary.

In this work 185 subjects (including both men and
\7omen) ranging ','in ages from 16 to 58 yea.rs of age; and 79

patients in state Hospi ta.ls were typed on the basis of

the1r re11otions to the Roraoha.ch teat and to a. hand.wr1t1ng
test devised by the writer.

On the results of this grouping

certain studies were made.
l.

Correlat,lon of type with Plgnet index.

2.

Correlation t,f type with poyohoees.

3.

Cor•relation of type with a set of questions.

4.

A furt.her study of reaot1ons to the Roreohaoh and ho.nd-

wrtt1ng tests other than those used in d1agnos1ng the type
v;n.a made.

5.

D1s~r1but1on and other points ar1a1ng from this group

ma.ter1al i·1ere studied.

It was also considered necessary to go into the problem
of typos ln general.

Certain conclusions were arrived at,

and a. typology for ti11s worlt wno established.

These

points

can be oummar1zed.a.s follows:
1.

The type waa viewed as a methodological construct.

The

genernl d1chotom1ea throughout history furnish the baa1e for
the prcaont. cla.sa1f1ca.tton.

The type rests on empirical data.

but is not derived solely from these data.

Lew1n 1 a id,ea

of a 'oonatruot' 1a used here 1n viewlng the type.
the

t.ype

Since

wae cona1dered more than emp1r1oal data, the proof

or a type becomes gratuitous beoauee of 1ts met,hodologlcal
def1ni t1on.

Thie point was also d1aouesed by Lew1n and others.
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2.

•Primary' a.nd' secondary' types were 1nt1"oduced to

include older d1chotom1ee.

This was oonsidered a step 1n

~dvance, o1nce aucb terms as extl:laversion•1ntrovereion,
object1ve-subjeotive, integrate-disintegrate types do· 11 ot
1nolud.e the entire peraono.11 ty_, whereas the· use of primary
and secondary,, types was :for t.he·expl1o1t purpose of 1no"iud1ng
the total por·sone.11 ty.

Th1s 1.s justified by the slm1lar1 ties

between the various ex1at1ng dichotomies, although the
approaches have been quite different.
3.

1'he theoretical basis t'or these tJpee was f ound 1n the

field theo1,y 11nd. 1n organ1am1o biology.

The field theorists

llke Wheeler, Lewin, Brown and othe,re give certa1n laws for
the whole and for tbe development of' the organ1sm·,,
Jaensch school

The

is also included. 1n th1s genet1o approach,

'l'h-ua, the p!'1m1.ry type is considered the lees epeo1al1zed
type, ,·1h1lc the aeooridar,v represents the most speoia.lized,

Th1a doos not necessarily mean that all 1n div1duals belong to
the same t.ype at birth and·la.ter develop 1nto other types.
The que:et1orf v1hether one type can go over into another could

not be settled on the basia·of thla study.

Since development

t.a.koe place tn the U.ne of increasing spec1al1za.tion rather

thnn 1n dcorcas1ne; epec1al1zat1on, it was concluded that 1t

would be possible forprlmary types later to become mixed,
and mix_ed types to become· secondary.

argument for th1e·v1ew wa.s found 1n

One other source of

psychiatry.

The

peychoneurot1os t.end to develop into aohlzophren1a, but do
not develop 1n the dtreotton of the man1o-·depreso1ve psychoses •

.Paranoia ooeme to represent such a transl tion from a primary ....
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type to'a. mixed type.

These points are merely 1nd1cnted, not

proved by the :9reee1'lfl work.
4.

The chief contrlbut1on

of th1e view· of' types seems to

lie 1n tho clasaif 1aa1.:1on of the f1eld of personal1 ty work
u.s1ng t.ypea.

to

1a poen1ble

By baaing t,ypes on b1ologlcal epec1al1zat1on 1t

1nclude a '\1ider ra.nge of. scienoeg than was

possible 1n the past.

The type is a olaes1f1catory principle

by which individual d1ff'ercnces are clase1f1ed into similar
groups.

This .permlt,s 1nfin1 te va.r1a.t1on, but also emphasizes

recurrent a1m1l~r1tiea.

Factual material.
1. · The d1str1but1·on of' types seemed to indicate the normal
curve.

The eket'1 · towards the primary end could not be

explained. · Zlnce the type t·,a.s based. on two teats ( the Rorschach

and handwti tlng tpsta), auoh a. curve mlght be obtained by
chnnce,.
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'.'i:lEJ

concluded that, this distribution actually

exlets,, alnce. t.ha t:mea correlated w1 th clinical mate.t-1al 1n
ouch a t·iay th_at· there was a consistent grouping·· of the
payclloaao.,

Another 1nd1cation that this diat1"lbution

corresponds to fnct,a 1e the reference· to ex1st1ng experl-

mental dr1.ta..

•rbe present work was found to correlate

1u1 th

flnd1nes as done on other dlchot-omies.

2.

f\. very

important point ca.me out 1n this work; namely,

that the t ypee rire independent,. of sex.

there ·:1as almost an even d1etr1but1on

In the present work

or

the

Kn sexes,,. and no

tendency was found fol" one sex to fall 1nto any of. ,the·

three groups.
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:3,

Noth1:'1g very etgn1f1ca,nt e.e· to ages

wa.er found.

No

secondary types we.:•o found. under 19 years of age• whereast;
there were· many in the pr1ma.ry and. m1xed groups under this
A mo1•e elaborate study of t.he relation of age to the

1,ge.

types would be eapeo1ally valuable.
A ve1"y n1gn1f1oant result was obtained from the handwriting

4.

It was found. that· on· the second distraction 50,~ of

test;.

tbe primary· types exoeec.led in stze the handwriting of the

secondary types.

This 1s·a. ver1fioat.1on.of the payah1atr1c

otudy of' handwriting, Q.e well as othel" worlt done on normal

types.
The results from the l?ignet index, although not as

5.

numerous a.a might be dea1red. (only 88 ca·ses) seem to verify
t,he dichoto-ny" of the Kretschmer types..

The 1ncret'laing 1ndex

from the prl.mary t.hrough'the mixed. to the secondary type,
·:1hen all rer•mlts 8.re averaged, seem to verify the law set

up by Viola that, elongation· and mass are 2.n 1nverss ratio.
The aecona.ary 'typee a:··e thus t.he most elongat,ed.

It was

found· that· r,omen hf.lve a. oons1atently
h1gher index than
men•
'
.
'

'

'

althouBh
they allow exactly the. an.me
relntione . between the
.
.

types.

One. other reault must.

be menM.oned.

There hns been a good deal of d.oubt whether Kret,sob.mer' s

athletic type

fa a type to 1taelf, or merely a mlxed type.

J\nthropometr1 ota be.ve ta.ken both e1dea. In this work 1 t
was found th'.1.t the mixed· types did not; neceen:~r1ly have to

be nt,hlct1c types J nlthough pract1ca.lly all of' the ath1etic

types fe 11 · into the mlxed. group.

This v,ould 1n d1ca te tha.t,

KrP.t,Aohmer' a athletic type 1s a mixed type, but not a.ll mixed
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typos are athlet1a typos.

Thia was further illustrated when

40 cases '::ere tali::en a.ll of whom were 5' 10" or over.

~hen these indiVldu11a·wera arranfted according to types, 1t
wao found t.ha.-1. 87% fell 1nto the mixed group 1 and tha
others representod borderline caaea. ; 'Jihese f1nd1ngs were
cqns1tle11 ed o.riH>ng t.he moot import,ant arising i'rom the ·work,

and they throw much liaht on recent atud1es on body bu1ld,.
6.

A furt.her ·contribution arising from tht'l study of the

P1gnet index is:the fact that the body bu1.ld is not sharply
c11fferent,1a.ted 1n the t.ypes.,

While there is a dichotomy

of body build, 'ti,1a worlc 1nd1cates .that this dichotomy does
not correspond exact,ly w1 th the pe:t'eona11 ty d1chalhomies.

The demonstration or thio point can be round in the d1str1bu..t1on 01' the body ,build ':'-m~ins · t,he types.

While the primary types

teml to h:tve the lov;er 1nd.1.ces, and the secondary t.ypes the

higher, v11 th -the mixed group between, 1nd1vidua.l cases will

ahow some dov1at;on from this 1 eopec1ally in them1xedgrcup.
Thus 1 t 1a poa!.11.ble to find bot.h pyknlo and a.nthen1c types 1n

the m1xed group·;· 'l'l.ls hae led to confue1on in v1orlters uelng
t.ba i;,oc1y types t oince they h:we e.eou"i:ed that the body build

dichfl>boray corres9onde exactly t.o the personality dichotomy.
r11 he p1•esent

;·:ork. ohovi_a an error in tneir rogaon1ng • sin:ce

the ml.xed t.ype may hnve either type of body bu1ld.

7.

Some interesting verification

of previous personnllty

work oan be found in· the res!1l t,a from queet,1one.

It was

found that t.he ee~ondary types te,nd to remnin angry and to hold

a grudge.

This agrees with E. Enke's work with the psycho-

galvanometer, and with

o.

Gross• conoept1on of the primary

and secondary functions or the nervous Bystem.

It, was a.lso

founa tha. t s1,:;conrlar•y types· tend to be evening worlters, and
primary t,y:;:,ee morning l'!O!'kera.

rhts nga.in agrees w1 th

1

o.

'.rhese are only tendencies• however, and not

Grose' theory.

1nvar1~ble accompan1mcnta of the type.

8.

The d1otrlbut1on of the psychoses according to typea

proved to· be e1gn1f 1cant.

There v1a.s. a. def1n1 te tendency

for t.he rH1n1c-depress1ve psychoses· to fall into the primary

groups, t.he p_aycboneu:rot1ca andpa.rano1de and hebephrenios
t.o i"a.ll 1nto the mixed group.

The small number of oecondary

t.ypes tested 1n the hoapi ta.ls prt:Vented such. a clea.r... out

d1v1a1on 1 n t.he oenonda:ey group.

.rhe moat lmportant result

1

ls that pa.rano1a seems to belong to

a:

mixed t.ype.

'£his

hae dlrect i~pltcat1ona tor normal m1~ed types Who ottan
sho\v ma.n.v of the characterlattca of the paranoids.

.rhe

1

clementia. praecox patients falling into the mixed. group seems
t,o have a llv:h't t'ox-m and were often released soon afte:t:' the
'

teat.

'l'hls might ; nd1ca.te a good prognostic sign.

Whether

the catatori1oa fall. into the mixed group, or whet.her

00-

oper:1.tive ca.t.a.tonlce fall into t.he mi.xedgroup, whereas the
more r3evere ca.sea would fall ~nto tho oecondary group, could
not, be decided.

There hae been a. deo1ded .need ln
dynnm1o class1f1catlon.

psycLlatry foi a more

Of!;en patients h1ve to be placed 1n

groups ,•;hen th~y nre not at all typ1oa.l or tb1s group,
n1m;qly beoauoa there is no place elae to put them.
1nolud1ng the orgnn1em1o po1nt :if v1ev1 in

By

their olass1f1oa-

~1ons, ·1 t •:rou11

·oe
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possible to arrange them on a. series of

increasing spec1~11zat1on.

9. 'Flna.lly,. the question of the mixed· type was brought .out

more clearly 1n t.h1a than 1n any previous 'vork.

The mixed

type has· a.l·;i ays been recognized, but 1 t ho.a not been ve.ry
clearly ·defl~od, and. 1 t has not been -correla.tec.1 vi 1th· the
psychoses.

'l'he extrave1°t... 1nt1'ove1"'t olasa11'1oa. t1on \#ith the

amb1vert ao the mixed t:;pe recogntzed the fg,ctof' mixture but
offered 11 ttle· m3,ter1al for a compar1eon w1 th wide gi•oupa of
people.

The prer1ent teohniqu.e permits as quiclt a· differentia-

tion of the mixed t.ype as of the two general types. If the
Rorschach and ha.ndwr1 ting tests are both primary, the 1ncl1v1dum.l

is pr1mo.ry • if they a.re both secondary, the 1nd.1vhlua.l 1a

soconanry, ·n.nd 1f el ther one 1a one type and the other the
oppos1 te type, t,l'le lnd1vidual 1s mixed,.

The ~co1•relat1on

wtth cllntcal rn~.tc1"1al bro\1ght out some import!lnt groupings.
The poychoncul"O t.ics, the homooex.uala t t.he paranoids, a.nd

the hebephr,: nice all fell ln this group.

EH.nee the same

manifestations. could be found.in normal. ml.xed types. this
ori.n be considered a very impol"tant cl1nioal ·a.id in

with eome of the problem onaes or this type.

dee.ling
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VII.

Appendix.

In this ap~:;endlx v,e ·can give ,a. few t,ypioa.l oases 1n
The, P~gnet index ls described. on

cletail.

page· 189, the

procedure of g1v1ng t,he Rorschach ·test on page 158 • and the

procedure of giving -the handwriting test on pa,ge ll•l•

_'l'he

reaul t.s from :t,h1a procedure are glven below.

The abbI'cviations used in the Rorschach test al'e as
f'ollo-r: a:

WF - whole-form - the entU e picture 1s interpreted· by 1 t,s form.
1

DF - deta.11-form - some detail of the p1ot,ure 1s interpreted
by 1 ts r orm.

CF - color-form ... the color suggests an :tnterp,}eta.t.i.on
form completes it.

and the

FC - form-color - the form predom:_1nat,aa, but the colol:' enters

1nto the :lnterpretatlon

M - movement or lc1ns.e$thet1o response .... the p1cture 1s seen 1n

-movement.

sp - epa.ce - the •:rhi te sp"l.oes ·of the pict,ure are i~terpreted,
not the dravritigs themselves.
Tho pl;,\tes g1ve aamplea

or

the handwr1 ting.

'l'h.e entire

teat la not given in the plates* but only a oample·from each
part.

'rhe aver;:1.ge

or

three tr1als 1.a given 1n each case.

Primary Normal.

Case l.

The subject 10 a·male S' 6n tall, and shows a. pyknic
body bu1ld from 1nspect,1on. ·All proportions· tend t,o be

und harmon1ous.

1•oupd

The f1n3ere are blunt, the ·hands are b~oad,

t.he head io ro.und, the profile ie f'la.t, a.nd there·ia a general
otoclty nppenrance.

The F1gnet ind.ex ls 9.

Subject shows a

tendency tD be• bald, although onl: y 26 years old..

The
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rappo~t 1s excellent.
H"\nd,:i r1 t1ncf test.

On the fal"lowtng pa.[:os are given the

3-otual;reoults rrom>-the ·handvir1t1n~r test. ··By measuring .the
length' of l1'nes we f1nd t.he t'ollov11ng· f!.gures:

1.

35·.3 om.
38·.o
38.l

av. 37 •·l

39.3'.
35·.9

41.2

39.7
4o.:;

av. 42.8

46.l

41·.7 .

4.

av. 4o.8·

40·.l •

i.o.6

5.

41~·.:;

av. 46.6

46·.l
49.4

It, Wi·ll be noticed that there 1s _general expo.ns1on

throt,1.ghout ,- no· size ·fa.111n:g below the original. ·. Thts
expansion g,nd. large _slze of ·t,he .wr1 t1ng we have considered

ae a. primary.type of_reactlon
Rorschach test.
The; lnte·rpretations

1'0:tt the"RO"rechach

·test were as

follows ·for en~h c.~rd.:
l.

but.terfly

WF

bat

YIF

2.

butterfly

VTCF

3.

pa~t-of the anatomy

4.

s.

·· WF..

b~t' le

WF

'6ut.torfly
rabbit
tootb

WF

bat

VlF

DF

DI!'

(oolorlesa picture)

24-7

6.
7,,

8.
8.

akin of anlmal

DJr

c::mdle

{possibility that color

crab
dopkey

DF

..

WO
DF

lot of• color
two r•abl,its

DCF

ho1•n

DF

men

DF
DF

vessel

t~o small chickens

DF
DOF

figure A

DF

ntumo•or
tree
....
\

.

DCF

flo1•iers

Total responses

ente.red

(blue part

of

interpreted)

picture

(small yellow parts
-lnt.erp!."'Sted)

( bro·11 n and yellow

portions 1.nterpret,ed)

24

Whible reeponses· lO
Detail reAponoes ·14
color·reaponaea
l
Cblo~-rotm reeponaes

4

o :·5.5

no.rsohach ra t.1o

extratenolve.

Tbore vrere · no kinaeathetic responses 1n t1:.1s test and
no sugge,et.1on. o_r them.

·The· reeponeos were objective and

were 1n:f'lucncied 'by· the color.

In the oblor.. fo1~m responses

the oubJect seemed to:be primarily tnfluenoed by the color

and then by the form.
D1ilcmoals. ··s1nce the body build, ho.ndwri ting, manner,

Rorschach t,cat, -· and other incldent-a.l opoel'vationa pointed
to the prlm'.l.ry ·type, the attbjeot ·oan be d1a5nosed· as a.

pr1ra_ary t,ype.

It muot be pointed out that 1n this worlt

only the Rorocbach rat.lo nnd handwriting results were used
1n

1n)

DF

moose head

butterfly
9.

might have

the d1agn<>a1s.

When everything elae 1s excluded except
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t.heae, the d1agnooie la unchanged.
Caee 2.

MU:ed Normal~

Sub.1ect ia a male, 6' · tall9 and shows an a.t.hletH! build.
The, Plgno'ti tndax

1.-;

r'H:1 21.,

He was· not a pyknio type beoauae

of h1s hei13ht and muscular development.

He

\'His

not an

athen1c type because of h1a large·bu1ld.
Hand,,; ri ting.

The reeul ta f1,om the ha.ndw rl tint:1:.., tc at were as follows s
l.

25.3 cm.

2.

25.8

3.

26.5

1~.

26.6

5.

26.9
'l'he !W(frage lengths of the lines ohow a steady

expano1on •. 'l'bta type of response indicates the primary type.

Rorschach test.
The r esul ta f'1"om t,he •~oracha.ch teat •;;ere ae :follow et

1.

butte1"'f ly
polar 1)ear loot{1ng up
back of dog
p1:•ofllo
~roflle
ltnu lege of animal
face

·WF

2.

heal:"t

·DCF

ape.de
hea.d of roost.er
beak
claw
gate

DopF
DF

:,.

beak of b1rd

tr11g

dog

en.mp 1'1re

DU
DF
DF
DF
DF
WF

DF

(red spot 1nterpX'eted)

DJ,"

DF
DF

DF

.DF

DFC

(posttion of parts and
fin1lly color entered
in)

. 24-9
table
legs of.
owl

6.

7 ...

DF

profile of.dog
paws

DF
DF
DF
DF

htde of animal
·oatt a
butterfly
bone

WF
DF
DF
DF

head

5.

or

WF
DF

animal
dog

an1mal

p~v,

hind quirtcrs of animal

arm nnd. chestof person

DF

·c cnt ovel"'
·DM
at.rettm f lo:·Jl,;ng down valley DM

8.

ahouL1er guards
a.nlma.l W1 th long snout

coat

scarecrow
pro:f'lle

DF
DF
DF
DF
DF
DF

rm·ticra
legs

claws
log
face of animal

dos

DF

10. foot print
rt

DF

. . II,

wleh-bone
head or.rabbit

·DF

DF
DF
DF

roof of ··house
loge of' animal·

'l.1 0 tnl reauodeea

Whole reaponoee

'DF

DF
DF
DF

r1be

9.

DF
DF

·4(}

5 (8%)

Detg1l responses . 44 (92;~)

Form-color rceporieeo l
Color-form ~esponeee l
::tn.~ost.hc t.tc ·responses. 3.
Rorochaoh ·ratio· ; :

.i.s

1ntl"ovora.ive~

rhe · kl.ne.esthettc reaponeea predom1na.t.e and there ·wore·

1

1nd1oa.t1ono throughout of more lc1naenthet1c responses.··· For
th1s a:ubjcct the p1ot,urea were core 1n action thnn in the
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primar:r types.

From tLis ·resv.lt we can atate that the

eubject e\)ov:ed a secondary type of response.
Dt,airnos1s ., Pince t,he subject was pr1mary on the· hanuwr1 tlng

tost ':Incl - e.aqc,ndary on the Roreoha.oh test, he

W9.S

diagnosed as

a mixed type.

Casa 3.

Beconda:ry .Normal,.

Subject le a female,- 22 yerirs old., short; anthenic body

b1.1.ild.

Her shoulders· sloped dov,nward., her fin,_.ers were long

ancl, slend.er,_ her race waa oval.

The general impression 1s one

of slightness.
Handwr1 ting test.,
'l'he l"esult;e from the hand.i·lrit'.l.ng test. are aa follC1Nsi

2.

10.7

3.

18. 3

4 ..

20,.3

5. 18.7
·'rho gene:rn.l tendency in this c·:i.se wa.e towards alight
contraction \~i th• 11 ttle variation.
9,

cho.racterls·uc

or

The v;·r,1 ting was ama.ll,

the aeoonda.ry 'type. - It can be concluded

that. the 1ndtvid,ual·te secondary from this teat.

Rorschacb_teet.,
Tho rem.1,l·to '1'1•om the riorschach test are a.a follows:
l,.

icobere;s ·

WF

2.

two elephant heade

WF

3.

two men atn.clnin~ on
balla v, l th the1r

con.t.o flying

4;

no 1n terpi.1ete.t1on

DM
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s.

he··.q. of ··<log

6.

s t:1nd.o.rcl with flgttre

DF

on top

·np

heads

DF

8.

nnim:J:le
mountain peak

DF
DF

9.

tmo v1omcn

DF

1.

10.

. tYIO

po!e

D»'

f'1gure of' man

.DF

Total reeponsea ll
~hole responses 2
DE!tn.11 responses 9
K1naestb.e tic reaponsea · l

l ; 0

1ntrovers1ve

Thero were no color- responses and. only one k1naeathet1o
response.

This was very def1n1tely a movement .ttesponse.

The

ratlo 1nd1oatea a secondary type~
Diri~n6EJ1s. · EH.nee both the band.writing and Rorocha.ch r~.t1o

1nd1ca.te-aaeoondary type, the diagnosis 1c eeconctary type.

Insane ca.see.
1-low let us turh t,o the insane cases..

In moot ca.sea

there was llt,tl3 dif'f'e:renca between the normal rea,ctions and
t.hoae of· the· 1nw1ne,.

Caee 4.

Primary Insane.

Subject 1e a femC\le 47 yeal"a · old·. ·She show a a d1at1nct
pyknic bo dy: build.

She 1s short~' stocky, rathel1 fat·; and

all proporttQna are round. and harmon1ou.a.

At the time o:f' the

teat she 11aa · ooopernt1ve but· htshly exc1 ted.
Hanclwr1 ting.
'l1'1e re·J.~t1ons from the ha.nd\vr1 ting test wei?e as follow c:
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lt

37.8, cm.

2~

37.5

,. _:,8. 5
4.

Yr .-9

s. -39.3
There· is,.-~. general tendency ·fol' expansion throughout

the test.

Thie wi tn, the large. s1z~ are typical for the

primary type.
·Rorschach· test •.
The· results. from- the Rorec~ach test were:
1., · but,t.erfly

2.

3,

carbon alr.e toh

t{F

beautiful pansey
butterfly

WOF .· .( coiors inte:t-p1•eted
WF Csome doubt whether color
·was 1noluded)

vertebra

VIF

WF
5.

8.

jn.c1t-rabb1 t

DF
DF

skln froci· anim~l
but,terfly

'flF

butterfly

hat for ·ba1)y

mr

beautiful colors

VlC
WF
WCF
DF
WO

<lress

DF

WF

1!Je rte bra .. '

butterfly_

man·

9.

milder colors
two .r--1h~dos

·of green 1n

center

10.

feelers

two ' people , 'but d.oesn' t
Tiant

rats

to dlaouss
'

(no colora)

~ex

·o<f
DF
DF
( ·sexual" answer} .
DOF . ( ·the· brQwn color J.nfluenoe d
the inte1--pret atton of· a

brown-rat}
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Whole·responaee 15
Deta1l ~ehp~naea 8
Color·reaponses
3
Color~f~~~- responses-~
norachach r9. tlo

diagnosed a p r1mal:fy ty peh,
•

•

She was·d1a.gnoacd at the
J

•

hoap1 tal ~la a• ty;.:i1ca1 manic-depressed manic phase.

Case 5, M1xed·Inaane.
The aubject·1a a·female 54yeara· old.
pyltnio body build.

She· ba.e

a full'·round

She has a. d1st1nct

face (f 1ve-po1nt);

bar ho.nda· are blunt, ohe 1a quite fl.eahy t · and shows a r0W1dnees.
in

a.11 fen.-turea.

47.3 cmJ_
2 ..

42 .. 4

43.8
4.

ti2.9
l~l. 2

We· see;-that· tn sp1te or the large a1ze

'.)f

t;he handWX'it1ng

there !s ·a· tenc.'i.ency · towards cont:r-aation all the way through.

Thia 1nd1cstea a secondary type or reaction.

nornchach teat.
l.

no response

2.

dov1l

WCF

( t.he red pa.1;,ta · of' the

.p1cture suggested th1s
intexipret~tion)

:;.

eke let.on

WF

4~

npa

WF
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5-

bat

WF

6.

houae··of··some kind.

VTF

7,.

no · response·

8.•

heart

9.

<DCF

lungs

DF
DF

two •.chickens

V/F

hea1"t a trinss

no response

10.,

Total reaponses

9

Whole renponeee 6
Detail· responaee 3
Color-fo:rm responses

Rorschach ratio

2

o: 2 extratenetve

n,n~nos1s~ Th~-pat1entwas ,dlagno~ed as a dementia praeoox
pn.!'anoid form .by the hoep1 t,al;,

From the r•eaulta of this

t,eot 1 t can be seen· t,hn.t t,he hanc1wri t,1ns v,as, aecomia.ry, and
t.he Rorachach test waa primary..

Thia 1nd1c~tee the mixed

type.

Caae 6~ 'S~aondi~y Insane.
SubJect 1a a; female 19 yeara old.:•..· Sb.e is 5' 5 1/2~ ~all,

and her ~15nct 1ndox was 41. · ,s.he wse· thin, her ·race oval,
,.. 1.,,,._.
her handdfalendor, all vertloal l1nee predomlnatin

s•

Handw ri ting.
1'he handwrlt,1ng t.eat gave the following results.
l.

25.7 cm.

2.

26.l

3.

25.0

4-.

2;. 3

5.

23.5
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·Th'? ·av(rtrt£!e_ ·a1za ·ahowa a tsene~a.1··cont11a.otton .throughout.
This with t.he small

size

Rorschach

,~

borfea of the, body

4

·no ·response

5.

bat,

:J.ndJ.ca.te; a secondat..,y type of ~1"1 ting.

teat.

WF

n
tt ,·, ' ' ' ' 'ti

9.

.

dlf'f'erent ol>jocte put togethe;r;,

10.

Wl{ ·

no . I'esponee

Total re~p~nnes

5

Whole"rcepone es 4
Dot.ail :reap::inses · l

(SO}t)
(20%c)

Movement r0sponses

l

noroohn.oh ratio

l

1·

o · 1ntrovers1ve. ·

·rrhere ·riere no color responses and;

only

one k1na.eathat10

response• · A11 responses aho,ved. blockage and a dls t!r1etly.
second.r:iry'· type of >behavtor ( non..,;,emottona th · Four· e:irdB were

not· intetp::•cted vrh1ch · repl'.'esented blookageo .. · FJ~om the
handwl'1tJ.ng a.nd· t.he- Rorschach· ratto · 1 t can be concluded tha.:b

the· nubjeci; ta a seconclary type,
Tho> cllnlcal .. d1a.gncrn1s ,vas domant1a. pra.acon cat.a.t~n1a
fol"tn.

'.rhj.e was· a cle!l.r oaae.
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Typ1cal a.nd Atyp1oa.l Cases.
In the preceding section the results f:r•om typical cases
were e;1ven.

Hince these a.re "typ1oal cases and. not difficult

or doubtful cases, 1 t might be \vell to go through several

cases more' in detaiih, and also more from the standpoint of
the cl1n1c1a.n faced w1.th an unknown subject.·

The attempt

will be made t.o potnt out the gener•e.l routine of d1a.gnos1ng
tvpesae
well
as some of the ditf1cuihttes.
'
•.

Let us cons1deI'

the procedure step by step.

I.

F1ret 1mnrees ion ancl c:U.av;noaie of. body: build. Ae the

subject ent.ers·the off1ce to be t.yped, the clin1c1an can
ascertain several importqnt points regarding body build.
If the subject is under five feet ten lnohes ta,11, has a
f'1ve-polnt fe,oe er e. shield face (as described. by Kretachmer)i
a flat profile, square shoulders, blunt fingers, flesh y 1n

old.er indlvidua.la and. fresh (p1nlt skin, healthy appe9,ranoe,
open countenance) appearance in younger ind1viauals, we

bave n. clear case of the pyknio type.
Slnce there are few 1ndiv1duals who show such clear-cut

char3cterie tlos, the cl1n1cie,n is called on to add. tip, ao to

spe~k, t.he cha.ract.er1at.1cs for and against each particular
type of body build.

Tb.ere will be many individuals that are

so mlxed in their bocly build that· a type name· for them 1s
impoaa1ble,

In such cases the Fignet index will aid.

The procedure must, be baaed on the conf1gurationa.l signs

rat.her than on epec1f1c 1nd1v1dual signs.

If an 1nd1vidual

eho,vs all the e1gns of the pykn1o type except the blunt
fingers, 1 t would be fooliah t.o attempt to call h1m asthen1o
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because bo has long fingers.

stockard's technique (see

PP• · 179-178) of detel"'mlning· whether the lat,er1e.l or v·ex•t1cal

l1nes predominate 1s a. goocfrray to ata.11t.

If the 1nd1v1dual

1s stocky, or if he is tending to· have a slight bu1ld, ·or

1f he· is soy oung that th~se faohors oannot be seen clearly,
we must start from th1e general configuration.

The next step

1s to see whether the snouldere a.re·square. or whether they
are eloplng ..

Tl1e pure pyknic type has 1n young 1nd1v1duals

aqua.re shoulders, and the carriage ts erect.

In older

individuals tho pure pylm:to ·type 1s characterized· by
dopoei ts or· fat a.round t.he shoulders w\_1cn g1vea the

appearance of slope, but Which 1s a!mplydue to·tllefat.

The

endocr1nolog1ets consider th1e depos1 t1on of fat a ty: p: 1ca.l
p1tu1ta.ry fat deposit.
Very charaoteristio ot'·the pure pykn1o type 1a the early
appenrance 01' baldness.· Tn1s doeanot mean that other types
do not become bald ea.::,ly; but it 1.e f'a?'more noticeable among
the pyknica.
Other signs of this type a.re the vivacity· and alartneee
of the pykn1o type.

soo1able.

They usually ai"e extray:ertedand.

They may be qulet anddepresaed, but they still

show the aamegenera.lbody build.
at great. length pp. 64... 67.

This point was d1soueaed

The ol1n1c1an must, be thoroughly

fam111ar wtth thls dletinction~
In conneotion w1 th the above a 19'!s the F1gno·f:t index lA

of great eerv1oe.
Athlet1o type.

1n th1e work.

This wo.s not cons1dered as a separate type

It 1e characterized principally by the
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muscular development.

The'hetght does not neceeaarily·1nd1ca.te

an athlet1c t,ype, ·a.a we have seen 1n

th1e work.

If the

ind1v1dual sbowa prominent muscular development. 1e f1ve

feet 10 inches tall or over., and if' he shows some of the
signs of· the a.sthenio type· ( to be described presently), we
can· record t.he fact;.

It was not cons1del':'ed important 1n

th1e work whether the ind1v1dual was sharply defined as an
a.thlet1c type,

Of more 1mportanoe was the height factor.

Ast,hen1c type~

Th:i.s type ie characterized by a slight body

build.

The face tends to be long or oval, the hand.a and

flne;ers are long.t the cheat 1s narrow, the shoulders are

sloping o.nd. there may be a. d1et1not · atoop, the chin is not
prominent nnd may recede.· The forehead tends to elope back

and the chin also elopes back, leaving the· nose at the
cent.er a.a very prom1nent. · Thi.a g,.vee the so-called angle

prof1redt

f.\S

defined by Kretsohme1~. · ·The vertical lines

predominate, and the 1nd1v1dual 1s quite thin.
This type

shows more varla.t,1on than the pyknio type.

'l'hus, 1 t 1s :?0Bs1ble to h'.lve· a flat p.:•of1le, but the race
f11 om the -front w111 be· narrow and. thin.

Tho hands may be

thtck·an1 stubby, although this is much more ro.rethan the
slender f tne;ers·.·

The slightness of this type is one· of

the most, Ohf:\l:'1otertst10 s1gna,,~n.ther than epeoif1o body

forrnat1ona.

The typo must not be confused w1th pylm1o· types

that have S'.tffered some nilmt-'?nt and are 1n a bad phya1oal

ooncll tion.

To avo1d t.h1a, the subject must be questioned

as to the normal weight, and any fluctuations~

It might

be added that the pykn1o type takes on weight quickly and.
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easily;, whereas 'the asthentc type tends to rema.tn thin 1n
spite·. of ·abumlant food.

·Women asa,ru.le do·not·oonform aa alooely to·the types.
Women have a.·depos1.t of·fat·beneith the skin which· :,ften gives
them· a. more pyknic· ar,penra.nae ·. t,han they· really h.~ve ~-

'l'he

J?trrnet index often shows the disproportton when tho 1nspeot1on

fa1la to bring 1 t·· out.

'the only rule· that can be given 1s to

be· veriy cnut1ouo in d1agnoslng body types· 1n · wo:Jen, _and. to
rely on the !ndex and· on the other tests more than on the

general nppearnnce.
The· gene :rinl roo.ction of tho aathen1o types 1s one of
blocl::o..ge.
t.ypo

'.t:hej" do ncit show the same v1va.c1 t,y of the pyknic

'I'hcy a.re more intense, tend to be mo:re · formal.

If

they o.:,.,"e crnottonal, thia emot1onal1 ty will hn.ve a. peculiar

1ntcma1 ty behind tt :,hat· is lac:::tng · in the emot1ona.J. py~nio

t.:,rpe.

'1'h1a dlatinot.1on can be mede ·clearer \?hen one observes

cntaton10 excitement ina. hospital and ma.n1o exc1temont~
A clin!c1an who haa observed aome of the·dlfferenoes can

apply thorn V1hen observtng n61.,ma:1 1nd1.v1uuals.

The coldness

of the net.ben1o·type to nloo qu1to o.pparent·1n most ca.sea.
The pyknto ~.ypea 9,re

r,a.rm, sympathetic, and show excellent

rapport.
Case· A.

Nov, lot ua ·· 1 un th1 ougb tho ·:prooedure--•of ·an· actual case.
1

1

V:e co.n call t.llta caae ·A.

l!l'~ A.. is 2:3 years old, la 5'

tnll. and bo.o a P1gnet index of 12.

9tt

Hie•ehoul.ders o.re

equ!lre, h1s f1ni::e1~e are blunt, hie face 1a full and round
(f1ve-po1nt), he hn.s an erect oar·r1age, his akin 1e pink
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and burns easily· in the summer-..
.

He ls v1vac101is:, laughed a.nd

.

joked th!'ough the entire. test• sh.owed excellent, rapportt

was friendly, 1ntereeted. 1 sym-;>a.theM.c, and warm.·· He was

very objective in h1a responses, and showed an easy flow
of. thoup;ht nnd ac-t1on.

From this description a.lone we can

Flee that the subject haa pra.c t,toally all of the s1gna of the

pykn1o·ty9ea A fewmore details about. the subJeot'a life
mi.f_:ht,

ne

added to conftrm this.

•rhe aub,1ect has been active

1n· many professions, knows·a.n enomnous mumber of people,

O,<llle· people by their :f'lrst names on sho:i:1t acqua.1ntance • goes
e~·.s1ly frC\m one kind of work to another,

?.lW,?.yS

has some new

ldea of what. he is going to do. · ·rhere 1a a fa1nt sugget-1tion
of the tl1ght of ideas found·inthe ma.n:to-deprreaeivo.
On the Rorschach trst the aubjeat g~.ve a: ratio of

1 : 3 ext,ratenetve ... '£here was only one kinaesthetic response
and three ·color responses.

'l'bis pa.rt ofthe teat 1s primary.

On the ha.ndwr1 ting test the subject v1as clistinotly primary.
The he.ndwrl tlng was large, shewed expansion t,hroughout, all

e1zes belng·lare;er than the normal writing.
· 'l1h1s

case was extremely easy· to diagnose, and·even an

inexperienced obaerver would be able to find such types

almost, by 1nepect1on.

Case B.
We can now consider a case that presents many difficulties.
Thie case was selected f::·om

tha insane gro up..

The

diagnosis of the case by the hoep1tal waa so difficult that
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even a yei;).r after· the' d1a.gnos1a there ts st,111 considerable
d.ottbt a.bout the· nature ·of 'thEl payohoa,.e.

The subject wa.a a. whi ta· female 29 yea.re old.

5 feet 10 inches tall~

She was

the Pignet J.ndex wae not ta.ken. ·She

present.ad t.he appearance of ·a.n··athlet1o type, with rathel" .large

bones. ·she wse somewhat awkward in her gross movements,
alt.hough 1n writing and final' movements she ehowed ·::ore

dexterity.

She had a slight angle profile, and her faoe

W9,s t.h1nner t,he.n broad •. Her hands we11 e very slender.
J;:-c1p ·rer:rnion ge,ined wa.e that

Kr•etschmer' s e,t,hlet1o typew

The

ene could ·be classified as
Sne we.a too tall to be pyknic,

and her be.nds, face and general appearance were ago.inst the
olaee1f1oation of pylm1c.

On the other hand, she was well

enough f1lled·out not to·be included 1n the a.athenlc·type.·
Sbe was t•ather pret.ty • o.nd presented a. dep1,,essed but intelligent

mnnne:r.
The first contact was marked by negativism.

She d1d not

wan-t to t.o.ke the · test, . she said she was t,1red. ( not to me but

to the doctor in charge); and wanted to ries.t.

she finally

consented ~md showed keen understanding th roughout.

She

cooperated e9.01ly and tn'..elligently, but did not warm tip.
'.I:be1"e was a.

gene·".':ll feel1ns ·or coldness thoughout which

ind1cnted a more secondary type.

From theseprel1m1na.ry

observat1one the wr1 t.er wo.s 1nol1ned to view her as a. secondary
or mixed type.
\'le now passed to the wr1 ttng teat.

:3he showed general

exp anaion throughout, and her motor rea.otione '\Vere qu1te
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easy a.nd flowing.

Th:to easy flow waa ohn.:t:'D.ete:tiiaM.o of a.

primary type ..
·On the riorscha.ch teat nothing posi t1VI'? was obtained,
She gave a ratio of O : O~

Hor· responses were ohn~t.\oter1zed

by the sreatert objcct1v1ty 9 and ther~ was n~t the slightest

!ndicat1on of n kinaaothetic response. ·There was no· ~eaponee
to t,he oocond pie ture ··1h1oh contf'.l.ina color~ but she did

res.c>onde t,o tho other colored pictures-

No color responses

VJero given, howevel"'~

Thia

Or\OO

v:n.a referred. t.o on page 156 in regard. to the

evaluation of a O : · O 1 atio.
1

At fii:.•at eight 1 t seems that.

t.he two most important parts of the technique h!:\ve failed to
a.groo wlth the ft:v·ta in the lnd1vidua.l t e l:l.fe.

'i'h:1.e case

calls for g1,e,1t ulcety ·or ;ludgmr:mt.
· Let ua coneid.or and weigh the various points.

build is not pyknic:: and not aathen1c.
be an athletic type,

Her body

Ghe appears more to

We know i'rom the dn.ta. a.coumul?.ted in

t.his work th~t the probabi lit,y c,f" her" being e1 ther · a primary

or secondary t,ype 1Er ·sli5bt because, she· ts· 5 feet 10 inches
1
tall. 'l'h1s height was· 001.,rels.ted.· with the mxed type. The
handwr1 tlng teat is p111ma.1ly and' we oa.n accept this ae

correlating w1 th her easy motot• flow~

'l'nero appeared to be

no blocke.ge whatever 1n her motor rerict1one.

How in order

to ola.sa1f'y her as a m xea type, the :Rorncha.ch teat would
have to be secondary 1n order to of'f'set the primary handnut ahe rr.ave a O: O r3t1.o wh1oh we are doubtful
.

about, alnoe it evidently represent.a a borderline condition.

We decided ·:r:r.om the .above·da:ta that she·wae a mixed type and
d1ap;nosed hex• e.a a ·atJ:1ong payohoneurot1o;

The hoapi tal

inclined to d19,gno'ae ·her. -as a ·paychoneul:'ot1c, but several

voted for dementta·praeoox·oa.tatonic fot1m.

Sne·was released

soon after as improved. · Later she wa.e returned. and showed the
same vague symptoms.

She waa again released and is out of

the hoopltal at the present ·time.
Thie

C'.'\SG

could· not·be ·decided clearly on the bae1s o:r

the handv1r1 ting t.ost, and the Ro1'\scha.ah test.

It could not

be clearly decO:ded on tne·bas1s of ol1n1o1al: observation
o~eeetudy.
problem.

and

A11·1n.a.ll. it represents an extJ:'lemely dlff1oult

Thia 1sno argument et t.her against c11n1oal d1agnos1s

or ga:tne+, the present: technique.

In both oases 1 t. 1s really

a conf1rma.t1on of· the problema.t1o nature of the eub,1eat.
C~u!e C.

Let, us co,·1e1de1• ·one·more dif'f:tcult·· case.· Out· o:f' around
250 oaeee only f !ve or atx we.ro· doubtful.

The very fact

tha1; thuy ware doitbtful wes highly 1ndicat,iv•e or the·pe%"sonal1ty

of t,he incU v ldual in queat1on.

The following case was one

of the most, peculiar co.aeE! the -art ter ha.a· come in contact w1 th,

and·the at~rr at. the hospital were of about the same opinion.
The subject was a whl te male 40 years old.

tall and weighed 186 pounds.

He wa.e

His P1gnet index was

wa.e a rough laboreI', and showed this 1n

o.

5' 11"

He

his general appearance.

He prenented a. full round race; blunt fingers, and. a full, well

f1 lled out body.

His pr•of1le was flat• and 1n general

appen.1•nnce he wo:.i.ld be classified as pykn1o.

H1e height,
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as we have aeon ln this work 1 would lead us to be cautious

1n considering hlm a pure pyknic type_. although itoouldbe
possible~· 'fhe fullneaa·and·roundnesaof h1s·body differentiated

him•botb from tho ath16t1c and aathenio typ~a.
The subject was friendly• 'Na.a q1.11ck to cooperate, a.nd ·

in many ways showed a dlstinctly· ext!'a.ve:rted social e.tt1 tude.
'1'he entl t'e et:;1.:f':f' waa present dur1ng the teat, and he dld not

seem to be at all embarrassed.

All these factors pointed to

a pr1marytype.
On the hand·:irl ting there was general expansion and the

test can be considered primary.
But ... hen t,he · ~101"schach ·test waa g1 ven, certain pecul1a.r1 ties
oame out With gront prC>minence. ··He const,ant,l.y ~ave the
lnterp etat1on "n.<1ture of a. human eoul."

phren1c type of response.

'I:h1a 1s· a achizo-

The peraeveration of thla response

throughout the test was a.t complete va1•1ance to hie general
a.ppeueance.

When he w .a questioned. intensively a.a to why he
0

interp etcd the pictures this Wfl.Y, he often wo:J,ihd up w1 th an
1.1

e,llucion to colors. The i'1rst responses we1~e def1nttely those f

e. schizophrenic ( ''n?.ture of a human soul"), but when he was
qv.eetJ.oned, he seemed to leave this mental eet a.nd showed the

prlm~ry influence

or color.

The question ia:
or ~tre

;·1e

Are we to cor1elder him a pure prlma.ry;

to evalua.t.e ths Rorschach toot by including these

peculiar ach1zophran1o responses?
No·,, let us w&15h e,,.,,oh pa.rt carefully.

:·1e have an
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1nd.1vFtttal with a a.1at1nctly extraverted pa.st history.

st111 ghee the· 1mp1·eas1bn of 'being ·oxtraverted.

He

1•1h1le his

height would. make us cautious-a.bout claaaify1ngh1in as pykn1o
8

·;, 1 thout -fui-.ther ·':\do• he· does show a.· prpon,terance ,or p yknio
tra.1 ts rather than of asthenio or athlet,1c.

R1s ha.ndwr1 t1.ng

is primary ~rnd his Rorschach ta a peculiar mixture of pt"1mary
and seh1zophren1o f'antaey,

Object1vcly 1 -:f'romthe·oti1teria

used in this work· (Rorschach and bn.ndwr1 t1ng), the subject ia
ext,remely c.lJ.ff1cult, to ~ug.ge.

--But by 1ncl11din3 thts

general method of' weighing the facts; we might be inclined
to cl~es1fy him as t?Jmixed typei,
Now· let us consider the clinical h:lstory.
d1~gn~sed. as a manic-0.epreastve.

He

W!\S

f'1rst

Only one member of the

at,af?g sugge'.,t,ec1 o.ementla. praenox catatonic form.· On the

...,

we.rd he Riio.,:,d. eo many at:rp1cal aympf)mms that he was aga.1n
ln.1 0,13ht ln f

0::1

dtagnos 1a.

'l'he aeoond time ono d1a.gnosed hi Cl

rn:1.n1c-dcp.ress1vo. three dementia praecox- cs.ta.tonic form, and
one d1ri?nosed him dementia praecox hebephrenic form.

It can be aeen from t.he:0e two difficult cases that· the
mora f A.cd,o?.'s t,h·1. t are brou3ht in; the mol."e light is- thrown
upon the cUfficul t1ea of the perso::1ali ty.

While the

Rorechaoh ratio a.nd tho hand.Wtl. ting test are adequate for
the deterrn1naM.on of t,he type in the great major1 ty or the
oaaea; n. few 1nd1v1duals w111 be ao oompihica-ted that other
faotora n.re necoes·iry.

In th, se two cases t.he height or the

1nd1v1due.l played a considerable role.

Sinoe t.bia was
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obtained from the· etrit1.'sM.cal study- of· the coi'•1~e1at1on between
body bu,.lc1 anc1 t.he per.oonality types, i'urther £Jtud1ee or
thl.e k1nd wo1.tlu. aid. greatly 1n the determ1na.t1on of types.
Some Warnings for _ the Clinician~

va th

the change to· the more oonf1gura.'t1onal method of

atudy ing peraona.11 ty, aome - of the diff:tcult,:lea that, have
arisen 1n the p,;i.st will automa.t1cally cease.

In many ca.see,

however, the:'e will be a tendency to forget th1s conf'1gurat1onal
aspect· and to return to the more at,omlst1o way of viewing the
peraon~l1 ty.

It, ts t.o avoid such a i'eturin that the

follo'H1ng VI'.,?.rn1nga have been given.

1,

Do not view any one -feature r.if t.he pereonal1 ty

one ter,t as _absolutely tnd1ca.t.1ve of the t.y:::e,

Ol"

o.ny

Vlb1le such

a· cloae correle.t1on between some t.eat and the type may

extat,

1t will nnt be true _in a.11- er.sea; arid the c11n1o1an must be

on guard ~or just these oases.
2~

In re;:;ard to body build thei•e is often a. tendency to

try to oo!'re late some one- f eatur>e or several features vd. th
the type.

Thus, the f1·1e--poi11t ra.oa 1s often considered an

1nftlll11ble l31gn of the primary type, and the oval face a.n
tn:ffl l la.b le sign of the secondary type~

one group of features from the whole ..

'.L'hls is 1aola.t1ng

It ia possible to have

o. aecondary ty_pe w1 th eome o U1er shape of faoe, alt.hough

1n gene1•al the oorrelat1oi1

faoe and the secondary type.

w1ll be h1gh between · the oval

The rest of the body must be
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inclu.d.ed 1n the general ptoture-.

3.

'l'he appearance· of the 1nd1vio.ual may be very deceptive.-

For this re~.son t,he cl1n1cian must wa.1 t until the entire

procedure h':ls been given befo1 e the diagnosis is given.
1

'rh ere 1e thmger of viewL1g the subject, as belonging to some
type on the b'.lala of tho first lmp:ression.

color thereat or the ·t.ost.

'l'his would then

Tu.e cll.nioi:a.n should t.ake the

att1 tude· t,ha.t he ia ga1n1ng data r1.~om which a d1agnos1a 17111

be· given.

It 1a 1mma.te1 1al' ',ihat ·Mm· data are, 'the final
1

dlagnosla must be mado i'd. th all data :u1d uot step by step.
'Itls mainteJ.na -the origin•1.l configuration.

4.

Th~• basis of t.he dt!',9nosiSl must,

and not on impreaa1ona.

rest on f~ct.ual material

The Pignet index, the ~orachaoh test,

n.nd t.he hand~-; ri ting teat furnish the· nucleus of the diagnosis.

ti.round these come judgment,e ba,eed on
~nd s1dll.

pracM.ce, experience,

'l'hls is t.ru.e w1 t.h any t.ecbnique.

They simply

a.ld 1n det,erm·.n1ng difficult cases.

5.

One caut1:.n mu.at. be glve-n.

The eubjeeta arc often

convinced that. they belong to a certa.1n type, ei t.her extravert

or :lntro·,-ert, 9.nd they may g1 ve many re··.sona why they belong
to th.le ty ·-e.

In some cases they rn1ght · influence the

cllnic19.n in tlh:l.a judgment.

The data obtained from the teat

mus~. be vl.c:;ed. impa.rt1ally, and 1f they are 1n disagreement

with the sub\1ect's· judgment, aome explanation for thisv1ew
by t,he

aubjoct must be sought.

Us\.\ally 1 t 1a found as a.
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ciompenea. tory' rriecha'niem, 'the subject

at temp t.1rig

to compensate

for"h1o ·ty:;,-~r ;;y ·trying t;o . oonv:tnoe-h!mself··tn at· be ls the
opposite type~

6.

J'u11g has also .,Pointed out th1a tendenoy,

In giving the ftoraob.aoh terH;; 1t·· 1s ofte·n found ·that a

aubJe~ 1~ w1ll say that ··he·sees nothing•

Usually a· ·nhort wa1 t

on the· pn:-t. or tho taster w111 euf'flce to· let the subj eat
exam\ne the ptctut·e w1;~b. o; subsequent interpretation.

A

ccrta.tn d.olibe1 ateuess· w1 th: the· 11orachaoh· t,eet has been found
1

:reotro.int and· rulotl·raalterrit• poeaiblo for the aub.1ect ·l;o open
up. where,.,s he 1o •inhibtterl on· teats··that .11equ.11'a the
performance in ·a certttin . length

~:r

M.me, t1coor1Un3 t,o certain

rttloa.

7.

Aa a rule it. irf better not to give· expl9.na.t:tons of what

t.hc ·tcnt·1o for until ai'tel' 1t has been given.

Q,uest1ons

during t_hc j,,,orecha.cih. teat a1•e eapec1ally bad~ elnoe· they

often lec1.d the subject· to see thir1e;s that· he othcrw1oe would

not see~
part of the teeter 1a espeoially valuable.
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